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CHAPTER I

STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF SMALL MOLECULES STUDIED BY UV LASER SPECTROSCOPY;
AN INTRODUCTION

1 Outline
Since the first observation of laser operation in a ruby crystal in i960
[1], the laser has been developed into a powerful source of coherent light
with exciting applications in science and technology.
It revolutionized
extensive areas of science and engineering, from communications to medicine,
where light had almost not been used in the past. The areas connected
traditionally with light, for example optics, spectroscopy and photochemistry,
changed tremendously [2]. New spectroscopic techniques were developed and
selective action of coherent light on atoms and molecules was studied. A real
manipulation of single atoms with laser light is nowadays possible, as is
nicely demonstrated by the laser cooling and trapping of atoms [3]. In turn,
laser spectroscopy has contributed greatly to the discovery of new active
media for many lasers now available.
Laser spectroscopic
techniques yield very detailed
information on
structure and dynamics of the species manipulated by laser light. Thanks to
the high spectral resolution and the high spectral energy density of laser
radiation, fundamental spectroscopic information on atoms and molecules can be
obtained. Lasers allow a very sensitive and selective detection together with
a high temporal and spatial resolution and are therefore widely used to study
internal state distributions and absolute concentrations of all kinds of atoms
and molecules. This may go from fundamental studies of chemical reactions to
optimization and control of combustion processes in realistic systems, and the
trace detection of pollutants in the earth's atmosphere.
The
light-molecule
interactions can be studied in a variety
of
experimental arrangements employing either light or particle detection. The
most common techniques in electronic spectroscopy are based on the detection
of fluorescence from laser populated levels (Laser Induced Fluorescence; LIF)
[4] and on the detection of photo-ions formed in a (Resonance Enhanced)(Multi) Photon Ionization process ((RE)MPI) [5]. Whereas the LIF technique can
be applied both in experiments using cw and pulsed lasers most times the high
power of a pulsed laser is needed to create photo-ions. Only in special cases
MPI with cw lasers has been exploited in molecular spectroscopy [6].
In experiments in which cw lasers are applied an impressive spectral
resolution of 1:10" (linewidths down to 1 MHz) can be obtained in the visible
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and near UV region of the spectrum. Excited electronic states can be studied
with an accuracy that is comparable to that obtainable in IR and FIR
spectroscopy in the electronic ground state. This high resolution enables the
study of the interaction between electronic motion and the rotation of the
molecular frame (fine structure) and often also the effects of the much weaker
interaction between the electrons and the permanent magnetic moments of the
nuclei (hyperfine structure) can be resolved. Even small effects of coupling
between states can be observed when these result in a shift of line positions
or in a perturbation of line intensities. Dynamical aspects of the excited
electronic states, i.e. the way in which molecules in these excited states
behave in time, can normally be studied only indirectly; the dynamics are
partly reflected in the observed spectral line shape. For example, the
spectral resolution is often high enough to observe the (Fourier limited)
natural linewidth, from which the finite lifetime of the excited state can be
deduced.
A disadvantage of cw lasers is that only in favorable cases the
intensity is high enough to induce multi-photon processes [7]. Moreover,
highly excited electronic states (> 5 eV) can not be reached easily.
Pulsed lasers on the other hand allow excitation to highly excited
electronic states. The bandwidth of pulsed lasers is several orders of
magnitude larger than for cw lasers. The pulsed lasers we used have a pulse
length in the ns-range, which makes a Fourier limited bandwidth of typically
30 MHz possible. In practice, however, this ultimate limit can not be achieved
easily. The Fourier limited bandwidth of the much shorter pulses of ps or fs
laser systems lies in the 1-100 cm
range. Although the spectral resolution
is worse, these latter laser systems make a real time study of dissociation
dynamics and spectroscopic investigation of transition states possible [8].
Generally, pulsed lasers do allow selective excitation and in addition show
more directly the dynamics, the ultimate time resolution being determined by
the pulse length. Lifetimes of excited states are directly determined from the
observed exponential decay of (single) populated levels. The information
obtained using pulsed lasers and cw lasers together is, more or less,
complementary;
both
are needed
for a deeper
understanding
of both
spectroscopic and dynamical aspects of the investigated electronic states.

2 Various types of experiment performed
2.1 Pulsed laser experiments
In the first part of this thesis spectroscopic investigation of small
molecules using a tunable excimer laser is described. These experiments have
been performed at the Max-Planck-Institut für Strömungsforschung, Göttingen
(FRG). The tunable excimer laser is the brightest source of tunable UV
radiation nowadays available. With a typical pulse energy of several hundred
mJ and a typical bandwidth of Δν = 0.5 c m - 1 (ΔΑ = О.ООЗ nm) the spectral
energy density of this laser radiation is orders of magnitude larger than that

obtainable from, for example, frequency doubled dye lasers. With the tunable
excimer laser very weak one-photon transitions or multi-photon transitions can
be induced. Although the bandwidth of the pulsed laser limits the resolution,
this resolution is still high enough to excite light molecules to single
rotational levels in electronically excited states. A disadvantage of this
laser is the narrow tuning range; for KrF the wavelength can only be varied
between 247-8 a11^ 248.9 nm. This tuning range can, however, be extended to
other spectral regions by Raman shifting the strong excimers (especially ArF
and KrF) in a high pressure cell (f^, D2).
In Chapter II experiments are described in which HpO and D2O molecules, in
a low pressure vessie, are state-selectively excited to a highly excited
Rydberg state (the С В^ state at 10.0 eV), using two-photon excitation with a
tunable KrF excimer laser. Once the molecules are in this excited state,
various processes take place, as is schematically indicated in figure 1. The
С В, state molecules undergo rapid predissociation, and the parent molecules
dissociate within a few ps into OH (OD) radicals and H (D) atoms. A fraction
of the OH (OD) photofragments is formed in the electronically excited A 1*
state, and so this predissociation pathway can be studied by detecting the
resulting photofragment emission. When the energy density is high enough, the
H2O (DjO) excited state molecules can absorb another photon, thus producing
photo-ions and free electrons. These photo-ions can be sensitively detected
and ground state HoO (DpO) populations can be deduced from the observed ion
spectra. Finally there is the very weak С + A bound-free emission in the
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potential
energy ourves о С //gO and sche
mata representation
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processes
involved.
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tational
levels
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are populated a^ter
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tuo photon excitation
usina a
tunable KrF excimer
laser.
Parent molecular
-fluorescence
(C+Ä), photo^raament
-fluorescence (OH, A+X) and ions are
detected.

parent molecule itself. This fluorescence extends over a large spectral
region, between 38O and 6OO nm, and can also be detected to monitor the
excitation process. This emission band has been first reported only three
years ago [9], although it was observed before as an unidentified band in
electron excitation spectra of H2O [10]. Of essential importance is, that all
the emission
from
the С state is emitted during
the very short,
predissociation determined, lifetime of this state.
Although the overall fluorescence quantum yield is lowered by the
predissociation, the detection of Laser Induced Predissociation Fluorescence
(LIPF) can be used for detection of collision free fluorescence, also at high
pressures. This latter point is thoroughly discussed in Chapter III, and will
be described here briefly.
The LIF-technique is known as a sensitive and selective method for
detection of atoms and molecules, and allows an excellent spatial and temporal
resolution. However, problems occur when this technique is applied at
atmospheric pressure in realistic systems because the excited state molecules
can undergo collisions with loss of excitation before a photon is emitted.
This means that observed LIF signals can no longer be related to the ground
state populations. In the LIPF method that is suggested [11] these problems do
not arise as long as the predissociation lifetime is shorter than the typical
time between collisions. Quantum state dependent populations in the electronic
ground state can then still be deduced from the observed fluorescence
intensities. It is shown experimentally that this method works not only for
HpO and D2O, but (at least) also for OH and O2· For all these molecules
transitions to fast predissociating electronic states fall within the narrow
tuning range of the tunable KrF excimer laser.
At the moment work is in progress in the Göttingen laboratory to apply the
LIPF technique to determine temperature and density fields on a single shot
basis in flames and motors at atmospheric pressures. There is direct interest
from combustion research facilities and car industries in this technique, for
which a patent is granted [11]. For application purposes it is necessary that
all possible excitation and fluorescence processes for the various (Ramanshifted) excimer lasers are well cataloged. A considerable amount of relevant
spectroscopic information has been determined already.
In Chapter IV it is demonstrated that CO molecules can be stateselectively detected as well when a tunable ArF laser is used.
This
demonstrates the increasing importance of the tunable excimer lasers in
combustion analysis.

2.2

CW laser experiments

In the Nijmegen laboratory an intra-cavity frequency doubled ring dye
laser has been developed several years ago [12]. This laser produces easily
tunable narrow bandwidth (< O.5 MHz) cw radiation in the UV region of the
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spectrum. By frequency doubling of visible radiation in a LilOn crystal,
several mW of UV radiation are obtained in the 295-335 nm region. At this time
work is in progress to extend this tuning range further into the UV;
especially the recently developed ß-BaB20/j (BBO) crystal [13] seems to have
promising qualities for the production of UV radiation at wavelengths down to
205 nm.
For high resolution spectroscopy Doppler width reducing techniques have to
be applied. The source of the present spectrometer is a three-fold
differentially pumped vacuum system. Free radicals are produced in a low
pressure microwave discharge and extracted from the discharge region into a
well collimated molecular beam [1Ί]. In this way the linewidth can be reduced
to about 20 MHz. Electric dipole allowed one-photon transitions of several
important free radicals have been investigated using LIF detection.
In Chapter V the spectroscopic analysis of a vibrational band in the В 1*
2
«• Χ Π transition of SiCl is given. Although rotational and fine-structure
could be completely resolved and analyzed for SiCl, no effects of hyperfine
interactions were seen.
To increase the spectral resolution, a Doppler-free pump-probe technique
on the molecular beam has been applied, as described in Chapter VI. In this
technique the molecular beam is crossed by two counter propagating laser beams
(from the same laser), a few cm apart. The hole burned in the ground state
population by the first (pump) laser is detected as a Lamb-dip in the total
fluorescence signal induced by the second (probe) laser. This technique in
principle allows a resolution down to the natural linewidth. Due to several
minor broadening effects we could reach an ultimate resolution of I.5 MHz, as
is demonstrated on the OD radical, and shown in figure 2. The hyperfine
splittings in the Α Σ*, v'=0 state of OD could now be completely resolved.

Figure 2: louer: Relative
fre
quency scale, as given by the
transmission
peaks of the in
terferometer
middle: LIF spectrum о? the OD
A2z+3v'=(h-X2l[,v"=0 Q2('l) tran
sition
in the molecular beam.
This transition
consists
of
several hyperfine
components
that are almost
completely
overlapped due to the
residual
Doppler broadening.
Small Lamb
dips can be recognized
on top
of this
curve.
lower: Lamb dip spectrum
with
completely
resolved
hyperfine
structure.
The width (fwhm)
of the individual
hyperfine
components is 1.5 MHz.

O D Q2(1)

I ·«

148.4 MHz •
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When this technique was applied to SiCl the hyperfine splittings due to the
magnetic moment of the CI nucleus could also be resolved. Furthermore, the
lifetime of the excited state could be deduced from the observed spectral
linewidth.
Because of the additional degrees of freedom the spectral structure of
polyatomic molecules is much more complicated than of diatomic molecules. In
Chapter VII part of the A B^ • X А^ electronic spectrum of the unstable SiClp
molecule is described and analyzed. The combination of the molecular beam and
the narrow bandwidth of the cw laser is really needed to resolve the
rotational structure. Only three years ago the electronic spectrum of the
SÌCI2 radical was unambiguously identified in the gas phase [15]· Although
some more detailed information on the vibrational structure in the electronic
band was obtained in I986 using a pulsed laser [16], the geometrical structure
in the excited state was hitherto unknown. From the results presented in this
thesis the structure is directly determined. Within three years the knowledge
on the electronic spectrum of the SÌCI2 radical changed from "a broad
unstructured absorption spectrum around 317 nin" [15] into a rotationally
resolved spectrum with clearly separated, identified, rotational lines with
linewidths down to 8 MHz.
The spectroscopic data presented are needed for a quantitative analysis of
all kinds of Si and CI containing reactions. Both SiCl and SÌCI2 are important
reaction products in the chemical etching process of silicon wafers in a
chlorine atmosphere [17]. To study this etching process systematically the
internal state distributions of the produced radicals are determined. These
experiments are usually done with a pulsed laser. Accurate spectroscopic
information on the various isotopie species is needed to substract information
about the state distribution from the thus observed broad rotational envelope
[18]. Furthermore, the lifetime of SiCl (Β Σ*, v'=0) we determined, directly
yields the absolute value of the В + X transition dipole moment. This
transition dipole moment is of importance when one wants to deduce absolute
densities from observed LIF signals.

2.3 Pulsed-cw double resonance
In the last chapter of this thesis an experiment is described in which the
specific advantages of a pulsed laser and a cw laser are combined to make a
high resolution study of highly excited electronic states possible. In this
experiment pulsed laser radiation is used to pump molecules out of the
electronic ground state into rotational levels of an excited electronic
intermediate state. CW laser radiation can then induce a transition to a
higher electronic state. As the intermediate state is a real state, the
ultimate spectral resolution in such an experiment is not influenced by the
pulsed laser at all.
Several mj of radiation from a frequency doubled pulsed dye laser is used
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to induce the NO Α Σ ,ν'=0 «• Χ Π, v"=0 transition around 226 nm. The NO (Α Σ )
molecules can absorb another photon from a cw ring dye laser, thus ending up
+
in the Ε Σ , v'=0 state. The resonant E •» A fluorescence is detected and in
this way the NO E «• A transition is studied under high resolution. The spinrotation splitting in the E 1* state could be resolved, and the effects of a
perturbation between the Ε-state and a high vibrational level of the B-state
were observed and quantitatively interpreted.
In such a pulsed-cw double resonance experiment, an experimental situation
is created to study an isolated two-level system, consisting of two
fluorescing levels, under the influence of cw radiation. The observed time
dependence of the excited state populations can be completely described by
using the quantum mechanical description in terms of the optical Bloch
equations. The results nicely demonstrate the coherent nature of the coupling
of states by laser radiation. Residual effects of Rabi oscillations, always
present in coherent excitation processes, can now be directly experimentally
observed thanks to the initial conditions set by the pulsed laser. This is
explained in more detail in the next section.

3 On the light-molecule Interaction
We will consider a system that is quite common in LIF experiments in a
molecular beam. A molecule, initially in a stable state |l>, crosses a laser
beam perpendicularly. The parallel laser beam is assumed to have a Gaussian
intensity distribution, and to have an angular frequency ω which is detuned by
an amount Δ = ω - ω from the |l> •* |2> molecular transition frequency ω .
The linewidth of the laser is assumed to be infinitely narrow. In figure 3
this model is schematically indicated. The state |2> is populated by the laser
and is depopulated due to, for example, fluorescence or predissociation, at a
rate Tp· This depopulation rate is just the inverse of the lifetime τ , of
state |2>. What we are interested in is the time-evolution of both the upper
and lower state populations, while the molecule is passing through the laser
field. The time evolution of such a two-level system can be correctly
=
described using the Bloch-equations for the components p^^, ^22' ^12
ex
At
an<
=
exp
iAt
0
ttle
p^2 P(i ) ^ f21
P21 (~ ) ^
density matrix p(t) as [19]:
'11 = ^

V(i5

p

1 2 - 21>

¿22 = -^V^12 - ¡W - V22
1

¡512 = І / ( Р 1 1 - P 2 2 ) - WT2 - ІА)Р 1 2
P 2 1 = -iVV(p 1 1 - P 2 2 ) - 0 ^ 2 + ί Δ ) ρ 2 1
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(1)

Figiœe 3: Sohematia view of the system described in the text. A molecule,
initially
in a stable state \l> passes through a laser beam (with a Gaussian shaped electric field),
and is thereby excited to a state \z>. This
latter state decays (i.e. fluorescence,
predissociation)
at a rate y2.
The evolution in time of the population in state \l> and |2> is numerically
calculated.
The terms Piiit) and f>22^
describe directly the time evolution of the
population in state |l> and |2>, respectively. The coherent nature of the
coupling process is included in the off-diagonal terms ¡Sj^ β11^ Ρ?!* ^ n ^ е
above formulas V is the (angular) Rabi frequency
V = гл·- 1 ^-

(2)

ЛЬ
where μ is the |l> •» |2> transition dipole moment, h is Plack s constant and E
is the strength of the applied (polarized) electric field. In our set-up this
electric field has a Gaussian intensity distribution in space. As the
molecules are moving with a constant velocity this is transformed into a
Gaussian distribution in time, which is substituted in the equations (1).
Starting with the initial conditions Pii(O) = 1 and pppiO) = 0, so with all
molecules being initially in state |l>, the time evolution of the upper and
lower state populations is numerically calculated.
In the left-hand side of figure k time dependences of pj^(t) and (¡22^)
calculated from the optical Bloch equations are shown. These curves are
calculated here for a molecular beam without any Doppler-broadening, and with
the laser set exactly on resonance (Δ = 0 ) . As already shown in figure 3 the
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Figure 4: Calculated
time evolution
for a molecule passing through the
laser field
( see Haure 3 por dimensions)
for various values of the Rabi
frequency V. The laser is assumed to be exactly in resonance,
so Δ=0. The
decay rate yj is kevt equal to 1.33· 10^ s~l in all calculations.
At t=0
the population
of state
\l> is equal to 1, whereas there are no molecules
in state
І2> yet.
The left-hand column shows the solution
for pj(t)
and pgi'tj following
from
the Bloch equations,
for a Rabi frequency
(in the center of the
laser
7
-2
6
6
1
beam) of Y=2· IO я
'(upper), V=S-W s ^ (middle) and V=í-T0 s'
(lower).
The right-hand
column shows the corresponding
solutions
following
from the
rate
equations.

electric field of the laser beam has a spatial width of I.5 mm, which
corresponds to a 2 ps width in time for molecules moving along with a typical
velocity of 75O m/s. At t=2 ps the molecules are in the centre of the laser
beam. The radiative lifetime of state |2> is taken as 750 ns, which is the
value for the radiative lifetime of ОН/OD (Α 2 Σ + , v'=0). The figures are for
different values of the Rabi frequency V. Although the radiative loss rate out
of state |2> damps the oscillations, clear oscillations are observable when
the Rabi-frequency V is large compared to this loss rate Tp.
In a realistic system the finite Doppler width due to, especially, the
divergence of the molecular beam, has to be taken into account. When a Doppler
width of 25 MHz is included, with the laser set on top of this Doppler
profile, the oscillations are smeared out somewhat because the laser is no
longer in exact resonance with all molecules in the beam. The excited state
population P22( t ) v a n e s in time as indicated in figure 5· It should be noted
that in all these
calculations it is assumed that the coupled states are
non-degenerate, and therefore one value of μ is taken. In other cases it might
be necessary to average over different values of μ. Often also averaging over
the different velocities in the molecular beam is required.
The time dependences shown in figures Ц and 5 can directly be transformed
into spatial dependences when the velocity of the molecules is taken into
account. This means that the oscillations as predicted by the optical Bloch
equations can be directly observed when spatial resolved fluorescence is
detected. Such experiments have been performed [20].

0.03-

Figure 5: Time evolution
o? the population
in state
\2> follouvna
from the
Bloch ecuatbons
(solid
Ігпе) and the vate eauatzons
(dashed line).
The laser
zs set on top o-f the Doppler broadened (25 MHz fühmi 12> •<-|i> transitzon.
In
e
the center of the laser beam V=5· 106 s~2, whereas vg-î. ЗЗ· 20 s -î . On the
4
vertical
axis the fraction
о ' the total nimber o f molecules
in the beam
that is excited
to state
\?>
indicated.
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However, it should be mentioned that in our experimental set-up the
spatial integrated fluorescence is collected. This implies that the Rabi
oscillations are not seen on the fluorescence signal when a continuous
molecular beam and a cw laser beam are combined. Another possibility to
observe these oscillations experimentally is given by the pulsed-cw double
resonance experiment. Because the pulsed laser prepares a certain state
almost instantaneously, it sets proper initial conditions and the oscillations
can be observed even when total (spatial integrated) fluorescence is detected.
This is demonstrated in Chapter VIII.
Such two-level systems are often described using a set of balance
equations, or rate equations. This results in an essentially incoherent
description [19], which follows from the Bloch equations when the coherent
nature of the coupling between the states is neglected. In this case jSjp and
Poi are set equal to zero, which yields the much simpler set of equations
p 1 1 = -Wp11 + W p 2 2

'p22

with

= Wp

ll "

(W

+

T

2)p22

W = f1 v ?2 · —
4

Δ

T
2

(3)

2

£

(I»)

+ (T2/2)2

The excitation rate W is directly proportional to the applied laser intensity,
rather than to the applied electric field. Often W is expressed as W = σ I in
which σ is the |l> •» |2> molecular absorption cross section, and I is the
photon flux, expressed as the number of photons crossing unit area in unit
time (or W = σΐ/hv, with I expressed as energy crossing unit area in unit
time). The Lorentzian line shape of W has to be taken into account in σ. An
advantage of the rate equations is, that simple analytical solutions for the
(excited) state populations can be given, especially in cases where V may be
regarded constant in time.
The calculated solutions following from the rate equations for the set-up
depicted in figure 3 are given in the right-hand side of figure 4. It is seen
in the figure that rate equations do not produce an inversion between the
coupled states. Furthermore it is clear from figure 4 that the rate equations
converge to the same result as the Bloch equations when the Rabi frequency is
of the same order of magnitude or smaller than the loss rate ^2·
Buhrstein and Storozhev [19] have shown that in such a two-level system
the coherence is dephased in a typical time t^ = 2x2· Therefore, it follows
from the derivation of the rate equations from the optical Bloch equations,
that the rate equations describe the situation correctly for times that are
large compared with the radiative lifetime τ,. For all the experiments
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described in this thesis in which the tunable excimer laser is applied the
induced transitions terminate in very fast predissociating levels (typical
lifetime of several ps). For the description of the excitation proces the
Bloch equations will yield a result that differs significantly from the
balance equations only during the very first part of the laser pulse.
Molecules are irreversily removed from the system at a fast rate, and no
matter how coherently driven the system is, no cycling of population is
allowed [21]. Therefore rate equations can be and are used throughout to
describe these experiments.
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CHAPTER II
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Abstract
The first observation of (2+l)-REMPI of ^ 0 and D2O is reported. With the
use of a high power tunable excimer laser radiating at 2it8 run, the HpO and D2O
molecules
are ionized
after resonant two-photon
absorption into the
predissociated С В^ state. The clearly observable peaks in the (2+l)-REMPI
spectra are all identified and can be used for sensitive state selective
detection.
Parent molecular fluorescence excitation spectra (С B^ •» Ä В^)
were remeasured over an increased spectral range, and are remarkably the same
as the (2+l)-REMPI spectra. Furthermore the ОН/OD (Α 2 Σ + , v'=0 •» Χ 2 Π, v"=0)
photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra were measured, and these spectra
hardly show the non-resonant background found before. Additional fluorescence
bands starting from the vibrationally excited Α Σ + ,ν'=1 state were observed.
Simulation of the observed REMPI and fluorescence excitation spectra yields
the branching ratios for the predissociation, ionization and fluorescence
processes.

1 Introduction
The photodissociation of H 2 0 and D 2 0 via excited Rydberg states, yielding
electronically excited ОН/OD (Α 2 Σ + ) photofragments has been the subject of
several investigations [1-3]. In the first pioneering studies use has been
made of atomic resonance radiation in the VUV. About five years ago Fotakis
et al. [4] showed that H 2 0 and D 2 0 could also be photodissociated via the C 1 B 1
state by the 248 nra radiation of a KrF excimer laser. A large fraction of the
С B1 <- X Aj^ two-photon absorption band of these molecules lies in the gain
profile of this laser. With tunable excimer lasers the photodissociation of
H 2 0/D 2 0 via the С B 1 state could be studied more precisely; although the C 1 B 1
state is heavily predissociated there is still enough rotational structure
left to allow assignment of rotational quantum numbers in the excited state
prior to the dissociation [5]. In figure 1 the lowest potential energy curves
for H 2 0 are shown together with the radiative and dissociative processes
involving the С В-, state.
The predissociation mechanism in the C 1 B 1 state of H 2 0/D 2 0 has been first
determined by Ashfold et al. [6] by means of (3+1)-Resonance Enhanced Multi
Photon Ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy, using a pulsed dye laser around 372
nm. They found a homogeneous, rotation independent, and a heterogeneous,

E/(103cm-1)
160 [-

ΟΗ*(Χ 3 Σ-)»Η( 2 5)

120

80
OH(A 2 I*)*H(2S)
308 n m

40

ОН(Х2П).Н( 2 5)

Figure 1: Correlation
diagram, showing the
processes
involved.
(after ref. 16)
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rotation dependent, contribution to the predissociation, only the latter part
giving rise to excited ОН/OD (Α Σ + ) photofragraents. With the aid of this
predissociation mechanism Hodgson et al. [5] could explain the observed OH/OD
(Α Σ* •» Χ Π) photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra following С B·, «•
X Aj^ two photon absorption in H2O/D2O. Recently Docker, Hodgson and Simons [7]
reported the observation of the weak H2O/D2O (C B 1 •» Ä Bj) molecular
fluorescence excitation spectra around 420 nm from which they could refine the
analysis of the heterogeneous predissociation.
In this study the (2+l)-REMPI spectra of H2O/D2O have been observed for
the first time, and the photofragment and parent molecular fluorescence
excitation spectra have been measured over a larger spectral range than in
previous experiments [5.7]· A comparison of all these spectra clearly shows
the state dependent influence of the predissociation, and allows an estimate
of the relative importance of the different loss channels (predissociation,
fluorescence and ionization) out of the С В, state.

2 Experimental
A schematic view of the experimental set-up is given in figure 2. The
laser radiation was focused through a suprasil entrance window into a
stainless steel vacuum chamber where the H2O or D2O (> 99·9 %) was flowing.
The radiation source used was an injection locked excimer laser (Lambda Physik
EMG 150). This laser system consists of a stable oscillator part, which
delivers wavelength selected radiation, and an amplifier part which has
unstable optics and is injection locked to the wavelength of the oscillator
radiation. The spectral profile of the locked excimer laser consists of a
very strong narrow peak at the frequency selected by the oscillator. In
addition, however, there is a broadband part with the shape of the gain
profile, which can not be totally suppressed.
The locking efficiency is
defined as the fraction of the total energy that is concentrated in the strong
peak.

to
electrometer
A
to
spectrometer

-100 V

tunable KrF
excimer laser
•100 V

rootspump

Figure 2: Schematic
over
view of the
experimental
set-up.
The arrow
indicates
that fluorescence
is
essentially
sampled a few
cm away from the beam
waist.

Line narrowing was achieved in a set-up that deviated a little from the
commercial one. The end mirror of the oscillator cavity was replaced by a
grating reflecting in a high order. In this way less expansion and dispersion
prisms could be used in the oscillator cavity while maintaining the same
resolution. On the KrF В •» X transition around 248 nm the laser linewidth was
about the same as quoted by the manufacturer (= 0.3 cm~^). However, because
the losses in the oscillator cavity were lower the oscillator output energy
was increased. This improved both the scan-range {~ 150 c m - 1 ) and the locking
efficiency of the laser, the latter being very important as will be seen in
the discussion of the remeasured ОН/OD (A •» X) photofragment fluorescence
excitation spectra.
If on the other hand the original number of prisms is
used in the oscillator cavity, replacement of the end mirror by the grating
gives a reduction of the laser linewidth. With the laser system operating on
ArF (І9З nm) the laser linewidth could be reduced in this way from = 3 cm~^ to
- 0.5 cm" . The total scan range and locking efficiency were now almost
unaltered.
The laser linewidth was measured indirectly in this case by
recording the (2+l)-REMPI spectrum of H2 [8]. Several two-photon transitions
starting from the lowest rotational levels in the Χ Σ *, v"=0 ground state of
1 +
Hp to the excited E,F Σ , ν =2 state lie in the gain profile of the ArF
excimer laser, and very strong (2+l)-REMPI spectra can easily be observed. The
width of the ion peaks in these spectra is determined by the effective twophoton absorption laser linewidth. So if a Lorentzian spectral profile is
assumed for the locked part of the laser radiation the laser linewidth is half
the width of the ion peaks.
The laser wavelength was scanned with a stepper motor, vibration free,
attached to a micrometer screw changing the angle of incidence on the grating.
For the ion detection two copper disks, about 2 cm in diameter and 3 cm
apart with a small-mesh grid just in front of one of them were mounted
insulated from each other. The laser beam was focused between the disks where
an electric field was applied such that positive ions were detected on the
unbiased plate, after having passed the grid. Several lenses with different
focal lengths between 10 cm and 100 cm have been used to focus the laser beam.
Most data were taken with a 20 cm lens. The strength of the applied electric
field in the detection region was not critical. At values of E between 50 V/cm
and 100 V/cm the best results were obtained. The (2+l)-REMPI spectra were
recorded at relatively low gas pressures, 5-50 mTorr, in the region around the
focus of the excimer laser beam.
In order to suppress the non-resonant ion yield, which had a cubic or even
higher dependence on the applied laser power, it turned out to be advantageous
to lower the energy of the incoming laser pulse to about 50-100 mj by placing
attenuators (wire nettings) in the laser beam.
As shown in figure 3 the
resonant ion signals had a power dependence varying from nearly quadratic for
HpO to nearly cubic for DpO at the energies employed. Consequently attenuation
of the laser beam caused a stronger reduction of the non-resonant background
and the spectra had better contrast this way. The remaining ion signals were
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relative fluorescence
intensity (arb units)

relative ion signal

• 0H(A-»X)
• OD ( A — X)
ΔΗ,Οΐδ'Β,-Α'Β,)
A DiO Ε'Β,-Α'Β,)

200
«oo
energy per laser pulse (mJ)

relative power (arb units)

Figure 3: Power dependence of the ion and fliAOrescence
signals
in
log-tog plots.
At least three different
excitation
wavelengths
yielding
the strongest
signals
were employed with the same
result
in all cases. The ions were produced in the focus of a 20 cm lens.
Power dependencies
equal to P·5/2 for H2O and P3 for Dg0 are indi
cated in the ion plots.
Fluorescence
was viewed away from the
focus.
In these plots a quadratic behavior is indicated
to guide the eye.
still large enough to be detected with a dc electrometer (Rhode Ь Schwarz
UIG-BNI2062). At resonance the ion signal was typically several tenths of a nA
о

(de). At a repetition rate of 8 Hz this implies that a few times 10 ions are
detected per quantum state per laser pulse.
Total undispersed fluorescence radiation both from the photofragraent and
from its parent molecule was detected in a direction perpendicular to the
incident laser beam using a cooled photomultiplier tube (RCA ЗЮЗ**)· The PMT
was placed behind a 0.3 m spectrometer (McPherson 218), with its slits
completely opened, thus acting as a band-pass filter with a halfwidth of = k
nm. The optimum H2O/D2O pressure for the 0H/0D photofragment fluorescence was
between 50 and 500 mTorr, whereas the intensity of the HpO/DpO molecular
fluorescence increased almost linearly with pressure and could be seen the
best at the highest possible pressure (15-20 Torr). In both cases the viewed
region was a few cms away from the laser beam waist created by a lens with a
focal length of typically 25 or 50 cm. At that position the fluorescence
signals were maximum and no effect of line broadening due to competing
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ionization was seen, although even here the power density was about 0.1
GW/cm . The fluorescence signals had a quadratic dependence on the applied
laser energy (figure 3 ) . so the two-photon absorption step was not yet
saturated.
In most cases fluorescence and REMPI spectra were recorded separately
because laser light scattering from the copper disks lead to a higher
radiation background.
In the few cases that these spectra were recorded
simultaneously and fluorescence was viewed from the region near the focus, a
broadening could be observed of the fluorescence spectral lines from those
excited levels that also gave rise to strong REMPI peaks.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 ОН/OD photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra
The total undispersed OH and OD photofragment (A •» X) fluorescence
excitation spectra generated via two-photon absorption into the С B* state are
shown in figures 4 and 5. respectively. These spectra were first observed by
Hodgson et al. [5] who were able to explain the observed structure
quantitatively
as being
due to two-photon
transitions
to heavily
predissociated rotational levels in the excited state. For this interpretation
the two-photon transition probabilities as calculated by Dixon [9] were used
as well as the predissociation rates known from the (3+l)-REMPI spectra of
H 2 0/D 2 0 [6].
OH(A*X) fluorescence intensity

80600

80500

Figure 4: Observed
(upper) and
simulated
(lower) total
undis
persed OH (A+X) fluor
escence
excitation
spectrum.
80600

80700

1

frequency (cm- )
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OD(A-»X)fluorescence intensity

60500

80400

Figure S: Observed
(upper) and
simulated
(louer) total
undispersed OD (A->X) fluor
escence
excitation
spectrum.
80600
frequency (cm-1)

First we observed spectra which were identical to those measured before
[5] including the large non-resonant fluorescence background. We found that
this was due to poor locking of the laser, even with the end mirror replaced
by the grating. The locking could be improved by optimizing the OH (A •» X)
fluorescence signal on the strong peak at the high frequency side of the
spectrum (figure Ц). This peak can hardly be seen with a poorly locked laser
and is therefore perfectly suited for optimization.
In fact the locking
efficiency is improved by a slight misadjustment of the amplifier optics which
decreases the intensity of the broadband part of the laser profile. With the
laser locked this way the non-resonant fluorescence background largely
disappeared.
Hodgson et al. [5] attributed this fluorescence background to direct twophoton absorption into the dissociative В А^ state. This can obviously only
be partly true because most of the fluorescence background disappears when the
laser is better locked.
We believe that this part of the fluorescence
background is due to the absorption of one photon from the locked and one
photon from the unlocked (broadband) part of the laser pulse into the С В^
state.
It can be shown that in this case the spectral profile of the
fluorescence background should resemble the gain profile of the laser, as is
observed indeed.
The most important reason for Hodgson et al. [5] to attribute the
fluorescence background to another electronic transition ( A , «• A«) came from
alignment measurements. They used linearly polarized radiation produced by
placing a polarizer in the oscillator cavity and measured the alignment A (2)
of the 0H/0D Α Σ

+

photofragments.

It was found that this alignment was larger
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than the theoretical maximum (A * ' = 2/7) for a B^ «· A, two-photon transition
when the excimer laser was centered on a position where the contribution of
the fluorescence background was relatively large. The alignment even reached
V
a maximum value of A 0
' ~ 0.6 when the photofragments were formed without
resonant absorption at all. Because according to the theory outlined by Loge
and Wiesenfeld [10] an Αι «-Αι two-photon transition gives a larger value for
Í 21

t h e t h e o r e t i c a l maximum, A * ' = 8 / 7 ,
4

-1

they assumed t h a t a l a r g e p a r t of the

background was due to the S А^ «• X А^ two-photon transition.
It should be noted, however, that also a B^ «• А^ two-photon transition
induced by one linearly polarized photon from the locked and one unpolarized
photon from the broadband part of the laser pulse can in principle explain
this larger value of the alignment. On the other hand, it has been pointed out
[5,11] that dissociation from the С В« state is unlikely to produce highly
aligned fragments. Therefore, it is believed [11] that the larger fluorescence
background observed by Hodgson et al. [5] has contributions from both fully
locked and partially locked two-photon absorptions. This then explains why the
alignment A ' ' in the experiment of Hodgson et al. [5] did not reach the
theoretically expected maximum.
The spectra of figures 't and 5 can be simulated when two different types
of predissociation are assumed.
First a homogeneous rotation independent
predissociation ending up in a dark state, and second a heterogeneous
predissociation into the dissociative Β Α., state. The latter predissociation
is symmetry allowed only if there is rotation along the a-axis, so if <J a > *
0, and via this pathway the observed excited photofragments are formed [5i6].
The simulated spectra are shown below the observed spectra in the same
figures. In comparing the simulated and observed spectra the fall-off in
locking efficiency of the laser below 80400 cm" and above 80640 cm" should
be taken into account.
The exact simulation procedure we followed is
discussed in section ЗЛ.
Besides the well known 0H/0D (A 1*, v'=0 •» Χ П, v"=0) fluorescence around
308 nm, we also observed an order of magnitude less intense fluorescence bands
around 285 nm in photodissociating HpO and around 290 nm and 335 nm in
photodissociating DpO. These bands were observed under the same experimental
conditions as the fluorescence around 310 nm. The excitation spectra of these
fluorescence bands were even into the smallest detail identical to the
photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra shown in figures 4 and 5 and are
therefore not shown here. Also the total fluorescence intensity of these
bands had a quadratic laser power dependence. Although single fluorescence
lines could not be resolved in the present set-up, this, together with the
position and shape of the bands [12], seems to justify the identification of
the bands around 285 nm / 290 nm as being 0H/0D (Α 2 Σ + , v'=l -» Χ 2 Π, v"=0)
fluorescence. This means that in the photodissociation of H2O/D2O via the
С В^ state 0H/0D (Α Σ + ) photofragments are partially formed vibrationally hot.
The observed ratio for the integrated intensity of the fluorescence from Α Σ * ,
v'=l to that from Α Σ + , v'=0 is = 0.05 for H 2 0 and = 0.03 for D2O. Taking the
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Einstein transition probabilities and electronic transition wavenumbers from
ref. [13,14] we conclude that about 15% of the OH (Α 2 Σ + ) and about 10% of the
OD (Α Σ + ) photofragments is formed in the v'=l state. Hodgson et al. [5] did
not observe vibrationally excited photofragments
in their experiment.
However, from experiments in which HpO is photodissociated with the Lyman-a
resonance line of hydrogen at 121.6 nm [1] or with Кг resonance radiation at
І23.6 nm [2], most probably ending up in the D A^ and the Б A« state of the
parent molecule [3], respectively, it is known that almost 30% of the OH
(Α Σ*) molecules are formed in the v' = l state. In photodissociating via the
С Вл state we now find a somewhat smaller value.
The
extra
fluorescence
band
around
335 n m i
observed
in
the
photodissociation of DpO, has about the same integrated intensity as the band
around 290 nm and might be attributed to the OD (Α 2 Σ + , v'=0 -» Χ 2 Π, v"=l)
transition. This band however is at least a factor of ten more intense as
should
be
expected
from
the published
Franck-Condon
factors
[17]·
Furthermore, the corresponding band in OH around З'*'* n m . expected to be
equally strong, could not be detected which makes the assignment doubtful.

3.2 (2+l)-REMPI spectra of ^ 0 and D2O
In order to obtain the (2+l)-REMPI spectra of HpO and DpO optimal locking
of the laser system is very important. With a poorly locked laser only a
broad structureless ion spectrum with no resonances at all, resembling the
gain profile of the laser, is observed. As in the case of the fluorescence
spectra this must be attributed to a smearing out of rotational structure by
the absorption of photons both from the locked and the unlocked part of the
laser pulse.
In figures 6 and 7 the observed (2+l)-REMPI spectra of H2O and D2O are
shown. If it is assumed that the third ionizing photon does not influence the
spectral structure, i.e. if the overall MPI transition probability is governed
by the initial two-photon absorption event, direct spectroscopic information
about the excited С В^ state can be obtained from these spectra. As expected
these spectra reflect the already described predissociation mechanism. The
strongest signals arise from levels that are least predissociated, which are
levels with a low value of <J„ >. Therefore the (2+l)-REMPI spectra are
a
completely different from the photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra.
Furthermore it is readily seen that the (2+l)-REMPI spectra consist of
somewhat broader lines them the fluorescence spectra. This broadening can not
be explained by overlapping rotational features, and is most probably due to
the extra ionization loss channel out of the excited С В·, state which is
present when the power density is as high as employed in the region of ion
production (we estimate roughly s Ю GW/cm 2 ). The ionization loss channel
reduces the lifetime of the rotational levels in the С ЕЦ state, giving rise
to an extra line broadening and a decrease in peak intensity. In this way

Table I: Calculated two-photon absorption frequencies (Ref. 9) and ion
signal intensities
for the (2+l)-REMPI spectrum of H2O. Only the transi
tions that contribute strongest to the different peaks are given. The
line numbers refer to figure 6.
Line
no.
1
2
3

t
5

6

v/cm" 1
80387.1
В0Ч2Ч.З
Bertis.2
80415.9
8ΟΊ7Μ
80475.3
80Ί86.8
80t89.8
80500.3
80502.8
80501). 2

7

80509.7
80523.О

8

80525.4
80529.5

Transition
C^.X^j
2
2

Ц

02' 2г
U*330

W707
6

16*717
5l5*6l6
2
02*321

Чз^зг
0

00t221

^оц^оз
WSis
íos-^i
іоі^го
5і5*5і4

"(Л^гз
3π·*1*

Relative
intensity
З.20
З.52
2.01

Line
no.
9
10
11
12

0.65
З.05
10.00

13

2.25
6.63
3.8Ч
1.36
1.1(8

14
15
16

t . 31
3.3t
7.35
4.64

17
18

Transition
v/en"1
80536.4
80541.6
80552.5
80568.1
80579-6
80581.0
80602.3
80613.6
80616.8
80626.1
80630.1

c\<-x1^
2

ll'3l2
303* 3 22
2
02*221

Чо*·2!!
Чі^іг
3

2

13*312
12*211

W^l
l

ll<'110

Чо* 1 !!

Relative
intensity
2.46
З.29
9.24
1.03
З.ЗЗ
6.08
2.20
2.24
7.16
2.45

11^12

7.ІЗ
5.58

3l3'212
524*5o5

5.7З
3.16
5.81

2

80644.3
80674.8
80675.0

'hy^in

80675-9

322*Зоз

ion current (nA DC)
02

eo700
frequency (cm·1)

Figure 6: Observed (upper) and simulated (lower) (2+l)-REMPI spectrum
of H2O. The line numbers are related to the numbers in Table I.
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ion currant (nA.OC)

№700

frequency (cm - 1 )

Figure 7: Observed (upper) and simulated
(lower) (2+l)-REMPI
of D2O. The line maribers are related
to the numbers in Table

spectrum
II.

both peak heights and linewidths in the (2+1)-REMPI spectra can be fairly well
simulated. There may be a small additional effect from power broadening,
especially for HpO where the pJ' 2 power dependence expected for spatial
saturation [I5] is approached (figure 3)·
Although in the present set-up only the total number of positive ions
could be measured, we also applied shortly mass selective ion detection. From
this it is seen that, at the powers we used, almost exclusively H2O and D2O
ions are formed, irrespective of the excitation wavelength.
In Tables I and II the two-photon transitions having the largest
contributions to the different peaks in the (2+1)-REMPI spectra are tabulated,
including their calculated relative intensities (see 3 · Ό . The numbering of
the lines corresponds to the numbering in the figures 6 and 7 of the observed
(2+1)-REMPI spectra.
As pointed out in the experimental section relatively low laser powers are
used to record the REMPI spectra. When higher laser powers are used many ions
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Table II: Caloulated two-photon absorption frequencies (ref. 9) and ion
signal intensities
for the (2+l)-REMPI spectnm of DvO. Only the transi
tions that contribute strongest to the different peaks are given. The
line numbers refer to figure 7.
Line

no.
1
2

ч/спГ

1

801(65.5
Bot66.4
801)88.6
801(90.9

Transition
t^Bj.J^Aj
5

23*71(K
7θ7*92β
3

30* 5 51

"гз^іг

Relative
intensity
0.25
0.39
0.22
0-3')
O.5I
0.69
О.Ив

3

80505.5
805Ü6.6

it

80513.1
80513-8
80522.6
80523.6
8052l(.l

"іч^зз
07* 8 26
32ΐ*5ι,2

0.1(5
0.58

80535-2
80535-8
80535-8
80536.2
80551-0
80552.0
80552.2

5θ5*726
7

1.17
0.53
0.68

6

16* 7 35
13* 5 32
5
23*6')2
^І^ИО
2
20^1|1
3
12*5зз
615»7зі(

0.67

5i5>63lt
"23*51,2

0.56
0.56
1.61)
2.28
1.01

5
6

7

β

9
10

80552.5
80563.7
8056l(.5
80565.1
80565.3
8056ΐ(.5
80588.1)
80590.6

6

β

ι6" 17

5

l'(,735

7

25''8ΊΊ
322*51(1

7

1,

13*631·

ι6-835

3

2
12*'ι31
5il)*633

гц^зг

1

1

е в1.х А1

v/cm"

8O591.I
80595.2

"14*533

11

80597.1
80605.7
80605-8
80608.2

3o3*524
9θ9* 10 010

12

0.37
0.28

Transition

Line

no.

1

13

806l'(.l
806ll(.6

ll(

8Ο616.5
80623.8
80625.0

15

0.1(7
0.59
0.91
0.16
1.1)8

16

0.70

18

17

19

8О625.З
80625.8
80634.2
80639-8
8061(0.6
80641.0
80650.8
8О652.7
80656.7
80657.Ί
80659-4
80671.7
80671-9
80673-1
80674.2

505*624

9i9*i°i,o
"l3*532
3
13^32
1
11* 3 30

Чо'Зз!
8

l8*9l9

3l2*"31
9θ9*928
2
02*"23
2

02* 3 31
2
11* 3 30
7
07* 8 08
7
17* 8 18
303^22

^і-Згг
6

06* 7 07
16* 7 17
7
07* 7 26
2
02* 3 21
5o5*606
5i5*6i6
6

6

06* 6 25

Relative
intensity
1.68
2.11
2.76
1.09
Ο.53
1.48
1.09
1.38
2.95
1.59
3.16
2.11
1.79
2.I8
1.33
2.37
1.11
7.15
4.26
I.56
2.82
2.55
4.77
3.61
1.63
2.01

are produced by direct M P I , so without the help of the two-photon resonances.
When the intermediate state is very fast predissociating, it is even possible
that the two-photon resonance reduces the ion yield [ 1 8 ] . This so-called
depletion of non-resonant ionization (DNRI) is demonstrated in figure 8. In
this figure a large non-resonant ion background is seen, although the laser is
still perfectly locked. Superimposed on this large background small peaks are
seen due to the С «· X two-photon resonances. This superimposed structure is
more or less similar to the (2+l)-REMPI spectrum shown in figure 6. However,
the transition indicated by line l8 in the REMPI spectrum, shows clearly a dip
in the MPI spectrum. This is just because this special transition ends up in a
rotational level in the С B-, state that predissociates faster than all the
other intermediate levels. This explicitely demonstrates the sensitivity of
the DNRI technique for small variations in the lifetime of intermediate
states.
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ion signal

80500

80600

frequency (cm"')

Figure 8: Observed MPI signal of Ή2Ο, using a relatively
large KrF laser
power. Small peaks due to the resonance enhancement on the H2O C+-X tuophoton transition
(similar
to figure
6) are superimposed
on a large nonresonant background. At the high frequency
side of the spectrum a dip
(indicated
by an arrow) is seen due to the depletion
of
non-resonant
ionization
(DNRI),

3-3 The H2O/D2O molecular fluorescence excitation spectra
Recently Docker et al. [7] reported the bound free emission in HpO/DjO
from rotational levels in the С B 1 state to the dissociative Ä B^ state,
between 400-600 nm. The quantum yield for this fluorescence [7] is small, 5
-4
10 , but it can be seen fairly strong at high gas pressures. The lifetime of
the upper state is fully determined by the fast predissociation and even at
the highest pressures used (15-20 Torr) no effects of quenching have been
observed and the fluorescence intensity increases linearly with pressure. The
fluorescence is intense enough to be seen in a single laser pulse with the
naked eye, if the KrF laser is tuned to a resonance. Considerably more
fluorescence is observed for D2O than for H2O, due to the longer
predissociation lifetime of D2O.
This blue fluorescence is most intense from those excited levels that are
least predissociated.
Consequently the molecular fluorescence excitation
spectra of H2O/D2O are expected to have more or less the same shape as the
(2+l)-REMPI spectra. Indeed, we observed that these two types of spectra,
although recorded under different experimental conditions, are remarkably
similar.
The only difference between the observed molecular fluorescence
excitation spectra, shown in figures 9 and 10, and the (2+l)-REMPI spectra is
the smaller linewidth of the former spectra due to the much lower power
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density in the fluorescence
production.

detection

region

than

in the region

of ion

The resemblance between the (2+l)-REMPI spectra and the molecular
fluorescence excitation spectra indicates explicitly that the structure
observed in the (2+l)-REMPI spectra is determined by the two-photon absorption
process and is hardly influenced by the third ionizing photon. Furthermore,
small differences between the two spectra can indicate a possible resonance
enhancement in the absorption of the third photon. For example, peak no. 11
in the (2+l)-REMPI spectrum of H2O is about 50 % stronger than expected from
the simulation, while on the other hand the corresponding peak in the H 7 0
1
1
(С B^ •» Ä В^) fluorescence excitation spectrum does behave as expected.
Because it is only one peak that shows up too scrong it is quite unlikely that
this is due to saturation in the REMPI spectrum.
We also measured dispersion spectra of the С -» Ä emission. For these
measurements the KrF laser is fixed in frequency, inducing a certain
rotational transition, whereas the spectrometer is scanned and the transmitted
fluorescence intensity is recorded. The upper part of figure 11 shows such an
experimental dispersion spectrum of H2O, with the KrF laser exciting (mainly)
to the 2 Q 2 rotational level in the С state (excitation on line 4, figure 6 ) .
Curve (b) is for a spectral resolution of 0.02 nm, whereas the almost noise
free spectrum (a) is for = 1 nm resolution. The spectral sensitivity g(A) has
been measured in a separate calibration procedure. Curve (a) shows that the
emission extends clearly up to almost 6OO nm. Curve (b) is added, because it
shows a steeper onset of the emission spectrum in the range 390-420 nm. With

HjOiC'B^A'B,)
fluorescence intensity

Figure 9:
Observed
(upper) and
simulated
(lower) total
undis1
persed
(c' B1-*Ä1B1)
8CKOO

80500

80600

80700

1

frequency (cm- )
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Figure 10: Observed
(upper) and
simulated
(lower) total
undispersed
(íT-Bj^Bi)
excitation
spectrum o?
Ό20.
80Д00

Θ0500

80600

80700

frequency (cm-1)
the lower spectral resolution of curve (a) this onset is smeared out. In the
lower part of figure 11 the theoretical and the experimental total emission
cross sections are compared. The theoretical curve is multiplied by the
spectral sensitivity g(A). Theory and experiment are normalized to each other
at the maximum. An extensive description of the theoretical calculations is
given by Engel et al. [19]· It should be noted that the theoretical
calculation is essentially parameter free. The Ä state potential is known from
the work of Staemmler and Palma [20], whereas ground state nuclear
wavefunctions (shifted to somewhat larger distances) are used for the С state.
Furthermore the С -» Ä transition dipole function is assumed to be constant
over the excitation region. Nevertheless, the agreement is seen to be
excellent.
In figure 12 the corresponding results for D2O are shown. Excitation has
been done on line 17 (see figure 7 ) , which simultaneously excites several
rotational levels in the С state. Again the emission extends over a wide
range. The experimental spectrum is given with the higher resolution of 0.02
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Figure 11: Upper part: measured dispersion
spectra
(linear
saaie)
H2O for tuo spectral
resolutions,
1 nm (a) and 0.02 nm (b).
g(\)
(right scale) is the spectral
sensitivity.
Lower part: comparison
the experimental
and the theoretical
C-+Â emission cross section
H2O (linear
scale).
Theory and experiment are normalized
at the
maximum.

of
of
for

nm to reproduce the rise as accurately as possible. The theoretical and the
experimental spectra are shifted against each other by = 6 nm, measured at the
onset at 420 nm. This shift corresponds to an energy of only 0.035 eV which is
well below the "theoretical uncertainty" [19]· The undulation superimposed on
the maximum is clearly visible both in theory and experiment. From theory it
is seen that these undulations are due to the summation of the contributions
to the total cross section for the different OH vibrational channels [19].
с
о
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Figure

12: The same as figure

11 but for D2O
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3.4 Simulation of the spectra
For the simulation of the spectra the relative two-photon absorption
linestrengths (h ) and absorption frequencies as calculated by Dixon [9] were
used. The linestrengths include an assumed Boltzmann distribution in the
ground state with a rotational temperature T r = 300 K.
The observed linewidth in the measured spectra is almost completely
determined by the short lifetime of the upper state.
Homogeneous
predissociation out of the С В-, state causes a Lorentzian lineshape with a
linewidth Δν . The heterogeneous predissociation gives an extra term to this
linewidth which can be represented by Δ\> c< J a >, using the same model as used
by Ashfold et al.[6]. The parameter с is a measure of the relative importance
of the heterogeneous predissociation with respect to the homogeneous
predissociation.
Values of <J a > are calculated using the rotational
constants as given by Johns [21]. For ease of computation the laser lineshape
was chosen to be Lorentzian with a linewidth of = 0.6 cm" , twice the
linewidth at the fundamental frequency. Although the linewidth is important
for the value of Δν , the exact form of the laser profile was not critical.
For the two-photon absorption process the relative peak heights h^
linewidths Δν of the different transitions are calculated according to

and

Δν = (1
+ c<J ' 2 > + κβ)·Δν
v
a
о
h , = h /(1 + c<J , 2 > + β)
K
ab
о'v
a
'

(1)
v

In these formulas the term β takes other loss channels that reduce the
lifetime of the С B« state into account, e.g. fluorescence and ionization.
First we fitted the homogeneous halfwidth Δν and the parameter с by
1

1

simulating the H^O/DpO (C B« •» A B<) fluorescence excitation spectra. These
spectra were recorded in a region with a relatively low power density so the
ionization rate could be neglected compared to the predissociation rate. There
is a contribution to β from the С В·. •> Ä Bi fluorescence. However, the
fraction of excited molecules that fluoresces is equal to B/(l + c<J ' > + β)
which is about 10 . Consequently the term β can be neglected compared with
the predissociation in the expressions (1), and in the simulation of the
fluorescence spectra the following formulas are used
Δν = (1 + c<J ' 2 >)·Δν
а
о

hfl

(:) h o /(l + c < J a ' 2 > ) 2

(2)

Very good agreement between calculated and observed spectra was obtained for a
11—1

homogeneous predissociation rate к

= ΊχΙΟ
-SO-

s

—1

(Ävn

=

2.1 cm

) for HpO and

к^ = 1.9x10
s" (і
= 1.0 cm ) for D2O. The parameter с was found equal
to с = 0.35 and с = 0.50 for H2O and D2O, respectively, with an estimated
error of about 10%. Both the predissociation rates and the parameter с for
H2O are in good agreement with the values obtained in other studies [5.6],
whereas we find the value of с for D2O approximately twice as large. The
previous value certainly gives a too low heterogeneous predissociation rate
especially for higher values of <J
> as already noticed by Docker et al.
[7]. These simulated spectra are shown below the observed ones in figures 9
and 10.
In the simulation of the REMPI spectra the influence of the ionization on
the lifetime of the upper state is no longer negligible and has to be included
in the term β. The value of (¡ depends on the power density in the region of
ion production, which implies that it depends on details of the experimental
set-up. For the fit we use
A\> = (1 + c<J '2> + κβ)·Δν
*
a
о

h,
(:) h /(1 + c<J , 2 > + β ) 2
К
ion ' ' о
а

(3)

With the same values of Δ ν and с the REMPI spectra could be fairly well
simulated with β = 1.5 for I^O and f> = 0.5 for D2O (figures 6 and 7). The
fraction of the excited molecules that ionizes is equal to β /(1 + c<Ja > +
β), which in our case reaches values up to 0.6 for H2O and to 0.3 for D2O.
Obviously the last ionization step is not completely saturated, due to the
competing predissociation. This can explain the near cubic power dependence
of the ion yield for D2O. Furthermore the difference in the value of β between
H2O and D2O is consistent with the different power dependence of the ion yield
for H2O and DpO, as seen in figure 3·
The excited photofragments are formed via heterogeneous predissociation
into the dissociative В А^ state. In the simulation of the 0H/0D (A -» X)
excitation spectra we used the following formulas, analogous to Hodgson et
al.[5]
Δν = (1
+ c<J '2>)·Δν
v
а
о

2

- -O.KJ ' >
- _
a
h (:) h <J , 2 >e
/(1 + <J · 2 >) 2
* ' о a
a
The exponential factor takes branching out of
channel" into account [5]. Using the values
simulated spectra are in good agreement with the
positions and in relative intensities, as can be
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(4)
the ß A·, state into a "dark
obtained for Δν and с the
observed spectra both in line
seen in figures k and 5·

4 Conclusions
The (2+l)-REMPI spectra of H2O and D2O are presented and almost
quantitatively interpreted. It is^shown that direct three photon ionization
of H2O and DpO with a tunable excimer laser can be used for sensitive quantum
state specific detection of these molecules. The important rotational twophoton transitions involved are tabulated. The very high ion yield allows a
simple detection method. If ion counting is applied state selective detection
must be possible at very low partial pressures. At high gas pressures the
molecular fluorescence in the blue can also be used for state selective
detection, although the overall detection efficiency is approximately a factor
1 0 5 - 1 0 6 lower.
A difference is found in the ionization rate between H2O and D2O. Both
from the power dependence of the ion signal and from the simulation of the
observed (2+l)-REMPI spectra it looks as if H2O is more easily ionized than
D2O. This is quite unexpected as the predissociation of the excited С Bj^ state
is about a factor of two stronger for lUO than for D2O.
Especially in the case of H2O, where the (2+l)-REMPI spectrum consists of
several clearly separated rotational transitions from low rotational levels in
the ground state, conveniently situated near the middle of the KrF gain
profile, (2+l)-REMPI must be possible in a supersonic molecular beam. Work is
in progress to realize this.
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CHAPTER III

LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE WITH TUNABLE EXCIMER LASERS AS A POSSIBLE METHOD FOR
INSTANTANEOUS TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY FIELD MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH PRESSURES:
CHECKS WITH AN ATMOSPHERIC FLAME
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Abstract
A new method for instantaneous temperature and density field measurements
based on LIF studies of ОН, От, and HpO in an open atmospheric flame with a
tunable excimer laser is suggested. In this method the crucial problem of
quenching at higher pressures is almost completely eliminated by excitation to
a fast predissociating state (Laser Induced Predissociation Fluorescence;
LIPF). The various possible excitation and fluorescence processes that can be
induced in the narrow tuning range of the KrF laser are characterized
experimentally by excitation and dispersion spectra for the three molecules
OH, O2, and H2O. Of particular importance is the large power of the KrF laser,
which allows efficient excitation of even weak transitions. The fast
predissociation of these molecules in connection with the powerful excitation
laser suggests that instantaneous temperature and density field measurements
should be possible at higher pressures.
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1 Introduction
Temperature and density measurements with lasers are important in flames,
flows, plasmas, discharges, and in motors, where thermometers cannot be used
because interference with the probe has to be avoided. In recent years a
number of different laser techniques have been used to measure temperatures
and densities. In the low pressure regime sensitive and powerful techniques,
such as laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [1] or resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI) [2] are well known and have been used extensively.
However,these techniques have severe disadvantages at higher pressures,
because the ions can no longer be extracted or because the fluorescence is
quenched. Therefore other laser techniques, such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS) [3] or Rayleigh scattering (RS) [4] have been suggested and
used instead. Whereas RS can be used only in rather special situations [4],
CARS has been used at higher pressures in different environments with
considerable succes [3]. Although CARS seems to be the only realistic
technique for temperature and density measurements at high pressures, it has
an inherent disadvantage: temperatures and densities can be determined only in
a single point with one laser shot. In many applications information is
required instantaneously in a 2-D field or even in a 3-D volume, for example,
in turbulent systems.
In LIF, fluorescence originates from all points in the probe that are
illuminated by the laser. A strong laser allows the illumination of rather
large 2-D arrays with sufficient intensity. Sufficient means that the
fluorescence yield fom a single point in the array is high enough to be
measured. The emission from the different points in the array can be analyzed
using photographic techniques as, for example, in planar laser induced
fluorescence (PLIF) [5].
The main drawback of LIF is quenching of fluorescence at higher pressures
by numerous collisions, which occur within the radiative fluorescence lifetime
τ . Many attempts to correct for collisional quenching failed, because the
effect depends sensitively on the laser-excited state and on the collision
partners [6]. In many technical environments (flames or motors) with a
complicated gas composition and many different collision partners, a
correction of LIF data becomes impossible.
In this paper a LIF method is used in which the effect of quenching is
avoided simply by exciting the molecules to a fast predissociating state from
which fluorescence is emitted only during the predissociation lifetime τ
(LIPF).
For sufficiently short predissociation lifetimes there will be no
collisions and consequently no quenching within τ , even at higher pressures.
Because many molecules predissociate at shorter wavelengths [7]. the method
should be applicable to a relatively large number of molecules. For the case
of Op, this idea has already been suggested [8].
An important point of the present experiment is that it is done with a
high power tunable KrF laser. This laser delivers 400 mj/pulse in a bandwidth
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of - 0.5 cm" . This is orders of magnitude more power than is available from
other commercial lasers in this frequency range. With this laser a large sheet
can be illuminated with sufficient intensity even for weak absorbers. This
point has been discussed theoretically in a recent paper in which a broadband
ArF laser is suggested to do LIF in the O2 Schumann-Runge bands [9].
Although the laser is only tunable between 248.0 and 248.9 nm, many
different vibrational-rotational transitions of three important molecules (OH,
H2O and O2) were found to lie in this narrow tuning range. For the first time
LIF in the OH (Α Σ + - Χ Π) absorption band has been done with the very weak
З-О vibrational transition [10]. Here and in the remaining part of the paper
vibrational transitions are denoted always by v'-v", i.e., in this case v' =
3, v" = 0. A series of different rotational transitions were identified.
Dispersion spectra from single laser prepared states show that rotational
quenching within the predissociation lifetimes is small even at atmospheric
pressures. In addition a number of different transitions in the Schumann-Runge
bands of O2 (B^Z U ~ - Χ^Σ ") have been excited [11]. A series of rotational
lines of different vibrational transitions (0-6, 1-6, 2-7, and a few more)
have been identified and again dispersion spectra have been measured from
single laser excited states. For Η-,Ο a series of rotational transitions is
obtained by two-photon excitation to the С В-, state, in which case the bound1

1

free fluorescence from the С В« state to the repulsive А В., state [12] is used
to deduce populations [13,14]. Despite the very large power (> GW/cm ) neither
the H2O nor the OH transitions were saturated. In contrast, the O2 transitions
were completely saturated at much lower power.
The excitation spectra have been modeled theoretically assuming a well
defined rotational temperature for the probe. According to these calculations,
we find that both H2O and OH are good candidates for measuring rotational
temperatures. For O2 only a few low lying rotational transitions can be
excited with the KrF laser. Within a vibrational band the probed states are
too close in energy to give good precision for temperature measurements.
However, rotational temperatures can be determined with good precision if
different vibrational bands are used. In addition O2 is nicely suited to
determine vibrational temperatures. It is directly proved that the lifetime of
the OH (Α Σ + , ν =3) state is so short that quenching is small in atmospheric
conditions. The even shorter lifetimes for H2O [12] and O2 [15] should allow
temperature measurements up to = 50 bar.
It will be discussed that temperature field measurements are possible with
one laser for the case of OH (rotational temperatures) and O2 (vibrational and
rotational temperatures) by spectrally dispersing the fluorescence. HoO
requires, similar to other methods, two delayed lasers and fast detection
schemes.
It should also be mentioned that fluorescence trapping is no problem in
the above cases. The transitions to the v"=3 state in OH are only strong if
they start from excited vibrational states. Because these excited vibrational
states are hardly populated, trapping will be negligible. Similarly, in O2
-S6-

only a few highly vibrationally excited molecules can absorb the fluorescence
radiation. In the case of HpO the fluorescence is bound-free and therefore
reabsorption is impossible.
The following results are selected to demonstrate that the suggested
method works from a spectroscopic point of view. Quantitative temperature and
density measurements are not the main aim of this paper.

2 Method
In a gas with thermal equilibrium among rotational states, the relative
density n^^ in a quantum state i of a molecule AB depends on the temperature Τ
via the Boltzmann distribution:
-E,/kT
i^ (:) (2J + l)e

i

(1)

with к is the Boltzmann constant, E. is the energy of quantum state i above
the ground state, and J is the total angular momentum.
In LIF a molecule AB is excited with a laser at some frequency Мч from an
initial state i, in the electronic ground state to a final state f< in some
electronically excited state. The subsequent fluorescence intensity from f·. is
measured, for exemple, with a phototube. The fluorescence signal Sj^ is
proportional to the density n, of AB molecules in quantum state ij. This can
be written as
S

l

=

P

lqlnl

( 2 )

The proportionality factor P^ contains the line-strength for absorption and
emission and can depend on the directional properties of the absorbed and
emitted light. The quantum yield for fluorescence from the excited level fj,
denoted q^, can be written as

q,1 =

1

KF
ι

(3)

rr

1
+ κ?
+ Σj к™}
ι
j.i

The term Σ Κ^ 0 ?
represents the depopulation rate of level f j due to
collisions •'with different molecules in different quantum states. At high
pressures this term normally dominates over the other radiative (K< ) and
predissociation (K^ p ) loss rates out of level f^. This implies that q^ is
strongly dependent
on the exact local gas composition
(density and
temperature) which makes the quantitative
application of
fluorescence
diagnostics to, for instance, combustion systems hardly possible. Or, as
stated recently by R.P. Lucht [32]: "For most flame radicals, quenching data,
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even at room temperature, are completely lacking. Application of such data,
if they exist, to flame measurements is often unreliable due to the wide range
of temperatures and quenching species encountered in combustion systems".
In the LIPF method we describe in this paper, the essential point is that
excitation is to a state in which predissociation (K^P) dominates o v e r all the
other depopulation rates. This means that quenching data need not to be known
to deduce the initial state population n^ from the observed fluorescence
signal S i . The quantum yield for fluorescence is simply given by q^ = Kj^/KjP,
so only molecular constants are involved. Although this may still b e quantum
state dependent (via K ^ 1 3 ) , a calibration procedure can be used to overcome
this problem.
In the LIPF technique the fluorescence signal is related to the density in
a known way. If the excitation laser is tuned to another frequency м^. the
density np in another quantum state in can be determined via the fluorescence
signal Sp· The measured ratio R=S^/S2 is related to the temperature Τ by
S
R = —
S2

Ρ η q
1

=

1

Ρ

і

=

1

Κ!Γ KP (2J
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г
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which can be inverted to give the temperature in terms of the measured ratio R
and the known quantities E^, J i , P J , K i r and K^P;
E

P

k ln(
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2K?

E

l

(2J2
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+ 1)

P 1 К£ KP (2J 1 + 1)

R)

An important advantage of such temperature measurements is that only
relative fluorescence signals are required. Complicated calibration procedures
are not necessary and laser power fluctuations are eliminated in a natural
way. To measure simultaneously absolute densities, the detection system has
to be calibrated once. From the relations (2,3) the absolute density can then
be determined out of the observed fluorescence intensity.
To evaluate eq.(4) the fluorescence signals S^ and $2 have to b e measured
separately. This can be achieved either by spectral filtering or by time
resolution.
Spectral filtering is possible if the fluorescence from the electronically
excited states f-, and f2 is sufficiently separated in wavelength.
Then
filters, prisms, or spectrometers can be used to measure S, and S2 separately.
In the present case this is possible for rotational and vibrational
temperatures of (U and rotational temperatures of OH. The important advantage
of spectral filtering is that only one laser may be required for temperature
measurements,
for
example,
if
the
laser
excites
both
transitions
simultaneously.
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If the fluorescence from the states f, and f^ is not sufficiently
separated in wavelength, separation can be achieved via time resolution. In
this case two lasers are fired with a small time delay and the fluorescence is
recorded separately in time. This method has to be used for HpO, because the
emission is spectrally broad and independent of the rotational state.
In pnciple, the temperature can be determined from the density in any two
different quantum states. The precision of the temperature measurements will
however depend on the change of the measured quantity R with temperature. For
example, a small energetic difference between the two states will result in
poor precision.
As discussed above, temperature measurements by LIF are based on the
linearity of the fluorescence signal with the density in the probed state. In
the low pressure regime (typically below 100 pbar) there are no collisions
within the radiative lifetime τ Γ and the linearity holds strictly. In this
range the LIF technique is well established. Numerous experiments have been
done, for example, to analyze rotational state distributions from chemical
reactions, inelastic collisions, or photodissociation experiments.
At higher pressures the laser excited molecules will however collide with
the ambient gases within τ . The importance of secondary collisions may be
illustrated by the example of an open atmospheric flame. A laser excited
molecule with a typical fluorescence lifetime of 100 ns will undergo * 1000
hard sphere collisions during its radiative lifetime. The collisions can lead
to energy transfer within the excited state or to fluorescence quenching.
Rotational and vibrational energy transfer within the excited state alone
do not cause the most severe problems, because a photon is still emitted after
excitatiion and the linearity between fluorescence signal and density is the
same. Fluorescence quenching leads, however, to a deexcitation of the
electronically excited state, such that no fluorescence photon is emitted.
Although the fluorescence signal will still depend linearly on density (more
particles yield more fluorescence), the linearity between fluorescence signal
and density can be different for two different states i^ and ip· This is the
case if fluorescence quenching is different for the corresponding excited
states f^ and f2. In a number of studies it has been shown that quenching
depends indeed sensitively both on the rotational level of the excited
electronic state and on the collision partners [6]. Fluorescence quenching is
the main problem in the application of LIF at higher pressures, in particular
for complicated gas compositions.
Several methods have been suggested to eliminate these problems. For
example, the same upper state may be used m the excitation, i.e., Í-, is fp
[16]. Then quenching will still occur, but it will give the same reduction in
fluorescence for the quantum states 1^ and ip. The ratio of fluorescence
signals will be related to the temperature in the same way as in eq.(4).
However, the only way to measure the fluorescence signals Si and Sp separately
is by time resolution, i.e., the method requires two tunable lasers.
In
addition the same upper state can only be reached from neighbouring lower
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States, i.e., states with AJ = 2. The method yields inherently low precision,
because of the small energetic difference between the probed states.
In the present LIF method a molecule is excited with a strong laser to a
fast predissociating state with a short lifetime τ . Because the excited state
molecules radiate only in the short time τ , only a very small part of the
molecules does fluoresce. This causes a tremendous loss in LIF signal, which
is partly compensated, because the densities are much higher than in typical
LIF experiments. The main advantage of this method is, however, that there
will be no collisions - and consequently no quenching - within the
predissociation lifetime, if τ is short enough. For example, the probability
for a hard sphere collision within τ ρ is = 5xl0" 2 in atmospheric conditions,
if we assume a predissociation lifetime of 5 PS. For sufficiently short
predissociation lifetimes quenching is impossible.
In this paper we demonstrate that the idea of the method works in
atmospheric flames for OH, O2, and HpO using the tunable KrF excimer laser.
OH, O2, and H2O will not be the only molecules which can be used. In most
cases diatomic molecules predissociate
faster for shorter excitation
wavelengths. With a strong laser (for example, other tunable excimers and
intense Stokes and anti-Stokes lines that can be generated from them) even
weak transitions can be excited efficiently enough to obtain reasonable
fluorescence intensity.

3 Experimental details
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. The basic technique is
spectrally dispersed LIF. A KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik EMG I50 EST) with
a grating tuned oscillator is used for excitation [13]. Several different
lenses are used to focus the laser, but all results in this paper are for a
100 cm focal length. Most measurements are made a few centimeters (3 - 5)
away from the focus to avoid problems with undefined breakdowns in air. No

Figure 1:
Experimental
set-up.
The KrF-laser
is focused with a 100
am lens. The flame is
installed
-4 am before
the focus. The flame
is adjusted
relative
to the laser. The
fluoresaenae
volume is
given by the
section
of the flame that
is
imaged to the
spectro
meter slit
by the
quartz
lens.

to spectrometer
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reasonable results could be obtained in the focus itself.
We studied several different atmospheric flames (Op-Hp, butane and
acetylene) generated by burners that are used for welding purposes otherwise.
The flames are inserted in the excimer laser beam path at different distances
between laser beam and burner tip (see figure 1 ) . The main origin of noise in
the spectra
is
from
instabilities
of
the
flame
and
pulse-to-pulse
instabilities in the laser power.
The fluorescence is sampled with a lens from a thin = 10 mm long line
through the flame. Because a 1:1 imaging optics is used the fluorescence
volume is essentially the image of the 10 mm long entrance slit of the
spectrometer (see figure 1 ) . This set-up is certainly not adequate for
quantitative temperature measurements. Large differences in local temperatures
may be expected along the fluorescence line, in particular for the flames used
here. Because fluorescence is sampled from spots with different temperatures,
the net result is an averaging over different temperatures along the
fluorescence line through the flame. This implies that the resulting
rotational distributions do not even have to be Boltzmann distributions [17]·
The fluorescence light is spectrally dispersed by a 0.3 m spectrometer
(McPherson 218). The spectral dispersion is very important, because it allows
discrimination among the fluorescence of OH, Oo and HpO. In some cases rather
narrow slits are necessary for sufficient discrimination. The intensity of the
dispersed light is measured with a cooled photomultiplier (RCA 3103Ό averaged
with a boxcar and recorded on a strip chart recorder. A narrow boxcar gate is
used to suppress direct emission from the flame. Because most of the
fluorescence is emitted during the laser pulse, within the predissociation
lifetime, this causes no loss in the LIF signal. Saturation of the PMT, due to
the permanent background of the flame, was in some cases eliminated by a
gating technique [18].
Two basically different types of experiment are done. In the first type,
the tunable KrF laser is fixed in frequency, inducing a particular transition
of either HpO, Op or OH. Then the spectrometer is scanned and the fluorescence
intensity
is recorded.
In
this way
dispersion
spectra
from
single
rovibrational states are obtained. In the second type, the spectrometer is
fixed to transmit radiation in a wavelength range where only one of the
molecules fluoresces. Then the KrF excitation laser is scanned and the
fluorescence intensity is recorded again. If the spectrometer resolution is
good enough, the fluorescence of only one molecule is transmitted and
excitation spectra of the corresponding molecule are obtained separately.
First, a simple Bunsen burner is installed in the beam path and the
continuous emission of the flame is measured without laser and without boxcar.
+
The dominant emission is due to the OH (Α Σ , v'=0,l). With a narrow boxcar
gate this continuous emission is almost completely suppressed, i.e., with the
use of a boxcar there is negligible background from the flame. If this flame
is irradiated with the unlocked, i.e., broadband KrF laser, an intense
fluorescence appears in the wavelength range from 250 to 550 nm.
This
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fluorescence is laser induced and originates from simultaneous excitation of
many different transitions in different molecules. It should be kept in mind
that, although the laser is operated broad band, the spectral brightness (~ ч
mj/cm ) is still high compared to typical commercial tunable laser systems in
this frequency regime. Therefore many molecular transitions can be excited
simultaneously with reasonable efficiency. Although many different species
might be excited in a flame with this strong laser, most of the fluorescence
intensity turns out to be due to a number of different transitions in ОН, O2
and H2O. Similar experiments have been done with a broadband ArF laser on NO
and 0 2 [19].
Considerable care is necessary to record excitation and dispersion spectra
separately
for different molecules. The selection of the
appropriate
wavelength range with the spectrometer is very important for the separation of
excitation spectra. Because fluorescence of different molecules may be
transmitted in the same wavelength range, the excitation spectra can contain
lines of more than one molecule. Both the central wavelength and the
resolution of the spectrometer are crucial for discrimination between the
fluorescence of different molecules. Low resolution leads to insufficient
separation, whereas for high resolution the excitation spectra may consist of
single rotational lines (as will be seen later in figure 5) · Only with
moderate resolution, high enough to discriminate between the fluorescence of
different molecules, but low enough to transmit, for example, all rotational
lines of a vibrational transition, separate excitation spectra are obtained
for OH, O2 and H2O. Nevertheless, a few small lines in the following spectra
are due to insufficient spectral resolution.
The relative intensities of different rotational lines in the excitation
spectra have to be considered with care. The fluorescence intensity from
different excited states may be reduced if the transmission of the
spectrometer is optimized for one specific line, i.e., the fluorescence
intensity partly reflects the fixed spectrometer bandpass.
In all the excitation spectra, the base line intensity increases at the
left and right side of the tuning range. This experimental artefact originates
from decreasing locking efficiency of the KrF laser at the end of the tuning
range. This is discussed in detail in ref.[13]·
To obtain separate dispersion spectra, the linewidth for absorption is
important. The absorption linewidth is determined by the linewidth of the
laser or by the linewidth of the molecular transition. Many different
transitions can be excited in the tuning range of the KrF laser and many of
the lines are considerably broad, so that almost every frequency of the KrF
laser contributes to some excitation proces. This is why in some cases
different transitions are excited simultaneously and why the dispersion
spectra may contain contributions from different excited states of different
molecules.
Systematic calculations have been performed to determine the transitions
of Oj. OH and H 2 0 that are within the tuning range of the KrF laser (248.0 -
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248.9 nm). The most important absorption lines are given in Table I for OH and
in Table II for O2. For H2O the lines are given m
ref.[13].
For the
excitation lines of O2 the wavelengths of all possible subsequent emission
lines have been determined and the corresponding wavelength ranges are given
in Table III for different lower vibrational states v". The calculated spectra
prove the unambiguous assignment of the following excitation and dispersion
spectra.
The calculated 0-, dispersion spectra are described briefly. The spectra
-Jз

originate essentially from single laser prepared states in B Z
J
of secondary collisions are seen, because the lifetime in B Z

Rotational
transition
Р^Э)
R2(15)
QjdD
Q 1 2 (ll)
НгіОЗ)
14(15)
P 2 (8)
P

12< 8 )
Q 2 1 (ll)
Ql(ll)
Q 1 2 (6)
Ρ^β)
Нгііі)
02(10)
a 1 2 (io)

Excitation
frequency
(cm -1 )
Ί0193 35
1(0212 91
140229 17
40231 40
40242 39
1021(5 39

nozw ite
іюгід g**
40263
40265
40278
40296
40314

17
40
82
25
98

40319 17
40321 53

Transition
probability

5 U
7 15
10 53
0 32
0 33
7 52
3 81
0 58
0 33
U 55
0 21
4 60
6 65
9 50
0 35

_

. No effects
is so short.

Table I: Absorption
lines for the
vibrational
transition
3-0 in the AsZ-X2Ti absorption
band
of OH that are in the tuning range of the KrF
laser. The transition
probabilities
are
(2J"+1)
times the appropriate
Horil-London
factor
(ref.
10).

Table II: Absorption
lines of the O2 SehumannRunge bands Β^Τ^-Χ^ΐ,Ζ that are in the
tuning
range of the KrF laser. For different
vibratio
nal transitions
v'+v" the excitation
frequenoy
for the corresponding
rotational
transitions
is
дг еп гп cm-1.

0 . 4
R(75)
P(71)

0 *5
R(55)
P(51)
R(53)

1 *6
40199 0
40302 4
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40235 1
40272 4
40317 4

2 *6
40218 4
'10282 8

R(53)
P(49)

40334 0

R(51)

40199 9
40217 4

2 *7
R(15)
P(ll)

0 .6
R(19)
P(15)
R(17)
P(13)
R(15)
P(ll)
R(13)
P(9)
R(ll)
P(7)
R(9)

P(37)
R(39)
P(35)

40235 9
40251 4
40267 7
40281 2
40295
40306
40318
40328

3
7
5
0

І0ЗЗ7 6

R(13)
P(9)
R(ll)
P(7)
R(9)
P(5)
R(7)
P(3)
R(5)
P(l)
R(3)
R(l)

40206 8
'10280 5
40321 2

40199
40215
40227
40241
40251
10262

0
2
3
1
3
7

I0270 9
I0279 9
10286 2
ІО292 8
ІО297 2
ІОЗОІ 4
40303 8
40306 1

ν"

Excitation: 0 » 6
Wavelength
region
Int.

0
1
2
3

202.6-203.9
209.2-210.6
216.1-217.6
2.2Ъ.Ц-22Ц.9

ч

231.1-232.7
239.2-2Ί0.8
2ІПЛ-2Ц9.ІІ

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
111
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Excitation
band
0 . Ц
0 » 5
1 - 6
2 .. 6

256.7-258.5
266.3-268.2
276.4-278.4
287 1-289.2
298.5-300.6
310.5-312.8
323.4-325.8

-

0.1
0.3
0.9
2.0
3.8
6.2
8.5
10.0
10.0

8.6
6.3
4.0
2.2
1.1
0.4
0.2
0.1

337-1-339.7
351.8-354.5
367.4-370.3
384.2-387.2
402.2-405.4
421.6-424.9
1(1(2.4-445.9
464.8-468.6
489.1-493.1
515.3-519.5

-

Table III: For the 0+6 and 2+7 excitat-Lon processes in the 0%
Schumann-Runge bands, the wavelength
range for emission subsequent to
- excitation of one of the lines from
- Table II to various lower vibratio
v" is given together with
0.1 nal states
fluorescence
intensity.
0.5 the relative
1.7 The indicated wavelength region
4.0 covers all fluorescence
from the
7.3 different
rotational lines that can
10.0
be excited with the KrF laser.
10.0
Because only relatively
low rota
6.7
are probed, the sub
2.2 tional states
to a
0.0 sequent emission is restricted
inten
1.3 narrow range. The fluorescence
3
3.6 sity is calculated by v -qvii)"
with
3.8 the emission frequency ν and the FC
1.8 factors
from Ref. 20. The strongest
0.2
emission is arbitrarily
set to 10.
0.3
For the other vibrational
transi
1.5
2.3 tion, only the best wavelength
is
2.2 range for separate detection
1.5 given.

Excitation: 2 *• 7
Wavelength
region
Int.
197.2-198.1
203.4-204.4
210.0-211.0
216.9-217.9
224.1-225.1
231.7-232.8
239.7-240.8
248.1-249.3
257.0-258.3
266.4-267.7
276.3-277.7
286.9-288.3
298.0-299.5
309.8-311.4
322.4-324.1
335.8-337.6
35О.О-З5І.9
365.2-367.2
381.4-383.5
398.8-401.0
417.4-419.7
437.З-439.8
458.7-46І.З
481.7-484.4

Free lying
emission band
0 » 14
0 •. 15
1 ·> 17
2 * 20

0.9

Wavelength
region
363-8-364.0
365.О-366.І
З79.5-38І.7
432.I-433.7

This is why the spectra can be fitted using only spectroscopic data. The
measured (dispersed) fluorescence signal from a single prepared state ν , N
in the excited electronic state B 3 J U " to various lower states ν", N" in the
electronic ground state X -'t'
is given by
S = N M3q , „
'L
ο
V'V
with N

the number

Ρ

(6)

•f(A)

of molecules prepared, the emission frequency ν for the
the Honl-London
Ν", the Franck-Condon factors q„

transition ν
factor H, , the (vibrationally state-dependent) predissociation lifetime τ v ,
and the quantum efficieny f(A) of the detection system. The O2 FC factors are
from ref.[20], the Honl-London
factors
are (N'+1)/(2N'+1)
for Ρ and
(N')/(2N' + 1) for Ft lines in the case of unresolved fine structure (see figure
21), the predissociation lifetimes are from ref.[9], and the quantum efficieny
of the detection system has been calibrated recently [14].
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4 Results
In the following, the excitation and dispersion spectra are discussed in
the sequence OH, Op and HpO in qualitative agreement with the relative
strength of emission. In most cases OH was the strongest emitter followed by =
10 times less intense contributions from the 0-6 transition in O2 and another
factor of 10 less from the Op 2-7 or 1-6 transitions. For H2O the fluorescence
was even weaker, in particular because it is extended over a wider wavelength
range [13i1^]. Then some temperature measurements are done in different
positions in the flame for Op and OH, using the method described above.
Finally it is shown that some qualitative insight can also be obtained for OH
vibrational energy transfer within the excited state.

4.1 OH spectra
Figure 2 shows an OH excitation spectrum with the spectrometer set to 329
nm and a resolution of = 1 nm. The spectrum is for an atmospheric O j - ^ flame
and is recorded ~ ю mm above the burner tip and the boxcar averaged over
three laser pulses. In the selected wavelength rang mainly the OH (Α Σ + , v'=3
•> Χ Π, v"=3} Q-branch emission is monitored. All lines in figure 2 can be
identified on the basis of the known OH spectroscopy
[10] and the
corresponding identification of rotational transitions is given in the figure.
The spectral resolution is obviously sufficient to discriminate against the O2
fluorescence.
The spectrum is almost noise free with a signal-to-noise ratio of = 1 0 .
Because the fluorescence volume is only = ю " 2 cm^, enough fluorescence will
be already obtained from a much smaller fluorescence volume. This is of
importance if larger sheets are used in temperature and density field
measurements.
Figure 2 represents the first LIF spectrum in which the 3"0 transition has
been excited with a laser. This very weak transition has not been excited
before, because the FC factor is orders of magnitude smaller than for the 0-0
transition in the Α Σ* - Χ Π absorption band. Therefore a very strong laser,
like the tunable KrF laser, is required for sufficient excitation. This is
clearly seen from the inset in figure 2, which shows the linearity of
fluorescence intensity with laser power. In this case the Ρ^ίβ) line is used
for excitation. The laser power is varied by inserting several calibrated
filters in the beam path of the KrF laser. Although the applied laser power is
p
in the range of GW/cm , the fluorescence intensity is still linearly dependent
on the laser power, i.e., even at such high power the Рц(8) transition is not
saturated. That the saturation limit is not yet reached can also be directly
inferred from the strength of the satellite lines that are almost resolved in
figure 2. In saturation the satellites should be as strong as the main lines
which is obviously not true.
-45-
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Figure 2: OH excitation
speatnm Α^Ζ+1υ'=3^Χ^'Π.,ν"=0.
The excitation
of
OH proceeds via the ^Σ-^ΤΙ absorption
band. The 3-0 vibrational
transition
is excited;
the excitation
frequencies
are given in cttrT*-. The
spectrometer
is set to 329 nm with a resolution
of =1 nm. The inset
shows the
linearity
of fluorescence
with laser power for the PjiS) line. The arrows
indicate
small lines originating
from Og.
The linewidth in figure 2 is approximately the linewidth of the excitation
laser, which implies that no direct information is obtained about the
predissociation lifetime. The only conclusion is that the predissociation
lifetime of the v'=3 state of OH (Α 2 Σ + ) must be longer than 20 ps. The
+
lifetimes of OH (Α Σ , v'=5,6) have been determined to be <10 ps [22].
Figure 3 shows a dispersion spectrum of OH with a resolution of - 0.4 nm,
recorded in a butane flame. OH is excited on the Q,(11) line, i.e., the
+
quantum state Α Σ , v'=3, N'=11 is prepared and the subsequent emission is
spectrally dispersed. The wavelength range for different OH vibrational
transitions is approximately indicated in the figure. The dominant emission
features are the sets of three single strong lines, appearing around 270, 295
and 328 nm. The single lines originate directly from the laser prepared state
N'=11 in v'=3 and are identified in the figure as P 1 (12), Qjjll) and 1^(10).
Obviously, the three sets of single strong lines belong to the vibrational
transitions from v'=3 to v"=3 (at 328 nm), v"=2 (at 297 nm) and v"=l (at 270
nm) . From such data the Einstein A coefficient can be determined, if the
sensitivity of the spectrometer set-up is eliminated. It should be noted that
in the present case the minor effect of fluorescence quenching is not
important, because only relative values of Einstein A coefficients are
determined.
The A coefficients are measured relative to the 3"2 transition, which we
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Figure 3: OH dispersion
speotnm
for a butane flame. OH is excited
on
the Qjdl)
line. The speatral
resolution
is "0.4 nm. The spectral
range
of different
vibrational
bands for the OH (^l-2U) transition
is
indi
cated. The Qjdl)
and Ρη(12) lines are off
scale.
set to 500, and are compared to various other literature data in Table IV.
There is qualitative agreement with some authors, but disagreement with others
(compare values for 3-1 and 3-3)· To our knowledge the FC factors for 3-^ and
3-5 have not been determined before.
The relative emission intensities of P, Q and R lines are not in agreement
with the known Honl-London factors. The Q lines should be considerably
stronger than Ρ and R lines [23]. Because this is true for all vibrational
+
transitions from OH (Α Σ , ν =3), the mechanism of fluorescence trapping can
be eliminated as an explanation. Instead, the effect is simply explained by
Table IV: Einstein
transition
probabilities
from this work compared with
selected
results
from other authors.
The other data are contained
in
Ref. 28, where the value of AQQ has been set to 1000. For good comparison
we set our value for Л32 equal to 500.
This work
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Learner

12
148
166

the directional properties of light emission and absorption. The present laser
is linearly polarized along a horizontal axis, the same axis along which we
detect the total amount of fluorescence. This implies that, after Q-line
excitation, the emission of Ρ and R lines is detected more efficiently than
the emission on a Q line. After excitation on Ρ or R lines, on the other hand,
the emission on the Q line is detected most efficiently [2^,25].
Although it may be surprising that the LIF of OH in a flame is polarized,
similar observations have been made before [26]. The strong polarization in
the present case is clearly explained by the fact that depolarizing effects,
like, for example, collisions or stray magnetic fields, are negligible during
the very short predissociation lifetime of the v'=3 state. The polarization
effects are so strong that they have to be taken into account in the
determination of rotational temperatures (see Sec. 4.4). No such problems are
expected if a depolarizer is used between oscillator and amplifier.
Between the single strong lines some weaker and considerably broader
emission appears in the range from 280 to 295 nm and from 305 to 325 nm· This
weaker emission originates from fluorescence of lower vibrational states
(v'=2,l,0) of OH (Α Σ + ) . The important difference between the direct emission
from v'=3 and lower vibrational states is the emission of single rotational
lines from v'=3 and of many overlapping rotational lines from lower
vibrational states. This behaviour is due to collisions with other species in
the flame. Because the v'=3 state has a short predissociation lifetime, there
is only a small redistribution of quantum states within the ν =3 state. In
contrast the emission from lower vibrational states is broad and less
structured [27], indicating population in many rotational states. This might
originate from direct vibrational quenching or from rotational energy transfer
in these levels. Because the predissociation lifetime is much longer for
lower vibrational states, many more collisions are possible and many more
rotational states become populated in lower vibrational states. The integrated
relative fluorescence intensity originating from collisionally populated
vibrationally excited OH seems rather high. This is partly due to the enhanced
detection sensitivity for lower vibrational states. The FC factor for the 0-0
transition is about an order of magnitude larger than for the 3"3 transition
[28], in addition to the fact that lower vibrational states fluoresce more
because they predissociate less. Nevertheless appreciable vibrational energy
transfer is observed, as in some other cases as well [27]. As will be seen
later, vibrational energy transfer is much less pronounced in the O2-H2 flame

(see figure 1Ц).
A more quantitative idea about rotational energy transfer can be obtained
from figure k, where a section of another dispersion spectrum is shown at an
even better resolution of O.I5 nm. In this case an Ор-Нт flame is used. The
Q T Í H ) is used for excitation, i.e., the N' = 11, v'=3 state is prepared in
A 2*. Only the small section of the dispersion spectrum in the range from 295
to 305 n m · which belongs to the 3"2 vibrational transition, is shown. Again,
the three strong lines that dominate the spectrum originate directly from the
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Figure 4: Section of an OH dispersion spectrum in an Og-tfg flame at
higher resolution.
OH is excited on the (¡2(11) line. The resolution
is ~0.15 nm. The position of the lines originating directly from the
laser prepared state is indicated in the figure by a solid line, the
lines originating from the neighbouring states with ΔΝ=1 are indicated
by dashed lines. The numbers 1,2,3 correspond to the value of UN. The
influence of the directional
properties of the fluorescence on the
relative intensities
of the P, Q and R lines is clearly seen (see
text).
single laser excited state and are identified as R T U O ) , Q^tll) and P p t ^ ) . In
addition, there is a whole series of much less intense single rotational lines
on both sides of the central peaks, which are also identified in the figure.
They originate from the neighbouring levels of the N' = 11 level and are
populated by rotational energy transfer within v'=3 in the Α Σ + state. The
numbers that are given above the small lines represent the value of ΔΝ, i.e.,
the number of rotational quanta transferred from N'=11. Rotational energy
transfer is observed up to ΔΝ = 3· The Pp lines at the left-hand side show
clearly that the fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing ΔΝ, a
behaviour that is expected from a power or energy gap law [29]. Obviously the
F
2 "* F l ΐ Γ β η 8 ί > β Γ i n t h e Α Σ + state is much slower than the F 2 •» F 2 transfer,
the latter being the only transfer process observed here.
Rotational energy transfer within electronically excited states from
single laser prepared states have been studied in many experiments. However in
these experiments much lower pressures are used to achieve single collision
conditions and to avoid secondary collisions. A t high pressures the
fluorescence becomes broad and unstructured, because many rotational states
are populated b y secondary collisions and contribute to fluorescence (see, for
example, ref. [ 2 7 ] ) . In the present case the experiment is done at atmospheric
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pressure. Nevertheless, the direct lines are strongly dominating in the
dispersion spectrum, which implies that single collision conditions are valid.
Secondary collisions would lead to considerably more redistribution of quantum
states.
fhe collision probability can be estimated from the intensity of the small
lines. The integrated intensity in the weak lines is - 30 % of the intensity
in the main line. Obviously 30 % of the molecules in the prepared N'=11 state
suffered a collision with rotational energy transfer, i.e., the probability Ζ
of such collisions within the predissociation lifetime is 0.3· On the other
hand, the probability of such a collision within τ is given by
Ζ = ngoT

(7)

If we use the density η = 3*10 " cm^ (for normal pressure), a typical relative
velocity g = 2x10^ cm/s, a typical cross section for rotational energy
transfer of 5x10
cm , this results in a predissociation lifetime of - Ю О
ps. This is a crude estimate, because neither g nor σ is well known. In
particular the considerably lower density in a flame will tend to increase the
estimated lifetime. Nevertheless there is qualitative agreement with
theoretical estimates [30].
An important conclusion is that, although rotational energy transfer takes
place even within the short lifetime τ , most of the emission from v'=3 is
direct. Rotational energy transfer is small even at atmospheric pressures. In
contrast to rotational energy transfer, which is directly seen in figure Ц,
fluorescence quenching has not been observed directly. In most cases
rotational and vibrational energy transfer as well as fluorescence quenching
are of the same order of magnitude [6]. This suggests a maximum error at 1 bar
of = 3 0 %. T h e actual error will b e lower, b e c a u s e only the difference in
quenching between f^ and fρ introduces e r r o r s .
Figure 5 shows a n O H excitation spectrum w i t h the spectrometer s e t to
297·2 n m with the best available resolution for a b u t a n e flame. Obviously ',he
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Figupe 5: OH excitation
spectrum with the spectrometer set to 297.3 rm and
a rather high resolution
(0.1 rm). Only the Ç>2(7;
3-2 transition is transmitted in emission. This
implies that only the
fluorescence from the
P2(8), 5-0 excitation
is
seen and proves that spectral filtering
is possible.

excitation spectrum is very different from figure 2: essentially one line is
left in the excitation spectrum. This is simply explained by the high
resolution of the spectrometer, which is adjusted to transmit only the
fluorescence of the Q o Q ) line of the v'=3 to ν =2 transition. Although
different OH transitions are excited in the scan of the excitation laser, only
this single line is seen in emission, demonstrating that the resolution is
good enough to separate the fluorescence from single rotational lines. This is
of importance for instantaneous temperature and density field measurements: it
is possible to excite two rotational lines simultaneously and to separate the
fluorescence from the two excited levels by spectral filtering.

4.2 0-j spectra
The various transitions of the O2 (B^I U ~ - X^z ") Schumann-Runge band that
can be excited with the KrF laser are given in Table II. In this paper we
present data only about the most intense vibrational transitions 0-6, 2-7 and
1-6.
In figure 6 the spectrometer is set to 353 nm with a resolution of = 2 nm.
In this wavelength range essentially the vibrational transition O-I5 of Op is
Г
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Figure 6: O2 excitation
speatmm for the 0-6 transition
in cm 02~#2
fieme. The spectrometer
is set to 353 run with a resolution
of =2 nm.
The arrows indicate
weak 2-7 absorption
lines.
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monitored, although there may be some contributions of the 2-16 transition
(see Table III). The excitation spectrum shows clear rotational structure,
which can be analyzed using known spectroscopic data [9]· The transitions
belong to the excitation of O2 from v"=6 to v'=0, i.e., highly vibrationally
excited O2 is detected in the flame. Even higher vibrationally excited Op has
been observed in other studies [31]· Only relatively low rotational states can
be probed with the KrF laser (R(9)-R(19) and P(7)-P(15)). Because of the
presence of two identical nuclei having no nuclear spin only odd transitions
are possible in Op. Some smaller lines in this spectrum (indicated by arrows)
belong to the v"=7 to v'=2 excitation. These lines appear weakly, because at a
resolution of г 2 nm some fluorescence from v'=2 to v" = l6 is transmitted by
the spectrometer. The linewidth of = 2 cm" 1 is obviously larger than the
linewidth of the laser. However, the increased linewidth is not due to
predissociation; the predissociation lifetimes of Op are known and only give
rise to a linewidth of 0.1 cm
[9]. The large width is simply due to the
unresolved spin splittings in the two triplet electronic states.
Figure 7 shows an Op excitation spectrum, taken under the same conditions,
but with the spectrometer set to 439 nm and a resolution of = 2 nm. With these
settings the spectrometer transmits the O2 fluorescence from v'=2 to v"=21
(compare Table III). Again, clearly resolved rotational structure is found in
the excitation spectrum. The lines are identified in the figure. The noise is
beginning to show up in the spectrum.
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The directly observed fluorescence intensity for this 2-7 excitation
spectrum is = 10 times weaker than for the preceding 0-6 excitation spectrum.
If the different predissociation lifetimes in v'=0 and v'=2 (ref.[9]) and the
FC factors for the 0-15 and 2-21 vibrational transitions are taken into
account [20], this implies, that = 2 times more O2 is in v"=6 than in v"=7, in
approximate agreement with other experiments [31]·
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For completeness, we show in figure 8 an Op excitation spectrum for the
1-6 vibrational transition. Now the spectrometer is set to 328.3 nm with a
fairly high resolution of 0.5 nm to detect only the Op 1-17 emission. The
fluorescence intensity from ν =1 is relatively weak, because the v'=l state is
much more strongly predissociated than the v'=0 and v'=2 states [9]· This
spectrum again contains contributions from other absorption lines that are
simultaneously excited. Nevertheless the main three lines in the spectrum are
clearly identified as Ρ(35), Ρ(37) and R(39). The high rotational lines of
this vibrational transition allow us to measure rotational temperatures of Op
with one laser by spectral filtering of fluorescence. For example,
simultaneous excitation of the R(17) line in the 0-6 and the P(37) line in the
1-6 vibrational band can be achieved with a somewhat broader laser (these
lines are only 0.8 cm" apart). The fluorescence can be observed separately
around З8О.5 nm for P(37). 1-6 and around 324.5 nm for R(17) 0-6 excitation.
Figure 9 shows a dispersion spectrum of Op with a resolution of 0.4 nm for
an Op-Hp flame. The laser is tuned to excite the R(17) 0-6 line, i.e., the
level N =18 is prepared in ΕΗΣ ~, ν =0. The fluorescence obviously extends
over a very wide range. The spectrum is shown only in the range from 250 to
400 nm. The big peak at the right is from scattered light of the KrF laser. A
very regular series of different fluorescence lines is clearly seen. This
fluorescence originates from a series of vibrational transitions starting in
the excited Β^Σ
=0 state and ending in the vibrational states v"=7-l8 of
the electronic ground state. The relative strength of the lines is due to the
different FC factors for the vibrational transition 0-v". There is good
agreement with the published FC factors [20].
The spectrum

shows clear rotational structure. It should be emphasized

that a spectral resolution of =0.4 nm is only sufficient to separate Ρ and R
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Figure 9: Og dispersion svectrum for an О2-Я2 flame. О2 is excited on
the R(17) line. The spectral resolution is "0.4 nm. The different peaks
correspond to the vibrational transitions originating
in the υ'=0 state
in O2 (Β^Σΰ), ending in various v" states of the ground state. Ρ and R
lines appear as doublets in emission.

o,(B3i;.v'=2.N'»e-xJi;.v·)
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Figure 10: Og dispersion spectrum in an O2-H2 flame after excitation on
the P(9), 2-7 line. The nodal structure in the vibrational
wavefunction
of the v'=2 state is directly seen in the intensity
distribution.
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branches in emission, but not to resolve single rotational lines. If all
rotational lines were populated in the electronically excited CU (ϊΗΣ ~,
ν =0) , just a smooth rotational envelope would be expected. The single
rotational lines prove that emission occurs only from the single laser excited
rotational state. As in the case of OH, the predissociation lifetime is so
short that redistribution within the excited state is negligible. The
appearance of single rotational lines proves that rotational energy transfer and therefore also fluorescence quenching - is negligible at atmospheric
pressures.
Figure 10 shows a dispersion spectrum of O2 in an O2-H2 flame after
excitation on the P(9). 2-7 transition. Because the resolution of the
spectrometer is now only =1 nm, Ρ and R lines can no longer be separated in
emission. The somewhat increased background at З Ю nm is due to the direct
continuous OH emission from the flame; it is seen here because the boxcar gate
was not adjusted short enough. It is interesting to note that, in contrast to
the smooth behavior of the emission from v'=0 with one maximum around 320 nm,
the emission from v'=2 has a clear structure with two minima, one around 300
nm and one around 375 nm. This is due to the nodal structure in the
vibrational wavefunction for v'=2.
This effect is also seen in the last dispersion spectrum of figure 11,
which originates from the excitation of the Ρ(37) line of the 1-6 vibrational
transition. The minimum around 3^0 nm is due to the node in the v' = l
wavefunction. The other lines in the figure originating from v'=0 are due to
simultaneous excitation of the R(17) line of the 0-6 transition.
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Figure 11: Og disper
sion speatrum for an
O2-H2 P-<xne. O2 is
simultaneously
exci
ted on the P(37), 1-6
and the R(17), 0-6
lines

4.3 HpO spectra
Some excitation spectra for H2O (С B^ - X A H ) were recorded in the flame.
The excitation of the С state is done with two photons from the tunable KrF
laser. The С state predissociates via a crossing with the В state and the В
state in turns yields electronically excited OH products in the Α Σ state.
This yields an intense (but long-lived) fluorescence around ЗО8 nm. Despite
the fast predissociation to the В state, there is another competing
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fluorescence from the С state directly to the Ä state. This bound-free
emission appears between 38О and 6OO nm and is only emitted during a short
predissociation lifetime of several picoseconds.
Because of the wide-spread bound-free fluorescence, the spectrometer can
be set to any wavelength between 38О and 6OO nm. This is very convenient,
because it allows us to discriminate against the fluorescence of O2 and OH.
The dispersion spectra have been measured before and are not expected to be
any different from those in the earlier publication, because the emission is
not dependent on the excited rotational state. For details the reader is
referred to ref. [13,14].

4.Ί Temperature measurements
In this section we first discuss the measurement of the absolute
rotational temperature of OH in a butane flame, recorded = 2 cm above the
burner tip. As mentioned above, the setting of the central wavelength and the
resolution of the spectrometer is very important for these measurements. First
the laser is tuned to a particular absorption line and the spectrometer is
optimized, with a rather good resolution of - 0 2 nm, to transmit only one of
the three strong lines of the 3"2 emission band. To minimize polarization
effects, the fluorescence intensity is measured on Ρ or R lines if a Q line is
used for excitation and on a Q line if Ρ or R lines are used for excitation.
With both combinations the same directional properties are obtained in the
so-called "high J limit" [25], which is a good approximation for the present
case.
The measured intensities are corrected for the linestrength for absorption
and emsission [23] and also for the degeneracy of the ground state levels.
These corrected intensities are plotted logarithmically in figure 12 against
the energy of the ground state levels. The straight line in the plot indicates
a well-defined rotational temperature of = 150O K, a temperature that is in
approximate agreement with expectations. The straight line in the plot
suggests that predissociation in ν =3 is not strongly quantum state dependent,
because otherwise strong deviations from a straight line are expected.
Nevertheless, precise temperature measurements will require a separate
calibration procedure, for example, by delayed detection of OH after 193 nm
photolysis of HpOp m a high pressure cell.
An easier procedure is used to determine small temperature differences in
the flame. In this case only two lines are used to determine the temperature,
the P2(8) and the R^(15) lines of the 3-O vibrational transition. These lines
are very close in their excitation wavelengths (- 3.1 cm~^) and are for
several
reasons
ideally
suited
for
instantaneous
temperature
field
measurements. First, simultaneous excitation of these lines is possible with
an easily achieved increased laser linewidth. Second, the probed energy levels
are almost 3000 cm" apart in energy, which implies that large population
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Figure 12:
Absolute
temperature
of OH in a
butane flame,
deter
mined from the loga
rithmic plot of the
emission
intensity
against
the energy of
the ground
state
levels.
The
different
OH transitions
used
are indicated
in the
figure

Efcm-1)
differences are expected for rather small changes in temperature. In addition
the fluorescence from these levels can be nicely separated by narrow bandwidth
filters. With the very strong KrF laser, a large sheet in the flame can be
illuminated with sufficient intensity and the resulting fluorescence can be
viewed from the side with two image intensifiers, one equipped with a filter
to record the fluorescence from P2(8) excitation and the other one equipped
with another filter to record the fluorescence from 1^(15) excitation. From
the relative fluorescence intensities it should be possible to determine
temperature fields on the basis of a single laser shot.
Because there were no image intensifiers available, we used the following
procedure. The spectrometer is fixed to 300.2 nm with a resolution of = ι nm.
This wavelength range is chosen to obtain optimum transmission for the 0,(16),
3-2 emission, which follows OH excitation on the R 1 (15) line. A small fraction
of the fluorescence following P 2 (8) excitation (the P2(8). 3-2 emission) is
also transmitted in this wavelength range.
Now the laser is scanned only over the narrow range containing the Ri(15)
and the P2(8) lines. Such laser scans are made at different positions in the
flame and three of them are shown in figure 13. Because the probed energy
levels (P 2 (8): 2n1/2,
N"=8, R ^ I S ) : 2^^/2·
N" = 15) are almost 3000 cm" 1 apart,
the ratio of the corresponding fluorescence intensities is very sensitive to
small changes in temperature. Even temperature differences of 20 K,
corresponding to only ~ i% of the absolute temperature, can be measured. To
determine absolute temperatures, the attenuation of the P2(8) line at the
special settings of the spectrometer is measured and included in the analysis.
A similar procedure is followed to determine the rotational temperature of
02(v"=6). Now, the R(39), 1-6 and the R(15), 0-6 absorption lines, which are <
5 cm
apart, are used for excitation. Accurate rotational temperatures could
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be

determined,

even

far

above

the

burner

tip

with

considerably

colder

0 2 (v"=6).
It should be noted that the noise in the temperature data is essentially
due to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in laser power and due to instabilities in
the flame. If temperatures are, however, determined in a single laser shot,
these sources of error are completely eliminated. The relative fluorescence
yield is only determined by the rotational temperature in the flame. In
contrast to density measurements, which require the analysis of absolute
intensities, temperature measurements require only relative intensities and
are therefore much easier and much more precise.
Finally, we want to demonstrate that information about vibrational energy
transfer in OH (Α 2 Σ + ) can be obtained from such data. Figure 14 shows a
comparison of two dispersion spectra of OH, both excited on the same P2(8)
line. The upper trace shows the dispersion spectrum for a butane flame, the
lower trace the spectrum for an O2-H2 flame. The dispersion spectra are
clearly different in the ЗО8-325 nm range, where emission from lower
vibrational states occurs. This is best seen in comparison with the 1^(6) line
from the 3-3 vibrational transition at 326 nm. For the O2-H2 flame the
fluorescence intensity is - 5 times weaker than the I W ô ) line, whereas for
the butane flame the maximum emission from lower vibrational states is twice
as large. Obviously much more vibrational energy transfer takes place in a
butane flame.
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Figure 13:
Variation
of the rotational
temperature of OH with
the distance above the
burner tip in a butane
flame.
Temperature
differences
are measured with an accuraay
of "1% of the
absolute
temperature by comparing the emission
intensity
following
P2(8) and RjdSi
excitation.
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dispersion
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a factor
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5 Discussion and conclusions
It is demonstrated that tunable high power excimer lasers can be used to
excite efficiently various transitions in OH, O2 and H2O. Most of the
spectroscopic information about these transitions is well known and has been
used to identify unambiguously the excitation and dispersion spectra. For the
first time the 3"0 vibrational transition in the A Z* - Χ Π absorption band of
OH has been excited. Vibrationally hot O2 has been detected via the Op
Schumann-Runge absorption bands. It is succesfully demonstrated that, despite
the many different transitions in the tuning range of the KrF laser and
despite the complicated gas composition in the flame, the excitation spectra
of OH, O2 and H2O can be measured separately. From dispersion spectra
information can be obtained about vibrational and rotational energy transfer
and about FC factors.
For all transitions a short predissociation lifetime in the upper
electronic state is found. This allows LIF at higher pressures without the
typical problems of fluorescence quenching (LIPF). Although the short
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predissociation lifetimes reduce the fluorescence yield dramatically, the
emitted fluorescence intensity is still very high, partly due to the larger
densities at higher pressures and partly due to the efficient excitation with
the very strong tunable KrF laser. The experiment shows that sufficient LIPF
signal is obtained from very small fluorescence volumes, even when a large
volume is illuminated. Therefore instantaneous temperature and density field
measurements should be possible with this technique. The present set-up is
however not adequate for such measurements. Experiments with planar LIF [5]
and an image intensifier are in progress.
For both OH and Op it should be possible to do instantaneous temperature
measurements with only one laser because the fluorescence from simultaneously
excited levels can be separated by spectral filtering.
Because only one
tunable excimer laser with somewhat increased bandwidth is required in this
case this implies moderate effort compared to other methods. For example, for
the simultaneous excitation of OH (Α Σ + , v'=3 «· Χ Π, v"=0) via the Ροίβ) and
Ri(15) lines, the emission lines are sufficiently spread in wavelength to be
separated by narrowband filters. For O2, the P(37) line of the 1-6 transition
and the R(17) line of the 0-6 transition can be excited simultaneously and the
corresponding fluorescence can again be separated by filters. This allows the
measurement of rotational temperatures for Op and OH with one laser on a
single shot basis.
In summary, the method of LIPF with a high power tunable excimer laser via
fast predissociating states is a promising tool to make instantaneous
temperature and density field measurements.
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Abstract
CO molecules in their electronic and vibrational ground state were state
selectively detected using a tunable ArF excimer laser. Rotational state
selectivity is due to the one-photon resonance of the spin-forbidden а-*П, ν =2
«• Χ Σ + , ν"=0 transition. Subsequent absorption of two additional ArF laser
photons yields, via a dissociative continuum, electronically excited C(3 P)
atoms, whose fluorescence is detected.
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Several

years

ago

isotopically

selective

tunable

laser

ArF

Bokor,

Zavelovich

multiphoton

with

a

large

UV

and

Rhodes

photolysis

bandwidth

(15-30

of

reported

CO

cm

on

[1]. They

) to

the

used

dissociate

a
CO

molecules in a multiphoton process. They concluded that C-atoms are formed in
the metastable 2 D state, and are excited further by the same ArF laser to the
1

1

1

З ? state. Subsequent C O ? ) -> C(2 S) emission at 247.8 nm was detected. When
they tuned the ArF laser over its gain profile a single broad peak centered
around the electronic 3 Ρ * 2 D

transition in the С atom was found, and no

further structure was observed.
We will show below that the "single" peak Bokor et al. observed, is not
due to the power-broadened С atom transition as they suggested [1], but is
just the envelope of the rotational lines in the spin-forbidden a-'n, v'=2 *•
+

Χ Σ , v"=0 one-photon transition.

Using a tunable ArF excimer laser (Lambda

Physik EMG 160 MSC) with a much narrower bandwidth of O.5 cm" , we were able
to resolve single rotational transitions. Rotational states from J=6 till 3=26
in the electronic

and vibrational ground

state of

probed within the tuning range of this laser.
figure 1 we irradiated

a continuously

the CO molecule can be

To obtain the spectrum shown in

flowing gas sample at a pressure of

typically 10 Torr with the focused 30 mj output of the narrowband ArF laser.
The C-atom emission was collected from a region a few cm away from the focal
point. The C-atom fluorescence is the only feature observed in emission under
our

experimental

conditions.

The

fluorescence

was

passed

through

a

spectrometer set at 247.8 nm, and imaged onto a PMT. The spectral energy2 -1
density in the fluorescence detection region was typically 0.2 GW/cm cm , by
which the spin-forbidden one-photon
Nevertheless it is estimated

transition is still not saturated [2].

from known electronic transition strengths [2]

that as much as 10% of the molecules in a given quantum state are excited to
the a-^n, v'=2 state at this laser power.

The C-atom fluorescence intensity

decreased linearly with CO pressure and pressures as low as 0.1
detected with the present set-up.

Torr were

Much lower pressures can be detected when

higher laser powers and improved fluorescence collection optics are used.
Below

the

experimental

spectrum,

the simulated

а^П, v'=2

<• Χ Σ + , v"=0

spectrum is given. The frequencies of the different rotational transitions are
taken directly from ref.[3]·

The line-intensities

are calculated under the

assumption of a 3OO К thermal population distribution in the Χ Σ + , v"=0 state.
Honl-London factors are calculated assuming that the spin-forbidden transition
becomes allowed by spin-orbit mixing of the Α Π state with the а^П state, as
discussed

in

detail

by

James

[2].

The

deviation

between

observed

and

calculated line intensities can be completely explained by the variation of
the ArF

laser power over its gain profile

dependence of the C-atom

together with

the strong power

emission. Furthermore the decrease in laser power

when the ArF laser is attenuated by ambient absorption of O2 (B^Z U ", v'=4 <•
Χ^Σ"

V " = 0 ) [4] is seen reflected in the CO spectrum.

Although at least three ArF laser photons are needed to reach the C(3 P)
state

from

which

the

fluorescence

is
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detected,

it

is

clear

from

the

а3П, ь2^-Х}2*У=0

Figure 1: Observed C(S^P) •* 0(2^3) fluorescence
as a function
of
frequency
after
three-photon
excitation
of CO with a tunable ArF excimer laser. The
simulated
spectrum (lower part) indicates
unambiguously
that the
observed
+
resonances
are due to the spin-forbidden
α^Π, υ '=2 +χ1ΐ. 3 v"-0
one-photon
transition
of CO. The linewidth
of 0.5 cm~l is determined by the
laser.
experimental spectrum that the spectral structure is completely determined by
the resonant enhancement in the first one-photon step in the CO molecule.
Nevertheless the production of C(3 P) atoms can proceed via two pathways:
i) the СО(а^П, ν =2) molecules absorb one additional ArF laser photon and end
up in a dissociative continuum with triplet character, via which C(2 D) and
ground state 0(^P) atoms are produced [5]. The C(2 D) atoms are excited
further to the C(3 P) state. This latter transition in the С atom is very
strong [6], and will be completely saturated by the small fraction of
unlocked, i.e. broadband, ArF laser radiation.
ii) the COfa-'n, ν =2) molecules absorb two additional ArF laser photons, and
C(3 P) and ground state 0(^P) atoms are directly produced via a dissociative
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continuum with triplet character. In this case the accidental coincidence of
the С atom transition within the ArF laser gain-profile is not important.
To

be

able

to

distinguish

between

these

two

processes,

the

power

dependence of the C-atom emission was measured. For process i) a quadratic
power dependence is expected whereas in process ii) none of the photon steps
will be saturated which results in an expected cubic power dependence. We
observed a cubic power dependence (in contrast to earlier work [1,7]) which
suggests a three photon process in the CO molecule (process ii)).
In a
density

separate experiment,
fields

using

planar

to check
LIF

if it

[8], we

approximately 2 cm high and 1 mm thick.
could

be

easily

observed,

which

is possible

illuminated

to determine CO

a

thin

sheet

of

Fluorescence from separated regions

makes

a

two-dimensional

mapping

of

CO

concentrations in specific rotational states possible.
The above results demonstrate that CO molecules can be state-selectively
detected using a tunable ArF laser. In the gain profile of this laser many
well tabulated [3] rotational transitions in the Cameron band system of CO can
be induced. Therefore this spectrum is also perfectly suited for wavelength
calibration,

and

to

determine

the

laser

linewidth.

Preparation

selected metastable CO is another interesting possibility

of

state

for the study of

state selected chemical reactions. It is also clear that this narrowband laser
is much better suited for isotope selected photodissociation of CO than the
"broad-band" laser used by Bokor et al.[l].
An alternative method to detect CO molecules is to induce the Β Σ + , v'=0 «•
+

Χ Σ , v"=0 two-photon transition around 230.1 nm and detecting the resulting
B 1 !*,

v'=0

•> Pirn,

ν

(v=0-7)

transition using the 2

visible

fluorescence

[9].

We

excited

this

Stokes of the tunable ArF laser (Raman shifted in

approximately 10 bar H p ) .

The noise free excitation spectrum measured at 10

Torr

overlapping

consisted

of

many

corresponding tuning range.

rotational

Q-lines

falling

in

the

This demonstrates once more that a large number

of molecules can be state-selectively excited within the narrow tuning range
of the excimer lasers [4,10-14], which makes these lasers an important tool
in, for instance, combustion analysis.
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Abstract
High-resolution
laser-induced
fluorescence spectra of
Si^-'Cl and
Si^'Cl have been observed in a molecular beam. Accurate constants describing
2
the rotational structure in the Χ Π, v"=l as well as in the electronically
excited Β Σ + , v'=0 state are given. An inverted fine structure was found in
the excited state with a spin-splitting constant Y = -(31.15 ± 0.19) MHz for
Si 3 5 Cl and Τ = -(30.62 ± 0.61) MHz for S i 3 7 C l .

1 Introduction
The SiCl radical (chlorosilylidyne) is an important reaction product in
the chemical etching process of silicon-containing compounds by chlorine.
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) via the strong В «• X transition in the 285305 nm range is perfectly suited to probe concentrations and internal state
distributions of the SiCl radicals produced in these processes. In this field
there is great interest in detailed spectroscopic data on this radical.
Electronic spectra of the SiCl radical were first observed by Jevons [1]
in 1913. Jevons [2] analysed in 1936 several ultraviolet band systems of SiCl,
including
the measurements
carried
out by
Datta
[3]·
Although
the
identification of

?

the observed

band heads was not correct, the electronic

2

nature of the Χ Π and the Β Σ state was correctly identified. The difficulties
experienced by Jevons in assigning some bands at the short wavelength side of
the В + X system were solved many years later (1964) by Verma, who attributed
these bands to the Β Δ -» Χ Π transition [4].
The first rotational analysis of three vibrational bands of the В -> X
system was performed by Ovcharenko et al. [5], who characterized the В state
as a
Σ* state. Mishra and Khanna [6] re-photographed the same system and
observed more vibrational bands enabling them to improve the vibrational
constants. They also performed a rotational analysis of some bands in the Β Σ*
2
-> Χ Ίο/ρ subsystem and predicted an appreciable spin splitting in the excited
state, with a splitting constant Ύ = O.O098 cm" . Rai et al. [7] showed,
however, this value to be incorrect due to a misinterpretation of Si^'Cl
isotopie lines as lines of a satellite branch.
Bredohl and co-workers have carried out a series of extensive studies on
the A -» X, В + X, С + X, D •» X, E -> X and F •» X transitions of SiCl [8-11].
From these studies the nature of the electronic states was clarified, and
accurate rotational and vibrational constants were obtained. An analysis of
rotational and hyperfine structure in the microwave spectrum of Si-'-'Cl in the
Χ Π, v"=0 state has been undertaken recently by Tanimoto et al. [12].
In the present study high resolution LIF spectra of SiCl originating from
+
the Β Σ , v'=0 *• Χ Π, v" = l transition are observed in a molecular beam. From
an analysis of these spectra the rotational structure in both electronic
states, including the resolved spin-splitting in the Β Σ* state, could be
determined with a higher accuracy than in previous measurements. Both isotopie
species,
Si^^ci and
Si^'Cl, were observed in a ratio of 3:1 (natural
abundance). As lines of both isotopes are measured in continuous single mode
scans of our laser, the isotope splitting could be determined with high
precision. Very accurate positions of the band heads are given, for both
Si^^ci and Si^'Cl which, for the 0 «• 1 band studied, has band heads in regions
of strong lines from the more abundant Si-'-'Cl isotope.
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2 Experimental
The SiCl radicals are produced in a microwave discharge

(100 W at 2.45

GHz) in a flowing gas mixture of about 102 SiCl/i in 10 mbar Ar. We used a
coaxial microwave discharge tube, which has been described previously [13]·
The discharge in pure Ar gives a bright pink-red flame. When a small amount of
SiCl/, is added the colour of the flame changes to blue; best SiCl signals were
observed

when

conditions

the

flame

had

a

whitish

glow.

there is considerable UV light

from

Under

optimum

production

the production zone, which

gives a relatively large fluorescence background in our LIF experiment. This
background

UV

transition

[14], and

fluorescence

mainly

arises

from

could be suppressed

using

the
an

SiClp

(AB,

Hg 289 nm

•» X Aj^)

interference

filter. The presence of SiClp radicals in the beam has been verified by the
1
1
observation of the very intense S1CI2 (A B^ «- X А^) LIF spectra in the 315-330
nm range. A part of one of these complex but completely resolved spectra is
shown in figure 1.
At the inner side of the pyrex glass tube in which the discharge takes
place and also on the molecular beam orifice a deposit of polymeric (SiClo)is

formed. This polymerisation

is

thought

to

be

the main

reason for the

occurence of instabilities in the discharge after several hours of operation.
The radical source is mounted only a few mm away from the beam orifice, which
is formed by a 2 mm hole in a boron nitride plate. This large hole diameter
was chosen in order to prevent clogging by the polymeric (SiClp)-.
The molecular beam generator, the UV production and the LIF detection zone
have been described earlier [13.15]. and only a brief summary is given here.

SiCMÄ'B.^X'A.)

Figure 1: Recording of
a part o-F the SiCl2
(Â^BJ-^PAJ)

LIF

spec-

trum around 324 nm.
The dbstanae between
the
interferometer
markers, lower
trace,
is S98.82±0.04 MHz.
Beam production
conditions are the same as
for SiCl.
ν

ν

м

ν

ν

ν

ν

ν

ν

«
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ν

ν

ν

Detection of SiCl radicals is carried out by means of LIF, in a region about
15 cm downstream from the beam orifice. The SiCl radicals in the Χ Π, v" = l
+
state are excited to the Β Σ , v'=0 state with narrow-band tunable UV
radiation in the A = 296-299 nm range. Total fluorescence from this state back
to the ground state is detected. The UV radiation is obtained by frequency
doubling in a LilOo crystal inside the cavity of a single-frequency ring-dye
laser, operating on Rhodamine 6G. Although self-absorption of the doubling
crystal becomes important at wavelengths below 300 nm, it was still possible
to obtain 1-2 mW tunable UV radiation with a bandwidth of about 0.5 MHz (rms),
by pumping the dye laser with 5 W of an Ar ion laser (all lines).
Unfortunately we could not produce sufficient UV in the 292-294 nm region to
excite SiCl from its electronic and vibrational ground state. As the FranckCondon factors for the v'=0 «· v"=0 and the v'=0 <· v"=l transitions are nearly
equal [16], detection of SiCl via the v'=0 «• v"=l transition is less efficient
only because of a lower population of the v"=l state. The SiCl radicals are,
however, produced rotationally hot; from the LIF spectra a rotational
temperature of about T r = 800 К is found. If the same temperature is assumed
for the vibrational distribution, this means that about 25 % of the SiCl
radicals are produced in the v"=l state. This state lives long enough to reach
the detection zone.
The spectra were recorded together with the markers of a pressure and
temperature stabilized interferometer with a free spectral range of 299·'*! ±
0.02 MHz. This enabled us to measure splittings between different rotational
transitions with em accuracy of about 30 MHz. For absolute frequency
measurements the absorption spectrum of I^-vapour in a cell at the fundamental
laser frequency was measured. The correction to the wavelengths in the !->atlas of -О.ОО56 cm" was taken into account [17]· The estimated error in the
absolute frequencies is = 150 MHz, due to the drift of the interferometer and
particularly due to the inaccuracy in the determination of the centre of the
broad and not always symmetric ^-lines.

3 Theory
For the description of the energy levels in the Χ Π ground state, we use
the Hamiltonian
2

2

Η = B"(R ) - D " ( R )

2

+ ï"N-â + b'Ì-è

+ '¿A^[(R2)ÏL-§) + (l-â)(R2)]

(1)

with S and £ the electronic spin and orbital angular momentum, respectively, N
= J - § with J the total rotational angular momentum of the molecule and R = J
- І, - S, the end-over-end rotational angular momentum of the nuclei. The
Hamiltonian (1) describes the rotational and spin-orbit energy including
first-order centrifugal distortion contributions, A-doubling and spin-rotation
interactions [18]. Since the ground state of SiCl is almost pure Hund s case
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(a) (A"/B" - 815) we work in the J formalism. The basis functions we use are
symmetrized Hunds case (a) wavefunctions, defined as:
|2no,JM±> = 2^(| 2 Π ,JM>±|2n
In this basis set {|2Π

(2)

,JM>)

. JM±> ; |2Π , JM±>} the hamiltonian matrix can be

written in the form
Z+l

(H) = В

z

+ АГ

I

.zl/2'

l/2

Z-l

"(Z+l) 0
Z-l
0

II

+ A

4

0"

0 4

II

- D

2

(z+i) +z
-2z 3 / 2

1/2

+ τ

1/2

Vz

yz

/q*(Z+2)^p*+o -1i(VP*+q*)Z1/2

-,/(1^p*+q*)z1/2

+ (J^)

3

-2z /

2

(Z-l)2+Z

Vp+q
J
/qZ 1/2

->¿qZ1/2
0

(3)

yq*z

where Z=(J-l/2)(J+3/2) . The rotational (B",D"), spin-orbit (A",AD") and
spin-rotation (Ύ") constants are defined as by Zare et al. [19]. while the Adoubling constants (p,q,p ,q and o) are defined as in the original work of
Mulliken and Christy [20]. An independent determination of the molecular
constants of eq. (3) is not possible as a consequence of the correlation
between the molecular constants. As shown by Brown and Watson [21], Ap" and T"
in particular are nearly totally correlated. These correlations can be removed
in the following manner. First we diagonalize a Hamiltonian Η , which
comprises only the first two terms of (3)· Using the resultant eigenfunctions
the matrix elements of the complete Hamiltonian (1) are calculated. The
correlations are removed by collecting terms with the same functional
dependence and introducing new effective molecular constants:
Вeff

в

+ yq"

»"
A -2B —
A
= Aл" - о •, A«"
eff
D
2B
Il

T

ef f =

γ

- '¿Ρ' -

A

II

" A -2B
2B

(4)

When expressed in these effective constants the Hamiltonian matrix based on
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the eigenfunctions (2) is, in the approximation A"/B"»l.

[H] = B,
eff

+ γ

z1/2]

Z+l
1

-z /

2

Z-l

'¿Z1/2

-1
eff

1/2

A

-1 0

Γ' 1
eff ο ν
tt

+

•(J*1/)

Vp+q
^qZ 1/2

2

II

- D

(z+i) +z
-2Z3/2

-Vqz 1/2

3

-2z /

2

(Z-IJ^+Z

1 О
+ к О 1

(5)

with k=l/2(q»+0)-l/'t(A"/B")AD.
A different approach to the correlation problem is to include the effect
of Ύ" in the other constants and to use instead a term equal to

VA.D.eff

•(Z+l)

0

0

Z-l

In this case also A „„ and к change and we get
M
A

ft

eff • A - 0 + γ

H

^

P #

Veff » V ^ -№·>

2B
A -2B

(6)

к = V(q*+0)-(T -4P*)
2(A -2B )
For the excited Β Σ + state we use the Hamiltonian in the N
appropriate for Hund s case (b):
H = В'(N2)-D,(N2)2+T'S-§

formalism,

(7)

Higher order centrifugal distortion or spin-rotation effects are smaller than
the precision of the present measurements and were not included in the
analysis.
The chlorine nucleus has a nuclear spin 1=3/2, and so there are
contributions to the Hamiltonians (1) and (7) from hyperfine interactions. The
magnitude of the hyperfine splitting in both the Β Σ + , v'=0 and the Χ Π, v"=l
state is not known, but a first approximation for the splitting in the latter
state can be made by assuming the seme magnetic hyperfine (a, b, с eind d) and
electric quadrupole (eQqj) coupling constants as obtained by Tanimoto et al.
[12] for the Х 2 П, v"=0 state of Si^ci. It is found that for the large values
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of J" relevant in the present experiment only d and eQq^ can produce a
significant splitting; the contributions of a, b and с are inversely
proportional to J" and can be disregarded. From these two interactions we
2
2
n
calculate a total hyperfine splitting in the "т/? an'^
V 2 s t a t e s 0 ^ about
70 and 6 MHz, respectively. In all transitions recorded no clear splitting due
to hyperfine structure has been observed. This indicates that hyperfine
splittings in the excited electronic state are of the same order as those in
the ground state. Careful analysis of some of the lineshapes suggests that
these could be evelopes of transitions between hyperfine sublevéis. If this is
assumed then the linewidths and lineshapes can be explained from the hyperfine
splitting m the ground state only. This indicates (albeit not conclusively)
that the hyperfine splittings in the excited state are smaller than in the
ground state. Consequently we felt justified in disregarding hyperfine
structure in the excited state within the limited resolution of the present
experiment.

Ί Results and discussion
A typical example of a fast "overview" laser scan is given in figure 2.
The observed LIF spectrum is shown together with the reference absorption
spectrum of I2 and the transmission peaks of the interferometer. The band head
for the P2 transitions of the most abundant S i ^ C l isotope and several lines
of the Pip branches of both isotopes can clearly be seen. Even for low values
of the quantum number N , the ρ doubling in the Pp branch is resolved as shown
in figure 3. recorded at a slower laser scan. As the ground state is an almost
pure Hund s case (a) state, line intensities are almost independent of the AN
selection rules [22], and the satellite lines QipfN) are even stronger than
the m a m P o W lines. From the intensity ratio of subsequent Pn transitions
the SiCl is seen to be rotationally hot. Maximum signals occur for J" between
28.5 and 35·5. which indicates a rotational temperature of about 8OO K.
As shown in figure 3 the full width at half maximum of the spectral lines
starting from the X Jb/2 multiplet is about 60 MHz, mostly due to residual
Doppler broadening caused by the divergence of the molecular beam. The lines
9

from the X "i/o multiplet are broader (about 120 MHz) and show a more or less
flat maximum. This can be explained by the larger hyperfine splitting in the
2
1/2 m u ltiplet (section 3) · Line positions are determined by taking the
center of a Gaussian profile with the same full width at half maximum as the
observed line.
For the determination of the rotational structure we first measured the
spin splitting in the Β Σ + state. This is determined by the last term of the
Hamiltonian (7), and is equal to Τ (Ν +V)· As can be seen directly from each
individual ρ doublet, and as follows also from the fit of the total spectrum,
the Τ constant is negative. This means that the fine structure in the Β Σ +
state is inverted. The value of the Τ constant follows from a least-squares
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Figure 2: Recording of a part of the Β2Σ*', ν '=0*-X2^, v"=l spectrum
SiCl in a 60 GHz continuous
scan of the laser. From the resolved ρ
doublets,
consisting
of PgfW and Ql2(N) lines,
only the
stronger
PQI2(N)

lines

are

o^

indicated.

PQ, 2 (e) P2(8)

P Q , 2 (4)

P2(4)

Figure 3: Part of the spectrum of figure
2, recorded at a slower
laser
scan. The stronger
" ç ^ f W lines lie lower in frequency than the
corresponding P2(N) lines which includes an inverted
fine structure
in the
Β2Σ+3 v'=0 state.
The observed linewidth
of about 60 MHz is mainly caused
by residual
Doppler broadening in the molecular beam.
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fit of the observed spin splitting for 22 values of N' to the expression
Τ (Ν + 1 /). Even for N' values up to N'=55 no significant deviation from linear
behaviour was found. We obtained τ'=-31.15±0.19 MHz, where the error
corresponds to one standard deviation. This value of У' was fixed when fitting
the other constants.
In the pure precession approximation [23] a several times larger but
negative value for the spin-splitting constant is expected if only the
2
+
interaction of the Β Σ state with the Χ Π ground state is considered. There
are, however, two other Π states lying just above the Β Σ* state. Because of
the smaller value for the spin-orbit coupling constants (A) in these states
[10], the interaction with these states is not strong enough to invert the
sign of the spin-splitting in the Β 2 Σ + state, although it cancels the
interaction with the Χ Π ground state to a large extent.
Frequency differences between closely spaced rotational transitions as
well as absolute frequencies of the rotational transitions of all the twelve
possible branches were included in the input data set for the least-squares
fit program. Since the electronic spectra are especially sensitive to
differences between rotational constants we fitted Bef.j.", iB=B'-Beff", D' and
AD=D'-D" rather than B e f . f ", B', D" and D'. We also fitted p+2q and q instead
of ρ and q separately. In total we included 60 frequency differences and 71
absolute frequencies. The highest J' level we observed was the J"=68.5 via the
P^(68). All measured absolute frequencies and frequency differences fitted
well within the experimental errors. The standard deviation of the overall fit
was 30 MHz. The effective constants we obtained for S i ^ c i are tabulated in
Table I. If our constants are compared with the values of Bredohl et al.[9],
who used a similar Hamiltonian, we find a good agreement, except for the D
Table I: Effective
тоЪеаиЪат constants (in crrT^) for the X^ti, v"=l and
+
3
37
the B^T. , v'=0 state of Si ^Cl and Si Cl,
obtained from a
least-squares
fit
to eqs. (4) and (5). Values in parentheses
are one standard
deviation.
Constant

"01
B

¡<T

IO 6 D"
A

ГРГ.

33558.0296(7)

33558.03

0.211757(11)

0.2270(76)

0.19(11)

1.545(33)

103p

Ί.478(33)

103q

3-37(64)

4 Β : Β ,

0.0244831(10)

ΛΓΓ

0.278276(16)
6

10 4D=10 (D'-D")
6

10 D·

33563-32

0.253789(46)

103(p*2q)

В'

ref. [9]

33563-2919(18)

0.2678(4)

0.02221(23)

¡ff

present study

0.253793(15)

206.8062(12)

eff

[91

present study

T

6

Si 3 7 Cl

Si35ci

206.786(11)

206.797(26)

0.0232(18)
,

(.Ί2(23)

3-91(82)

4.37(30)
0.0238682 ah)
0.278267(46)

0.27143(12)

0.27165(1,()

-0.062(14)

-0.05560(37)
0.2122(35)

206.8122(22)

O.ZklTHW
0.229(26)

0.1690(79)

0.12(8)
-1.021(20)

-1.039(7)
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0.172(23)

Table II: Position of the band heads (in crrT1) for
XzTl, v"=l transition of Si55Cl and Si37Cl.
3ι35 ε 1

Band head

5 1

the B2Z+3 v'=0 +

«С1

observed

calculated

observed

calculated

«,.0,(5)

33655.0186(50)
33660.6631(50)

33660.1335(50)
33665.9121(50)

Р2^012(6)

33151.3315(50)

33655-0179
33660.6606
33118.1911
ЗЗІ5І.ЗЗЗІ

ЗЗ66О.І3І7
ЗЗ665.9І56
ЗЗІ5З.9015
ЗЗІ59.5997

a

ЗЗІ59.6O2O(50)a'

' ^ г і б ) is h1dden under the Q 2 (9) of Si 3 5 Cl.

constants

for which

we

find

significantly

larger values. This

discrepancy

might be due to the fact that Bredohl et al. were unable to resolve the spin
splitting in the excited state and also did not include the
interaction

in

the

ground

state. The

values

of

obtained when А " 0 > е Г { . is fitted rather than y"eff,
from eq.(6).

the

spin-rotation

effective

constants,

can be directly calculated

It should therefore be noted that the band-origin V Q , includes

the contribution of the last term in the Hamiltonian (5). In Table II accurate
positions of the band heads are given.
For the Si^'Cl isotope the same procedure was followed, giving a value of
T'=

-30.62

±

0.6I

MHz

for

the

spin-splitting

constant.

In

this

case

33

frequency differences and kZ absolute frequencies were included in the fit of
the spectrum. Since the highest J" level included here was only the J"=33.5
the

higher

accurately

order
than

constants
for

Si^ci.

of

eq.(5)

The

in

effective

particular

were

constants

we

determined
obtained

and

less
the

positions of the band heads are given in Tables I and II.
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CHAPTER VI

HIGH RESOLUTION LAMB DIP SPECTROSCOPY ON OD AND SiCl
IN A MOLECULAR BEAM

Gerard Meijer, Wim Ubachs, J.J. ter Meulen and A. Dymanus
Dept. of Molecular and Laser Physics
Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract
High resolution Lamb dip spectra of OD and Si-"C1 have been observed in a
molecular beam. The Lamb dips of OD have a width (fwhm) of 1.5 MHz. For S i ^ C l
broader Lamb dips were seen; from this broadening the radiative lifetime τ Γ =
8-10 ns of individual rotational levels of the Β Σ + , v'= 0 state was
determined. The hyperfine structure of the rotational transitions could be
resolved and explained by the hyperfine splitting of the ground state only.

1 Introduction.
In many high-resolution molecular beam studies based on laser induced
fluorescence (LIF), the resolution is limited by the residual Doppler
broadening caused by the divergence of the molecular beam. A stronger
collimation of the molecular beam to reduce this Doppler broadening is limited
by a large loss in the beam intensity . To overcome this problem we applied a
Doppler-free Lamb dip detection technique, as also used by Krockertskothen et
al.[l], which allows use of a wide, intense molecular beam. General features
of this technique as well as the high resolution that can be obtained are
experimentally demonstrated for the OD radical. In this radical the well known
Α Σ + , v'= 0 «• Χ Π, v"= 0 transition around 308 nm is induced, using the narrow
bandwidth radiation from a cw intra-cavity frequency-doubled ring dye-laser.
For the first time the hyperfine splittings of OD in the Α Σ + state could be
measured directly by LIF. The resulting hyperfine constants are in agreement
with the previous values obtained by German from high field level crossing
spectroscopy [2].
The same method is then applied to the Β Σ + , v'= 0 «• Χ Π, v"= 1 transition
of the SiCl radical around 296-299 rim. In a previous paper [3] we reported an
extensive analysis of the rotational structure of this transition observed
with the normal LIF technique. With the Lamb dip detection technique the
splittings due to the hyperfine interactions could be resolved. For the upper
Β Σ + , ν = 0 state the hyperfine splitting is very small, and only an upper
limit for the hyperfine constants could be given. From the widths of the Lamb
dips of single hyperfine transitions the natural lifetime of the SiCl Β Σ + ,
ν = 0 state is determined. It is shown that this technique can be used to
determine lifetimes of excited states that lie in the 0.1-20 ns region, a
region not easily accessible to other techniques.

2 Experimental
The experimental set up is schematically shown in figure 1. The radicals
are produced in a coaxial microwave discharge cavity [4]. For the production
of OD a discharge in pure D2O (Ì. 99·9$) is used, whereas for SiCl the
discharge is induced in a 10 to 1 mixture of Ar and SiCln [3]. The beam
orifice is a cylindrical hole (2.5 mm diameter) in a brass plate. Three
differentially pumped vacuum chambers with adjustable diaphragms in between
form the molecular beam machine.
The LIF detection region is about 15 cm away from the beam orifice. Here
the UV laser beam crosses the molecular beam perpendicularly and fluorescence
produced in this point is imaged on a photomultiplier tube (PMT) . The
transmitted laser beam is reflected by two mirrors such as to intersect the
molecular beam again at about 4.5 cm upstream of the probing region.
Fluorescence produced in this crossing point cannot reach the PMT. By optical
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pumping in this point a certain angular fraction of molecules in a given state
is partly transferred to other states. A hole is burned in the angular
distribution in the molecular beam, which is detected as a Lamb dip by the
counter propagating probe beam, when the frequency is swept. In this set up
it is possible to modulate the pump laser beam by means of a mechanical
chopper and to detect the Lamb dip against a flat base line, using normal
lock-in detection. The chopping frequency is about 400 Hz.
There is also a second LIF detection region, about 70 cm away from the
beam orifice, where the molecular beam is better collimated. In this region
resolved hyperfine transitions starting from the lowest rotational levels of
2
the Χ Π, v"= 1 state of SiCl were observed. These transitions were too weak to
be detected by the Lamb dip technique.
The UV radiation is obtained by frequency doubling in a LilO^ crystal
inside the cavity of a single-frequency ring-dye laser [5], operating on
Rhodamine 6G. A typical UV power of 1-2 mW single mode scannable over 80 GHz
and with a bandwidth of about 0.5 MHz (rms) is obtained. To avoid additional
broadening effects the UV laser is only very weakly focused, having a
divergence of less than 0.2 mrad. The spectra were recorded together with the
markers of a pressure and temperature stabilized interferometer with a free
spectral range of 148.40 ± 0 . 0 7 MHz.

3 OD spectra
First we recorded Lamb dip spectra of 0D, inducing several rotational
transitions in the Α 2 Σ + , v'= 0 <• Χ 2 Π, v"= 0 band [6], around 308 nm. We did

t>2 5mm
source chopper

/

•

—

\

=*-

PMT

coaxial microwave
discharge cavity

^
adjustable
diaphragm
rooispump

laser beam

Figure

1: Scheme of the experimental
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arrangement.

//
y/ //

"<2

not expect to obtain new spectroscopic data for this radical, but just used it
to show some general features of the Lamb dip technique. The radical is
perfectly suited for this purpose because it can easily be produced and
detected with a good signal-to-noise ratio in our set up. Furthermore, the
lifetime of the excited A I*, v'= 0 state is well known [7] and is long enough
to give an almost negligible contribution to the linewidth of the Lamb dips.
Therefore this molecule makes it possible to determine the influence of other,
especially the geometrical, broadening effects.
2

+

2

A recording of the C ^ U ) transition (Α Σ , N' = 1, J' = l/2 <• X " ^ . N" = 1,
J"=l/2) of OD is shown in figure 2. The lowest trace shows the relative
frequency scale, as given by the transmission peaks of the interferometer. The
recording in the middle shows the direct LIF signal of the О т Ц ) transition.
This transition consists of several hyperfine components that are almost
completely overlapped due to the residual Doppler broadening of almost 50 MHz.
When one looks very carefully. Lamb dips can be recognized on top of this
curve. These dips only amount to about 4Я of the total signal. In the upper
spectrum the Lamb dips are seen against a flat base-line, using the fore-

К .Д MHz
Figure 2: Recording of the (¡2(1) transition
single resolved hyperfine
transitions
with
are seen.
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of OD. In the upper curve
a width of 1.5 MHz (fwhm)

mentioned lock-in detection technique. The noise in the upper curve is mainly
due to the statistical noise in the direct signal itself. The three strongest
of the four expected hyperfine transitions are seen, the fourth one being more
than an order of magnitude weaker. The transitions are indicated in the figure
by the total quantum number F = J + 1
in the final state. The two hyperfine
transitions going to the F'=3/2 level are separated exactly by the hyperfine=
2
splitting in the X П 1 ^ . J" I/ level. This splitting, completely resolved in
the Lamb dip spectrum, is known from microwave spectroscopy to be about 3·39
MHz [8].
It should be mentioned that the Lamb dip is positioned at ν , the
frequency of the molecular transition, as long as the pump and probe laser
beam are exactly anti-parallel. This is independent of the angle that the
laser beams make with the molecular beam axis, provided this angle is smaller
than the divergence angle of the molecular beam. If on the other hand the
pump and probe laser beam make a certain angle 20, the Lamb dip is shifted
away from \ι , because it is produced by molecules which make an angle of 9 0 o +
0 with both laser beams.
The width of individual Lamb dips, consisting of single hyperfine
transitions, is about 1.5 MHz. This corresponds with a spectral resolution of
о

7x10 which is an order of magnitude larger than we could obtain by a stronger
collimation of the molecular beam [4]. The observed linewidth of 1.5 MHz is
due to several effects. First, there is the homogeneous linewidth of about 0.2
MHz due to the finite lifetime of the Α 2 Σ + , v'= 0 state [7], which is the
ultimate resolution limit. Second, there are geometrical broadening effects
which depend strongly on the focusing of the laser. These effects include the
divergence of the laser beam, transit-time broadening and broadening due to
the curvature of the wavefront. For a short interaction region between the
molecules and the laser radiation, the transit time broadening is large
whereas for a longer interaction region, away from the focus, the curvature of
the wave restricts the effective transit time and broadens the line [9]· As a
compromise between these two effects a laser beam diameter at the molecular
beam crossing points of about 1 mm is chosen, from which an additional
broadening of only 0.4 MHz is expected. The divergence of the laser beam is
less than 0.2 mrad, which means there is a residual Doppler broadening left of
less than 0.9 MHz, assuming a most probable velocity in the beam of ν = 800
m/s [10]. Another broadening effect is due to the fast frequency jitter of the
laser of about 0.5 MHz. Power broadening can clearly be neglected because the
dips are very small compared with the direct signal. Another indication that
it is justified to neglect power broadening is the observation that the
intensity of the Lamb dip signal depends quadratically on the applied laser
power, for the powers we used
In figure 3 the Q2(2) transition of 0D is shown.
The three peaks
indicated by the F quantum number of the final state all consist of several
unresolved hyperfine transitions; the hyperfine splitting in the ground state
is too small to be resolved [8], and only some broadening of the Lamb dips is
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crossover resonances

1ΑΘ.Α M H z
Figure 3: Recording of the Qgf'Sj transition
of OD. Halfuay between the
Lamb dips, which now consist
of several overlapping
hyperfine
transitions,
cross-over
resonances
are seen.

seen. Halfway between these peaks additional peaks due to so-called cross-over
resonances [9] are seen. These resonances are caused by molecules making two
different transitions from the same initial state, so by molecules making
different angles with the two laser beams.
This means the cross-over
resonances are produced by molecules making a certain angle with the molecular
beam axis, and can be suppressed by a better collimation of the molecular
beam.
+

To determine the hyperfine splitting in the Α Σ , v'= 0 state of OD
several rotational transitions were measured using this Lamb dip technique.
2
*
The magnetic hyperfine splitting in a Σ state due to a nucleus with nuclear
spin I can be described by the Hamiltonian:

H.hfs

bî-§ + cl S
ζ

ζ

(1)

where b and с are the Frosch and Foley [11] parameters and S is the resultant
electronic spin angular momentum. On the basis of pure H u n d s case b) wave

functions Ι Σ* N S J I F> in the coupling scheme J = Ñ
matrix elements of the hyperfme Hamiltonian (1) are:

+ S, Ρ = J + Î the

< 2 Σ + N J=N+V I F | H h f s | 2 Σ + N J=N+1^ I F>

F(F+1) - (N+ì)(N+4) - KI+D
2

2

•[b
. — с
r, +

1

2N+3

mmh
2
< 2 Σ + N J=N-1/ I F | H h f s | 2 Σ + N J=N-Ii I F>

F(F+1) - (N-^-XNt^-) - 1(1+1)
2
2
b .
+
r[-,

k(m^)

< 2 Σ + N J=N-Y I F | H h f

L

— с- — ]
2N - 1 J

| 2 Σ + N J=N+1¿ I F>

(F+I+N+-2-) (I+N+ —-F) (F+N+—-I) (F+I+—-N)
2
2
2
2
/

[b

+ V c ]

(2)

»(Ν+γ)

The minor effect of the interaction between states with ΔΝ = 2 is omitted. The
contribution to the hyperfme Hamiltonian due to the interaction of the
quadrupole moment of the D nucleus was neglected in view of the experimental
accuracy obtained. The energies of the hyperfine levels for every rotational
level N can be calculated by rearranging matrix elements in 2x2 matrix blocks

splitting [MHZ]
upper~F lower

1
2

1/2
3/2

2

5/2

3

5/2

¡t

7/2

h =l/2-F -3/2 1(2 itO
Ρ =l/2-F =3/2 30 6tl
F .3/2-F =5/2 50 8tl
F .7/2-F =5/2 76 9il
F .5/2-F =3/2 57 8*1
F -3/2-F -5/2 38 7±1
F -5/2-F =7/2 52 111
F -5/2-F =7/2 42 010
F =7/2-F =9/2 52 710

8
4
3
5
3
5
0
7
6

Table I: Observed and calculated
hyperfine
obs -caie splittings
in the A2Z+, v'=0 state of OD.
The observed splittings
are already
correc
-0 05
ted for the small hyperfine
splitting
in
-0 21
the ground state
(ref. 8) In the
last
0 09
column the observed minus calculated
values
-1 36
are given. The values of the
hyverfine
0 91
constants
b and a obtained here in a
0 98
0 12
least-squares
fit are b=109.4±0.6 and c=
0 49
25.9±1.5, to be compared with the
values
-0 26
b-109.7S±0.10
and c=25.73±0.P5 obtained by
German (re?.
2).
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for each F-level, that can easily be diagonalized. Therefore only the spinrotation interaction (TN-S) has to be added to the Hamiltonian (1).
The observed splittings were corrected for the hyperfine splitting in the
Χ Π, v"= 0 ground state [8] and are given in Table I. The magnetic hyperfine
parameters b and с were determined in a least squares fit using the formulae
(2) with 1 = 1 for the D-nucleus. For the spin-rotation interaction the
constant Τ = 0.1201 cm" as given by Coxon [12] is used. As can be seen from
Table I the present constants are in agreement with the constants known from
high field level crossing spectroscopy [2], but they are less accurate. This
is due to the fact that the accuracy in the determination of the frequency
distance between individual hyperfine components is limited by the nonlinearity of the laser scan. This means that splittings could "only" be
measured with an accuracy of about 1 - 2 MHz. With an improved linearity of
the scan we expect an accuracy in the order of 100 kHz.

't SiCl spectra
The rotational and fine structure in both the Χ Π, v"=l and В 2*, v'=0 of
Si^-Ol has been treated extensively in ref.[3]. This treatment has to be
supplemented by that of the hyperfine structure which could be resolved in the
present experiment. The magnetic hyperfine and quadrupole interaction in the
Χ Π state is due to the nuclear spin I = 3/2 of the dorine nucleus. These
interactions can be described by the Hamiltonians [13, 14]:
H

and

hfs " a I Z L z

+

bî

-§

+ cI

zSz

¿ < " * hS+

+ l d e 2Í

3I 2 - Î 2
H n = eqQ 7—7^
Q
41(21 - 1)

+ e2Í

* W

(3)

(4)

where a, b, с and d are the Frosch and Foley [11] parameters. The constant
eqQ is the quadrupole coupling parameter, L and S are the resultant electronic
orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively, and Φ is the electron orbital
azimuthal coordinate with respect to the internuclear axis. Hyperfine matrix
elements can be calculated using symmetrized Hund's case a) wavefunctions [3]
for the Χ Π state. In a first approximation the interaction between levels
with a different J-quantum number can be neglected. As the ground state of
SiCl is almost pure Hund's case a) ( A/B s 815), the mixing between different
spin multiplets can also be neglected. In this approximation the hyperfine
2
splitting in each of the Π Ω multiplets is directly given by:
<2ni/2(JF ± |Hhfs

+

HQ|2ni/2,JF ± > =
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K
2J(2J+2)

, eqQ .
't

- L[ ( a - -^г-)
*
2

d]

2 [ L- 2 - J ( J + l ) ] [ K ( K + l ) - 5 J ( J + l ) ]
k
(2J-l)(2J)(2J+2)(2J+3)

<2n3/2,JF ± | H h f s

K

2J(2J+2)

, eqQ .

+ iJ*i)

L

• HQ|2n3/2,JF

±

>

=

[3(a +2^)]

2[^-і(і+1)][К(К+1)-5і(і+1)]
4
(2J-l)(2J)(2J+2)(2J+3)

(5)

with К = F(F+1) - J(J+1) - 15/4

2
As the different hyperfine constants for the Χ П,
known, we use the constants for the v"= 0 state [15] as
to estimate the splittings. For large values of J only
MHz [15]) and, for a minor part, the electric quadrupole

v"= 1 state are not
a first approximation
the d-constant (= 46
interaction term (eqQ

=

-23 MHz [15]) give a considerable contribution to the splitting. As a
consequence the splitting in the n ^ ^ multiplet is much larger than the
splitting in the По/2 multiplet for high J-values.
The magnitude of the hyperfine splitting in the Β Σ* state is estimated
from eqn.(2) with I = 3/2, neglecting the minor effect of the interaction
between different spin-doublet components. It is then seen from eqn. (2) that
for high N-values the splitting in different F-levels is mainly determined by
the magnetic hyperfine constant b. The c-constant can only be determined from
the hyperfine splitting in states with a low N-value.
2
+
2
A typical Β Σ , v'= 0 «· X ^ ^ . v"= 1 LIF transition of Si^^ci is shown in
figure 4. The upper curve is the curve obtained with phase sensitive detection
and clearly shows four peaks. The curve in the middle is the direct LIFsignal on which the Lamb dips are hardly visible. Nevertheless the decrease of
the direct signal on a Lamb-dip is now about 10 %, so larger than in the case
of OD. The dips are difficult to see because they are close together, and very
broad.
The transition shown in the figure is the 0^(27) for which indeed only
four strong hyperfine transitions are expected. In principle more hyperfine
transitions are possible but the transitions with iF^iJ are roughly a factor
?
4
J weaker than the AF=AJ transitions which means a factor J difference for
the intensity of the Lamb dips. The observed splitting is of course a
combination of the splitting in the excited and in the ground state. The
splitting can, however, very well be explained by the splitting of the ground
-87-

29

28

27 26

Figure 4: Recording of the Qi(27) transition of SiSSCl. The width
of the individual hyperfine transitions
is about 20 MHz, due to
2 +
the short lifetime of the Β Σ ,υ'=0 state. The positions of the
AF-0 hyperfine transitions
when neglecting the hyperfine
splitting
in the excited state and assuming the same hyperfine splitting
for
v"=l as for v"=0 in the ground state, are indicated on the bar in
the upper part of the figure by the F" quantum number of the ground
state.
state

only,

using

the constants

for v"=0, as

shown

in

figure

Ц.

This

indicates that the splittings in the excited state are negligible for high Jvalues. To check this, we also looked at the

0^2(28) which excites the same

upper level, but starts from the other spin multiplet in the ground state,
2
2
X По/2. w hich has a much smaller hyperfine splitting than the X ^1/2
multiplet. As expected only one strong Lamb dip, consisting of several
overlapping hyperfine components was observed. From such measurements we can
2
+
give an upper limit of 15 MHz for the hyperfine b-constant of the Β Σ , v'= 0
state.
It is seen in figure Ί that the individual Lamb dips are quite broad {~ 20
MHz), which is due to the short radiative lifetime of the Β Σ + , v'= 0 state.

Other broadening effects are expected to be the same as for OD (about 1.5 MHz)
and can therefore almost completely be neglected. It should be mentioned that
cross-over resonances are not present as the transitions start all from
different well separated levels in the ground state.
The linewidth i ^ t o t (fwhm) for the highest and most isolated F' <• F"
transition has been determined for several Q-i transitions. The Q, transitions
are chosen because these are the strongest ones with reasonably well separated
hyperfine transitions. The line broadening Δν due to the natural lifetime
can be deduced from the formula [16]

Δν

τ

= Δν

_
tot

¿ν

Уtot

(6)

valid for a convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian line profile with
linewidths (fwhm) Δν and Δνρ, respectively. In our experimental set up the
(more or less) Gaussian contribution to the linewidth is only 1.5 MHz and
consequently Δ\ιτ = Av t t . The natural lifetime is determined via the relation
τ = 1/(2πΔν τ ).
In this way the natural lifetime of the N'= 16, F'= 18 state in the Β Σ + ,
v'= 0 state of Si-^ CI is determined as τ = (10.0 ± 1.5) ns. A somewhat
shorter lifetime of τ = (7.8 ± 0.7) ns is found for the N'= 27, F'= 29 state.
If not shortened by predissociation, these lifetimes are determined by the
coupling of the Β Σ + , v'= 0 state with different vibrational-rotational levels
2
in the Χ Π ground state only. In that case it can be compared with the
lifetime that can be calculated from the measured electronic transition
probability for the Β Σ* * Χ Π transition of SiCl [17]. which also gives a
lifetime in the order of 10 ns.
We also tried to resolve the hyperfine structure for transitions from low
rotational levels, where the splitting is expected to be the largest. These
transitions start, however, from rotational levels that are hardly populated
in our beam [3]. and are too weak to be detected by the Lamb dip technique.
These transitions could, however, be observed in the second LIF region, where
the molecular beam is better collimated. The linewidth of 30 MHz (fwhm) of
single resolved hyperfine transitions is still mainly due to lifetime
broadening. Therefore the loss in resolution by not using the Lamb dip
technique is small in this special case. Resolved hyperfine transitions were
observed whose splitting could be explained by the splitting in the ground
state only. The observed splitting of the lowest rotational transitions is
explicitely given in Table II. From these data an upper limit of 15 MHz was
determined for the Fermi contact-term bf.=b+c/3 in the excited Β Σ + , ν =0 state
of Si-^ci. These upper limits for the hyperfine coupling constants in the
+
excited Β Σ state indicate that there is only a small overlap of the electron
spin distribution with the chlorine nucleus.
Furthermore from these measurements the sign of the hyperfine d-constant
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Table II: Observed hyper fine splittings
for the lowest rotational
trans
itions of the В2г+, v'=d<rX2llt v'-l band of Si35Cl. In the first column
the rotational transitions
are given, and the splitted
hyperfine compo
nents are explicitly
indicated. The observed splitting
between these com
ponents is given in the next column. In the last column the calculated
splitting
between the hyperfine levels in the xH, v"=l state are given.
These splittings
ave calculated according to eq. (5) using the hyperfine
constants of ref. IS for v"=0.
transition

4i<i>
R

R2lU>

4i<i>
Si« 1 »
°r 12 (2)

obs. splitting
F'=1,2*F =1
F'=1,2*F =2
F'=0.1,2«-F -1
F ' « 1 , 2 , 3 * F =2
F'=1,2»F =1
F'-1.2»F -2
F'=1,2»F =1
F'=l,2,i*F

cale, splitting

129 i 5

= 128

122 t 6

=128

S 20

=4.5

36 ± 5

=33

53 i 5

=62

3K ± 4

=35

39 t Ί

=1)0

=2

F ' - 1 , 2 . 3 » F =2
F'*2,3,I(»F · 3
F'=l,2«-F - 1
F ' . 1 . 2 » F »2
F ' = 1 . 2 . F =2
F'=2*F - 3

in eqn.(5) can unambiguously be determined. For the electronic transition
under study the Q^-transitions probe upper A-doublet components whereas P^ and
R-, transitions probe the lower A-doublet components of the ground state. From
the observed hyperfine splittings it follows then that the hyperfine splitting
in the upper A- doublets is proportional to
(a - ^-j^)

+ |d|(J + 'Л

and in the lower л-doublets to
(a- - ^ ) - |d|(J + V)
The sign as given in eqn.(5) together with the phase convention for the Лdoubling as in ref.[3] implicates then that the d-constant is positive. In
their analysis of the microwave spectrum of Si-"C1 Tanimoto et al.'- ^ also
assumed the d-constant to be positive. Their Hamiltonian included however an
extra minus sign in front of both the A-doubling constants p,q and the
hyperfine d-constant. From their microwave spectra the absolute parities of
the A-doublet can, however, not be determined as the combinations (p,q;d) and
("P.-q;-d) yield the same result.

5 Conclusions
It is shown experimentally that the application of the Lamb dip technique
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widths of the Lamb
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spectral
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it is also possible

determine accurately the natural lifetimes of excited states.

to

Excited state

lifetimes that are in the order of 20 ns or shorter can not be measured easily
with pulsed lasers, as these lifetimes are in the order of the duration of the
laser pulse, or because

the spectral

resolution of

these lasers

is poor.

Especially in the region 0.1 - 20 ns, the Lamb dip technique works very well;
the lifetime broadening is then so large that other broadening effects can be
neglected.

Furthermore

the

transitions

to

excited

states

with

a

short

radiative lifetime are usually reasonably strong and saturation spectroscopy
can be performed with moderate laser power densities.

With the high spectral

resolution required for the Lamb dip detection lifetimes of different quantum
states can be measured separately.
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CHAPTER VII
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Abstract
High-resolution laser induced fluorescence spectra of SÌ-'-'CIT and
Si^-Ol-^'Cl have been observed in a molecular beam. A spectral resolution of 8
MHz was obtained on the Ä B^ (0,6,0) <• X AH (0,0,0) transition around 323 nm,
which allowed the dense rotational structure of this electronic transition to
be completely resolved. The rotational constants in the Ä B^ (0,6,0) state
reflect the almost 22° opening of the ClSiCl bond angle on going from X to Ä,
whereas the Si-Cl bond length decreases slightly.
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1 Introduction
The UV spectrum of the SÌCI2 radical has been subject to some confusion.
Exactly

fifty

years

ago

Asundi

et

al.[l] reported

a

structured

emission

spectrum in the 310-390 nm region, which they attributed to the SiClp radical.
Only in 1977 C o m e t and Dubois [2] showed, however, that these emission bands
belonged to well known electronic transitions of PO and Pp radicals. Although
in the mean time Wieland and Heise [3] mentioned having observed a continuous
absorption spectrum of SiClp, produced in a reaction of Si with SiCl/,, the
first reliable absorption spectrum of SÌCI2 was recorded by Milligan and Jacox
[4]. They observed a broad (= 5 nm halfwidth) unstructured absorption around
315 nm while studying the IR spectrum of Ar matrix isolated SÌCI2, produced by
photolysis of Аі^ЗіНрСІт and AriSiDpC^ samples at liquid helium temperatures.
About three years ago the first SÌCI2 (A B^ - X А^) absorption bands in the
gas phase were reported by Ruzsicska et al.[5]· In the flash photolysis of
SioClg they observed a broad absorption band showing a partly resolved чо'
progression. From this time on the unraveling of the electronic spectrum of
SÌCI2 proceeded rapidly. Washida et al.[6] observed a broad emission spectrum
following the photolysis of Sil^Cln and SiHCln. A similar emission spectrum,
but now with partly resolved vibrational structure, was observed in the flash
photolysis of methylchlorosilanes by Sameith et al.[7].
They found good
agreement with the absorption data [5] and the partly resolved isotope shift
allowed them a first assignment of the vibrational transitions. More recently
Suzuki et al. [8] were the first to apply the LIF technique to the SÌCI2
radical. Using a pulsed laser they measured both laser excitation spectra and
dispersed fluorescence spectra of the SÌCI2 A В^ - л А^ transition. From these
spectra they re-assigned the vibrational bands, and in addition determined
several new vibrational transitions. Although the rotational structure in the
vibrational bands was not resolved, accurate positions for the band origins
were given. The collision-free radiative lifetime of the A B 1 (^2=

7) state

was measured to be (77 ± 3) ns. This value is much more directly determined,
and

therefore

much

more

reliable,

than

the

lifetime

of

4.5

us

reported

previously in the IR multiphoton dissociation of SÌH2CI2 [9]·
Microwave spectra of the SiCl-, radical were recently observed by Tanimoto
^

1

et al.[10].
They determined the molecular constants for the Jt A* (0,0,0)
state of both the S i ^ ^ c ^ and the Si35ci37ci isotopie species by a least
squares fit to 22 and 17, respectively, observed microwave transitions. The
rotational constants they found confirm the results of recent ab initio
calculations by Cosavi and Strausz [11] and by Ha et al.[12].
Here we present the first rotationally resolved vibrational band of the
SÌCI2 A Bj^ «• X A, transition. Using a cw intracavity frequency doubled ring
dye laser in connection with a molecular beam machine high resolution LIF
spectra were recorded. The width of the spectral lines was typically 30 MHz.
To get an even higher resolution a pump-probe technique was applied in some
dense regions of the spectrum, yielding linewidths down to 8 MHz.
The
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observed spectra are analyzed using the known ground state constants [10]. For
both S±^C12
and Si35ci37ci the rotational structure in the Ä 1 B 1 (0,6,0) state
is determined. For the vibrational band under study the band origin as well as
the isotope shift are determined very accurately.

2 Experimental
The SÌCI2 radicals are produced in a microwave discharge (100 W at 2.45
GHz) in a flowing gas mixture of SiHCl-э diluted in Ar. The coaxial microwave
discharge cavity we used, has been described previously [13]· For the analysis
of the SÌCI2 spectrum it is a disadvantage that the radicals are normally
formed rotationally and vibrationally hot in our source; in the high
resolution study of SiCl, produced in a similar discharge of SiCl/, in Ar, a
rotational temperature of about 8OO К is deduced from the LIF spectrum [14].
The SÌCI2 radicals, however, turned out to be quite stable which makes a
certain cooling due to wall collisions possible. Therefore, we pulled back our
microwave cavity a little, which implies that the produced radicals have to
travel over a length of about 5 cm through the 9 шт inner diameter quartz
tube, at a pressure around 1 mbar. Although the rotational temperature of the
SiClo radicals is still estimated to be 400 К (from the LIF spectrum), a
considerable simplification of the LIF spectrum is obtained. Furthermore the
fluorescence background from the discharge region is largely reduced. A
similar method has been used to simplify the electronic spectrum of the
unstable SÌF2 molecule [15]· After several hours of operation the first 5 cm
of the quartz tube were clogged completely with polymeric (5іСІ2) п . Clogging
of the beam orifice, which is a 2.5 mm diameter circular hole in a brass
plate, could be avoided by heating this up to = 500 K.
The molecular beam machine, the UV production and the LIF detection zone
have been described previously [13,16], and only a brief summary is given
here. The SiClp radicals are detected by LIF, in a region about 15 cm down
stream from the beam orifice, where the unfocused UV laser beam crosses the
molecular beam perpendicularly. With about 5 mW of tunable UV radiation around
323 nm the SÌCI2 X 1 A 1 (0,0,0) radicals are excited to the Ä 1 B 1 (0,6,0) state.
Total laser induced fluorescence from single populated rotational levels in
this excited state to the different vibrational levels in the electronic
ground state [8] is detected. To shield for the fluorescence background from
the discharge region a set of filters transmitting essentially in the 320-350
nm region are inserted in front of the PUT.
The observed spectral linewidth of about 30 MHz is determined mainly by
the residual Doppler broadening due to the divergence of the molecular beam.
In order to reach a higher spectral resolution we used a Doppler-free pumpprobe technique in the molecular beam, details of which are given elsewhere
[17]. Now two counter propagating laser beams are used, crossing the molecular
beam in well separated regions (= 6 cm apart). The hole burned in the ground
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state population by the first laser is detected as a Lamb dip in the total
fluorescence signal induced by the probe leiser. As the Lamb dip signal is
quadratically dependent on the applied cw laser power, higher UV laser powers
(between 10-15 mW) were used. With a laser power of 15 mW through a 1 mm area
we could deplete about 30 % of the ground state population, for a given J"level (on a Q line).
The UV radiation is obtained by frequency doubling in a LilOn crystal
inside the cavity of a single-frequency ring-dye laser operating on DCM dye.
A UV power of 3-5 mW (0.5 MHz bandwidth) is obtained by pumping with 5 W of an
Ar-ion laser (all lines). A somewhat higher pump power of 7 W is needed to
produce the 10-15 mW tunable UV laser power used in the Lamb dip experiment.
The SÌCI2 spectra were recorded together with the transmission peaks of
two temperature and pressure stabilized interferometers with a free spectral
range (in the UV) of (598.82±0.04) MHz and (l48.25±0.05) MHz, respectively.
Several partly overlapping laser scans were made over a total region of г 10
cm" . The positions of the SÌCI2 lines were measured in terms of the FSR of
the interferometers. The absolute frequency of the transmission peaks of the
interferometers, and thereby the absolute frequency of the SÌCI2 lines, was
determined by the simultaneous recording of the Ip absorption spectrum in a
cell at the fundamental laser frequency. The correction to the wavelengths in
the Ip-atlas of -О.ОО56 cm
was taken into account [18]. By averaging over
the 20 strongest and best determined ^-lines in the scanned region, an
accuracy of about 100 MHz could be obtained for the absolute frequency. This
error is due to both the drift of the interferometers and the inaccuracy in
the determination of the centre of the broad and not always symmetric Iplines. Relative line positions were measured to an accuracy of 15 MHz.

3 Rotational analysis
In figure 1 a simplified schematic representation of a vibrational band in
the SÌCI2 A «• X electronic transition is shown. The SÌCI2 radical is a
slightly asymmetric prolate top with values for the asymmetry parameter [19]
к=-0.927 for X ^
(0.0.0) [10] and к=-0.982 for A 1 B 1 (0,6,0). Nevertheless,
figure 1 is drawn using the purely prolate symmetric top formulae for both the
X and the A state. The horizontal scale is a frequency scale (cm ), and the
position of the vibrational band origin is indicated by \i0. The vertical bars
in the upper part of the figure indicate the position of the calculated
origins of the ΔΚ sub-bands; the SÌCI2 A «· X transition is a perpendicular
transition and both possible ΔΚ-branches are given. Due to the relatively
large opening in ClSiCl bond angle on going from X to A, the change in the
rotational constant A is very large. This is the reason for the band-head in
the p-branch (ΔΚ=-1) at such a low value of К ". Although this makes the
spectral structure for м > v- more complex, it has the advantage that both pand r-branches can be measured in the same spectral region, which increases
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10 _

20.

30 _
lem"

Fùpire 1: Sahematio representation of a vibrational band in the SÍ^CZg
A+-X transition,
using the symmetric top approximation. The vertical bars
in the upper part of the figure indicate the position of the different
âK súbband origins.
the accuracy considerably.
Each AK sub-band has its own AJ = 0, ±1 branches, starting from the lowest
rotational J=K level. Only for the pg sub-band the three rotational branches
are shown. The black dots represent the possible lines for this sub-band. The
J-numbering for the P,Q ana R branches is indicated along the vertical axis in
the figure. As B' < В" (В is the average of the В and С rotational constants)
these branches are red-degraded.
It is needless to say that for low values of K a and/or high values of J
the symmetric top approximation is no longer correct. The K-type doubling due
to the asymmetric rotor behaviour, especially in the X A, (0,0,0) ground
state, can then no longer be ignored.
It is seen in figure 1 that the separation between consecutive lines of a
rotational branch is large and increases quickly with increasing J". For those
J" levels that are maximally populated in our beam (J"=25-50) successive lines
of a branch are typically 1 cm" apart. With a typical spectral linewidth of
0.001 cm" in our set-up, needed to resolve single rotational lines, this
means rotational branches can not easily be recognized as such. The spectrum
is further complicated by the presence of the Si-^Cl^'Cl isotope, which is
only a factor 3/2 less abundant. For both isotopes there is also the KB,
(0,5.0) <- X A-, (0,0,0) band, with rotational lines in the same spectral
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region, which are expected to be reasonably strong. In addition hot bands will
be present.
We started the experiment by making several overlapping scans and
recording the SÌCI2 A «• X spectrum in the 30928.4-30938.0 cm"1 region, about
-1
ЗО c m
up from the expected Si35ci 2 Ä 1 B 1 (0,6,0) <- X 1 A 1 (0,0,0) band origin
[8]. As seen from figure 1 only high Ka"-levels (Ка"й 5) are expected to be
seen in this region. The corresponding band origin of the Si^ci^'Cl isotope
is known to be shifted to lower frequencies by 8-9 cm
[8], so even higher
values of К " are expected for this isotope. The branch finding procedure we
used was based on the fact that the spectrum can be described here using the
prolate symmetric top formulae. When centrifugal distorsion corrections are
neglected, it is easy to show that the rate at which the rotational lines in a
branch walk out is then equal to 2ΔΒ, for P, Q and R branches. We just
measured the exact position of about 300 strong lines (intensity i 50 % of the
intensity of the strongest line), and let the computer search for branches
using a constant "walking-out rate" as a criterion. Only sets of at least five
successive lines were regarded as possible branches. In this way around I5
branches, each consisting of 5~19 lines, were found. Using the known
rotational structure in the ground state [10] a consistent J,К labeling for
the 8і^^СІ2 isotope as well as for the Si-'-'ciJ'cl isotope could be found by
trial and error. In fact, a few of the computer selected branches showed
clearly the K-type doubling for higher J". As the observed splittings are
almost completely determined by the known [10] splittings in the X A, (0,0,0)
state, these branches were the first to be unambiguously identified.
For Si35ci 2 and Si35ci37ci a total number of 330 and 20? resolved
rotational transitions, respectively, were identified, and included in a least
squares fit to the asymmetric rotor model [20]. In the first fits the ground
state constants were kept fixed [10], which guaranteed the assignment to be
correct. Lines of all six branches expected to be in the scanned region were
included in the fit. For S i ^ C ^ the r R , Γ 0 and r P branches for K a "= 5-9 and
P
P
the P , Q and the PR branches for K„"= Q-l'í were taken into account. In
total, transitions to 19^ different rotational levels in Ä1Bi (0,6,0) (Ka'=
6-13, with J' values up to 60) were fitted. For Si^CX^Cl
ALB1 (0,6,0) the
rotational structure for Ka'=7-13t with J' values as high as j'= 55 was
measured (transitions to I56 different rotational levels).
In the final fits microwave data [10] and optical data were fitted
simultaneously. The experimental error in the microwave data (30 kHz [10]) is
much smaller than the experimental error in the optical data (I5 MHz), and
therefore most ground state constants are mainly determined by the microwave
data. However, especially the centrifugal distortion constants were much
better determined by the higher J,К values of the optical data. All the ground
state parameters obtained in fitting microwave data and optical data
simultaneously, were within three times the standard deviation the same as the
ones obtained from a fit of the microwave data alone [10]. The final results
of the least squares fit for both isotopes is given in Table I. The error is
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Table I: Results
of the least squares fit of both microwave
and optical
data to an asyrmetvio
rotor model (ref. 20) for
Si35ClS7Cl.
The error is equal to three times the standard
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equal to three times the standard deviation. For the values of B' and С a
relatively large error is found; this is due to the fact that the K-type
doubling in the A B. (0,6,0) state could not be resolved, which means that
(B'-C')/2 could not be accurately determined. The more accurately determined
value for (B'+C')/2 is therefore given as well. From the distortion-free
rotational constants in the A Bj (0,6,0) state [21], the moments of inertia
I a ', I b ' and I c ' as well as the inertia defect & = Ic'-Ib'-Ia' are determined.
In the upper half of figure 2 a part of the observed LIF spectrum Uvp^jj,
= 30 MHz) is shown. All strong lines are identified and it is seen that the
spectrum is quite complex. This part of the spectrum is chosen for
representation because at least four lines belonging to the same branch
(Si^cip rRc branch) can be seen. The underlined lines belong to the
Si35Cl3'Cl isotope. The Si 3 5 Cl 2 X 1 A 1 (0,0,0) J"=20, Ka"=6 level, probed via
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лл

" ^:

• Κβ.25 MHz ·

TV

Figure 2: Upper half: part of the observed ЗгСІ2 (A+-X) LIF speotnm
around 323 run. The identified
rotational
transitions
are
indicated.
Underlined transitions
belong to the less abundant Si^^Cl^'Cl
isotope.
Lower half: high-resolution
Lamb dip spectrum of the region around
r
the Si^^CLp, Rs(8)
line. The observed linewidth
of 8 MHz is most
probably due to unresolved
hyperfine
structure.
the Qg(20) transition as shown in figure 2, is calculated to have a relative
population of only 10 , if a rotational and vibrational temperature of 400 К
is assumed. From the absolute intensity of the observed LIF signal, the known
fluorescence detection efficiency and the known excitation rate (from the Lamb
dip experiment) it is concluded that at least 10% of the beam consists of
SÌCI2 radicals. In figure 2 it is demonstrated that even for К "= 9 the ItΓ
type doubling can be resolved, when J" is as high as 45 {3ί^^Οΐ2; 0ΰ(45)). The
expected intensity alternation in the resolved K-doublets of 5:3 due to the
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spin 1=3/2 of the chlorine nucleus is seen. As there are 10 symmetric spin
wave functions and only 6 anti-symmetric ones, strongest lines are expected
from ground state levels with a wavefunction that is anti-symmetric with
respect to Cptb) rotation. This implies that strongest lines are expected
from levels with К "+K " is odd. The intensity alternation provides an
additional check on the J,К assignment as well as on the isotope assignment.
In the lower half of figure 2 a part of the spectrum is shown with an
improved spectral resolution, using the fore-mentioned Lamb dip technique.
The observed linewidth of A v p ^ ^ = 8 MHz is somewhat larger than expected from
the finite lifetime of the excited state (τ = 77 ± 3 ns for Vp' 2 7 [8], which
implies Δ ν τ s 2 MHz). Other broadening effects are known to be less then 1.5
MHz [17]. The 8 MHz linewidth we observe might therefore be due to unresolved
hyperfine structure in both electronic states.
Although the line positions could be fitted very well and did not show the
effect of any perturbation, the intensity of the different branches did not
follow the expectations. Especially the P R branches were too strong (by a
factor of I.5-2.5) relative to the P P branches, whereas the P Q branches were
too weak (by a factor of about 2 ) , especially for higher J". For the ΛΚ = +1
branches the r Q and r P branches are about 50# too strong, when compared with
the r R branches. At the moment we do not have a clear explanation for these
intensity anomalies. Similar observations in the infrared spectra of NOp [22]
are explained by a Coriolis mixing of other vibrational states from which much
stronger transitions are possible. Then only a slight energy perturbation but
a large intensity perturbation is expected. In the spectra of diatomic
molecules intensity anomalies between Ρ and R lines are often explained by the
rotational dependence of the transition dipole moment [23], the so-called
Herman-Wallis effect [24].

't Discussion
From the constants given in Table I, the distortion-free rotational
constants in both electronic states are calculated [21]. For S i ^ C ^ and
Si35ci37ci the geometrical structure in the X A 1 (0,0,0) as well as in the
Ä B^ (0,6,0) is then determined, and given in Table II. Obviously, only two
rotational constants are required to determine the Si-Cl bond length (R) and
the ClSiCl bond angle ( ). Due to the planarity defect slightly different
results are found using the set (A, B) and the set (A, C ) . The difference
between both results indicates the uncertainty in the values of R and θ thus
obtained. The large opening up in ClSiCl bond angle in going from Я to A as
well as the concurrent slight decrease in Si-Cl bond distance, is in
qualitative agreement with theoretical calculations [11,12].
We find the band origin \>gQ for the Ä 1 B 1 (0,6,0) «· X 1 A 1 (0,0,0) transition
in Si^-Olp to be almost 10 cm
higher than the value reported by Suzuki et
al.[8]. This is not surprising because the latter authors could not resolve
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Table II: Calaulated S-iCl bond length (in Â) and ClSiCl
(in degrees) -For the Χ1ΑΊ(0,0,0)
and Â1B1(0,6,0)
states
and
Si^Cl^Cl.
Si35ci.37«

Si35c l2
R(Si-Cl)

bond angle
of
Si3S'ci

<C1S1C1

R(Si-Cl)

<C1S:iCl

A" ,B"

2.067

101 .47

2.066

101 .17

A" .C"

2.068

101 .52

2.Ο67

101 .52

A' ,B'

2.022

123 .12

2.022

123 .06

A ,C'

2.042

123.72

2.012

123.67

x^jto.o.o)

Ä'Bjto.e.o)

any rotational structure and determined the centre of the at least 20 cm"
broad vibrational bands. This also strongly suggests that the band origin VQQ
they found [8] has to be increased by almost 10 cm . In this way a value of
v 0 0 = (ЗООІЗ·1* ± 1.0) cm - 1 is obtained for the Si 3 5 Cl 2 ( А 1 ^ (0,0,0) <• Х ^
(0,0,0)) transition. The isotope shift determined by Suzuki et al.[8],
important for the vibrational state numbering, is still correct because only
relative band positions are important for this. We find a very accurate value
of (8.258О ± 0.0021) cm - 1 for this shift, in agreement with their result [8].
To check the vibrational assignment as given by Suzuki et al.[8]
transitions to different v^' levels have to be included. It is possible,
however, to determine the •ч^ quantum number from the absolute value of the
observed isotope shift. For this the force constants need to be known, and a
negligible electronic isotope shift has to be assumed. The Vp' quantum number
can also be determined from the observed value of the inertia defect. The
inertia defect Δ is known to consist out of different contributions, and can
in general be written as a sum of vibrational (*ντκ)· centrifugal (i c e n t ) and
electronic (A e i e c ) contributions [25]. The main contribution comes from A i b
[15], which can be expressed as:
A

vib

= Δ

1

(ν

1

+ Ч)

Δ

* 2

(ν

2

+

W

+ A

(V

3 3

+

'^

(1)

Both Δ^ and Δο are small, and as they are also of opposite sign the actual
value of Δ will be almost completely determined by Δ,, which can be written as
[25]:

i2[amu-Â2]

= - 0 M ^ . _ J L ^ . | ς (ο) ,2

^[cm" 1 ]

(v2 - v|)

2 3

Although v, has not been experimentally determined yet, its value is predicted
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from ab initio calculations to be much larger than Vp (683 cm" [12] versus
149.9 cm - 1 [8]). The Coriolis term |ç2V
I i s expected to have a value close
to its maximum value of 1 [15]. This yields ¿2 ~ O.9O amu*A2, which confirms
the Vp' numbering.
Although ab initio calculations [11,12] predict that the A «· X electronic
transition is a c-type transition, the spectrum could be fitted assuming ctype as well as b-type selection rules. Only when the effects of the K-type
doubling in the upper state are seen, can one unambigously determine the
direction of the transition dipole moment. Transitions to low К ' values are
needed for this, but these lie in a spectral region that is too crowded (even
at our resolution) to be completely resolved.
A microwave-optical double
resonance experiment has been tried to solve this problem, but without success
yet.
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CHAPTER Vili

HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGHLY EXCITED ELECTRONIC STATES BY
PULSED-CW DOUBLE RESONANCE IN A MOLECULAR BEAM;
A STUDY OF THE NO (Ε-A) SYSTEM.

Gerard Meijer, Maarten Ebben and J.J. ter Meulen
Dept. of Molecular and Laser Physics
Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract
An experimental technique in which the high power of a pulsed laser is
combined with the narrow bandwidth of a cw laser has been used to study the NO
(Ε Σ + , v=0 <• Α Σ + , v=0) band under high resolution. The spin-rotation
splitting in the Ε Σ + , v=0 state is determined, and a a value for the
splitting constant Τ of -(3·15 ± 0.20) MHz is found. A small perturbation of
the Ε Σ + , v=0 state is observed and is explained by an interaction with the
Β 2 Π, v=17 state.
From time-resolved fluorescence measurements a lifetime of τ = (kl ± 2) ns
is found for the Ε Σ + , v=0 state. The coupling of the E state and the A state
with the cw laser results in a time-resolved E •* A fluorescence curve which
must be described using the optical Bloch equations. Rabi-oscillations seen in
the experimental curves can be correctly simulated using this quantummechanical description.
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1 Introduction
In the last two decades several laser spectroscopic methods have been
developed to study highly excited electronic states of atoms and molecules
[1]. With the rapid progress of pulsed laser technology intense radiation
ranging far into the ultra-violet has become available [2,3]· Multiphoton
processes or double resonance techniques using several pulsed lasers are
succesfully applied to reach the special electronic states one wants to
investigate. These may be states that are energetically difficult to reach
with one single photon [4], or states that are forbidden in electric dipole
one-photon transitions [5]. The detection scheme used in these experiments
depends on the dynamical properties of the excited state molecules and is
based, for example, on fluorescence detection or detection of fluorescence
dips, ion detection [6] or photo-fragment detection [7]. The ultimate
spectral resolution in these experiments is often determined by the bandwidth
of the laser system used, although in many cases other broadening mechanisms,
especially lifetime broadening, may be the limiting factor. With a typical
bandwidth of pulsed laser systems of 0.01 cm
or larger, this means the finer
structures of the electronic states are not observable. Although cw injection
locked pulsed lasers can reach a bandwidth about a factor of 4 smaller than
the value quoted above [8], this bandwidth is still orders of magnitude larger
than that obtainable with single mode cw lasers.
In combination with molecular beam techniques or other Doppler-width
reducing or Doppler-free methods single-mode cw lasers allow a spectral
resolution of several MHz [9]· High resolution studies of this kind have been
performed in the visible and near UV on both stable molecules and transient
species [10]. A disadvantage of cw lasers, however, is the difficulty of
reaching the far UV. Only in favorable cases is it possible to induce twophoton transitions to highly excited states with tightly focused intense cw
laser beams [11,12].
In this paper we present a double-resonance technique in which full
advantage of the specific properties of a pulsed laser and a cw laser is
taken; the pulsed laser is used to reach high energy states whereas the cw
laser is used for its resolving power. A similar technique has been applied
in experiments in which autoionization of Rydberg levels of N0 and Hp is
studied [13].
We investigated the N0 molecule in a well defined collimated molecular
beam. The excitation scheme we used is indicated in figure 1. Pulsed laser
radiation around 226 nm is used to reach the first electronically excited
Α Σ + ,ν'=0 state of N0. Population of single rotational levels, monitored by
the laser induced A •» X fluorescence is possible. From the Α Σ + , ν =0 state
the N0 molecules are excited with single frequency 600 nm cw radiation to the
Ε Σ + , v'=0 state. Both electronically excited states are studied under high
resolution by detecting the resonant E-»A fluorescence. The spectral resolution
we obtained is mainly determined by the residual Doppler broadening due to the
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Figure 1: Selected
potential
energy curves of NO (after
ref. S3) and schematic
representation
of the
excitation process we used.
Pulsed
laser radiation
around 226
nm is used to induce
the
A+-X transition,
and in the
next step συ laser
radiation
around 800 nm pumps the
excited
molecules
further
up to the Ε-state.'
The B2ll,
v=17 state
lies at almost the
same energy as the E2Z+y v=0
state and a small effect
of
the perturbation
between
these states
is seen in the
E+-A spectra.

divergence of the molecular beam and is about 17 MHz. This'resolution allows
the spin rotation splitting constant Ύ of the Ε Σ*, v'=0 state to be
determined. An effect of a heterogeneous perturbation between the E 2*, v'=0
and the Β Π, v'=17 states is observed and analyzed. This perturbation had not
been observed in previous [14] Doppler limited spectroscopic studies. Time
resolved fluorescence from the excited states gives information on the
magnitude of the radiative loss channels out of these states. The time
resolved fluorescence from the Ε-state allows the experimental study of a
(more or less) isolated two-level system, with coherent pumping and with
radiative losses out of both levels. The time dependence of this fluorescence
could be correctly described using the optical Bloch equations.
General applications of this double resonance
possible experimental improvements are discussed.

technique

as well

as

2 Description of the apparatus
The pulsed laser system consists of a Lambda Physik dye laser with one
amplifier stage operating on Coumarin 47 dye, pumped with an XeF (351 no)
excimer laser. The typical dye laser output of 10 mj in a 10 ns pulse was
frequency doubled in an angle tunable ß-BaBoOp (BBO) crystal [15]. made in the
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Peoples Republic of China and supplied by GWU, Germany. Our crystal was cut at
an angle of 65°, the phase matching angle for doubling of kkO run radiation,
and had to be rotated 7 degrees to produce the desired 226 nm. As the
acceptance angle of this crystal is quite small [16], an as parallel as
possible laser beam was coupled into the crystal. With an impressive
efficiency of nearly 30 % several mj of tunable UV radiation were easily
produced in this way. As no étalon was used inside the dye laser cavity the
bandwidth of the UV radiation was about 0.5 cm - 1 . Although this is orders of
magnitude larger than the absorption linewidth of the N0 molecules in the
beam, we did not try to reduce this bandwidth any further. Even now, without
focusing the UV-radiation, we could saturate the NO Ε 2 Σ + , v'=0 «• Α 2 Σ + , v"=0
transition, as could be inferred from the LIF measurements. Furthermore it was
much easier to keep the pulsed laser fixed on a certain rotational transition,
and to populate different fine-structure levels of the Α Σ*. v'=0 state
simultaneously. The importance of this latter fact will be clarified in the
discussion of the measurements of the spin-rotation doubling in the Ε Σ
state. The pulsed laser system operated most times at a repetition rate of 15
Hz.
The cw laser radiation was produced by a ring dye laser (Spectra Physics)
operating on Rhodamine 6G and pumped with 5 W of an Ar-ion laser. Relatively
low output powers between 0.5 and 60 mW were used for the experiment. The
bandwidth of this laser system, determined by the high frequency jitter, is
less than 0.3 MHz. Single mode laser scans over a spectral range of about 40
GHz could be made.
To ensure high resolution the double resonance experiment was performed on
a well-defined beam of N0 molecules. The N0 gas was expanded through a I50 \im
diameter nozzle into a cheunber pumped with two 70 1/s Roots pumps at a typical
pressure of 0.05 mbar. The backing gas pressures of N0 were varied between 400
and 700 mbar. A conical skimmer of 1.3 mm formed the molecular beam. The
beam passed through two differentially pumped vacuum chambers and was
collimated further by an adjustable diaphragm. In the detection region, about
15 cm downstream of the beam orifice, the background pressure was below 10"-'
mbar, to ensure collision free conditions.
Here the counter-propagating
pulsed UV laser beam and the cw red laser beam cross the molecular beam
perpendicularly. Both laser beams were unfocused and have a more or less
circular intersection with the molecular beam of typically 2.0 mm for the cw
laser beam and a somewhat smaller value of 1.0 mm for the pulsed laser beam.
The polarization of both lasers was in the same plane, although this turned
out to be unimportant even at low laser powers (far from saturation); no
effects of anisotropy of the double-resonance fluorescence were observed when
the polarization of one laser was rotated with respect to the polarization of
the other. The laser induced fluorescence was collected at right singles to
both the molecular beam and the laser beams and imaged on the entrance window
of the photomultiplier (EMI 9863 B) . This PUT has a quantum efficiency of
about 25 % in the 200-300 nm region whereas the quantum efficiency for
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radiation of around 600 nm is roughly a factor of three less. The fluorescence
signal thus obtained was fed into a boxcar integrator and simultaneously
displayed on a digital oscilloscope. With an appropriate setting of the gate
of the boxcar the total fluorescence, averaged over 10 or 30 samples, was
measured and recorded on a strip chart recorder. Time resolved fluorescence
curves were directly plotted from the oscilloscope.
In the double resonance experiment the pulsed laser was usually kept fixed
in frequency to populate a certain rotational level N
in the Α Σ + , ν =0
state. This first step was controlled by looking for the resulting A •» X
fluorescence. Once this laser was set at the correct frequency a cut-off
filter transmitting essentially only radiation above 590 nm was inserted in
front of the PMT, to block the UV background. The cw laser was then scanned
and the resulting resonant E •> A fluorescence, which is only a fraction of the
total emission of the El*,
v'=0 state, could be measured against a zero
background level. The only radiation background was due to scattered cw laser
light, which was almost completely eliminated by the use of a narrow boxcar
gate.
The absolute frequency of the cw laser, used to induce a certain
rotational transition in the E •· A band [14], was determined by the
simultaneous recording of the well cataloged I2 absorption spectrum in a cell
[17]. Linewidths and splittings between closely spaced lines were measured in
terms of the distance between neighbouring transmission peaks of two
interferometers.
These temperature and pressure stabilized interferometers
have a FSR of (298.8l±0.04) MHz and (74.210.1) MHz, respectively, and allow
splittings between different lines, recorded in a single-mode laser scan, to
be determined with an accuracy of several MHz.

3 The method
In this section some special features of the double resonance technique we
applied will be discussed and compared with double resonance experiments in
which only lasers of one type, pulsed or cw, are involved.
One of the first concerns in any combination of a pulsed laser and a cw
laser is the large loss in duty cycle. It should be explicitly noted, however,
that this loss is not as large as the ratio of the duration of a laser pulse
to its repetition time. It depends on the experimental set-up as well as on
certain properties of the molecular system under study. In the molecular beam
machine the N0 molecules travel with a speed of about 500 m/s and are
irradiated with the pulsed laser over a length of 1 mm. With a repetition rate
of 15 Hz this means that a fraction 3-0x10"^ of the beam is irradiated. With
the high energy per pulse this fraction is excited very efficiently; in N0 we
nearly saturated the A «• X step. Another important factor is the bandwidth of
the pulsed laser. This bandwidth is very large compared with the residual
Doppler width in a molecular beam, so all velocity groups are excited equally
well.
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For the second step to be succesfully applied the lifetime of the
intermediate electronic state should not be too short. The lifetime of NO
(Α Σ + , v'=0) is known to be about 200 ns [18]. During this lifetime the
excited state molecules can absorb another photon. As the double resonance
signal appears essentially in this period of time, the use of a boxcar with a
gate-width of 500 ns enables us to suppress both the scattered cw radiation
and the dark current of the PMT. Due to the narrow bandwidth of the cw laser
only a certain velocity group of excited state molecules is selected to be
promoted to the next electronic state.
If the first step were possible with a cw laser there would be no loss in
duty cycle. On the other hand, the excitation to the Α-state would be less
efficient. Moreover, both cw lasers must excite the same velocity group, which
would make the spectral resolution even higher but the experiment more
difficult. Another very important difference, however, is that in this latter
case the double resonance signal would be uniformly distributed in time. This
means that stray laser light can give quite a large background.
In some particular cases the use of two cw lasers could be advantageous.
However, our set-up with an efficient excitation of the first step and with
the possibillity of time resolved detection has a more general applicability
and the large loss in duty cycle can be largely compensated for.
The application of two pulsed lasers is not a good alternative when one
desires high spectral resolution. With two pulsed lasers, however, the
lifetime of the excited Ε Σ + , v'=0 state can be determined directly , without
the need to deconvolve the time resolved fluorescence curves. For this special
purpose we used a second pulsed dye laser, pumped by a Nd:YAG laser and
operating on ROG, with 1 mj in a 6 ns pulse.

4 Spectroscopic investigation of the NO (Et- A) bands
Ί.Ι Theory
The rotational, fine and hyperfine structure of N0 in both
be described by the effective Hamiltonian:
Η = B U 2 - ОЙ1* + тй-а + bî-â + cl S
ζ

Σ + states can

(1)
ζ

where N is the angular momentum vector of the end-over-end rotation of the
molecule S is the total electronic spin vector and I is the spin of the
nitrogen nucleus. The values for the rotational constant В as well as for the
centrifugal distorsion D for both Σ* states are taken from the work of Amiot
et al.[14]. They analyzed the rotational structure of electronic emission
bands involving these states in the near IR, using Fourier transform
spectroscopy. An accurate value for the band origin ν
of the Ε Σ + , v=0 •
+
Α Σ , v=0 electronic transition was also given in their work.
The spin
rotation interaction TN-S splits each N level by an amount T(N+l/2) into two
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J-levels, where 3 = Й + §. For the NO (Α 2 Σ + , v=0) state the magnitude of this
Τ constant is well known from a Doppler-free two photon spectroscopic study of
the NO (A <• X) transition, using a cw ring dye laser, as Τ = -(80.35 ± 0.15)
MHz [11]. A negative value for this constant Τ means that F^ levels (J =N+1/2)
are lower in energy than F-, levels (J = N-l/2).
The p-doubling in the
2 +
Ε^Σ ,v=0 state was too small to be determined from the Doppler-limited Fourier
transform spectra, and was therefore not known until now. We determined a
value of Y = -(3-15 ± 0.20) MHz for this splitting which means the E-state
also has an inverted fine structure. In figure 2 the energy level structure
+
for both Σ states is schematically presented.
For electric dipole transitions the +«·•»- parity selection rule together
with the AJ = 0,+l selection rule restricts the possible rotational
transitions to ΔΝ = ±1. There are six possible rotational branches, three
starting from each fine structure level. The two iJ =0 branches are very weak
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Figure 2: Energy level scheme of both
2
Σ
states
of NO. The inverted
'spin
splittingy
shown enlarged in the
figure,
gives Fg levels
that are
higher in energy than the Fj
levels.
In the left side of the figure
the
two possible
transitions
to the N=0
level in the upper 2Σ+ state are in
dicated
(see figure
4). Except for
the lowest rotational
levels,
pairs
of lines from each p-doublet are seen.
The weaker Μ=0 transitions
(thinner
arrows) are not observed
in this
case.
Two lines belonging
to the same pair
(e.g. PjOi) and P g W J are
separated
by the difference
in p-doubling
in
the upper and the lower
state.

as they must change spin states, and can in practice only be observed for the
lowest rotational levels. This means for higher energy levels only two pairs
of closely spaced lines will show up in the spectrum. The splitting between
the two almost equally strong lines belonging to the same AJ pair (between
P 1 (N) and P2(N) or between Rj^N) and F ^ W ) is equal to the difference in pdoubling of the Α-state and the Ε-state, as seen in the figure.
In both electronically excited states the hyperfine interaction due to the
spin 1=1 of the nitrogen nucleus, splits each fine structure level into levels
characterized by the total quantum number F = J + I. In the Α-state the
hyperfine structure is well known for v=3 [19]• We assume that the hyperfine
structure in the Α Σ + , v=0 level can be described using similar values for the
Frosch and Foley parameters of b = 40 MHz and с = 2 MHz. The interaction
between the electronic spin and the quadrupole moment of the nitrogen nucleus
can be neglected within the present experimental accuracy.

4.2 Generili results
In

44210

figure 3 two spectra are shown to demonstrate the double resonance

4A200
44190
V(CM-1)
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Figure 3: Upper trace: normal LIF
spectrum of the A*-X transition
indu
ced by the pulsed laser. Lower trace:
double resonance E-+A
fluorescence
with the cw laser fixed on the E<-A
Pjtt)
transition,
whereas the pulsed
laser is scanned. Only
transitions
that reach the labeled
hyperfine
level in the A-state
are seen in
double resonance.
In both
spectra
the linewidth
is determined by the
banduidth of the pulsed laser. The
UV fluorescence
(upper trace)
is
roughly a factor
100 more
intense
than the red fluorescence
(lower
trace).

technique. The upper part of the figure shows a part of the normal LIF
+
spectrum of the NO (Α Σ , v'=0 •· Χ Π, v"=0) transition, obtained by scanning
the pulsed laser and detecting the total A -» X fluorescence. The cw laser is
switched off here. The different rotational transitions induced are indicated
by the J quantum number in the electronic ground state. In the lower part of
the figure the double resonance spectrum is shown.
Now the cw laser is
switched on and kept fixed on the F'=3/2 <• F"=5/2 hyperfine component of the
Ε Σ + , v=0 «- Α Σ + , v=0 Р^(1) transition. Only the red E ·» A fluorescence is now
detected while the pulsed laser is scanned over the same part of the A <• X
transition. Thus only transitions which reach the labeled N=1, J=3/2, F=5/2
level in the Α Σ*, v'=0 state are seen.
In both spectra the linewidth is determined by the bandwidth of the pulsed
laser. Although these spectra are measured in a molecular beam, similar
spectra could have been obtained in a cell, with a somewhat modified relative
line intensity. In measurements where the pulsed laser was kept fixed on a
certain transition while the cw laser was scanned, use of the molecular beam
is necessary to reduce the linewidth.
A typical high resolution E «· A
spectrum of this latter type is shown in figure 4. The pulsed laser is kept
fixed in frequency and simultaneously excites on the A «• X Q^(l) and the
Ppifl) rotational transitions. Both fine structure levels of the Α Σ + , ν =0,
N ' = 1 state are therefore populated. When the cw laser is scanned both the
Pi(l) and the Qipfl) transitions of the E <• A band appear in the double
resonance spectrum. The line strength for these two transitions is the same
which means the intensity of these lines in the spectrum directly reflects the
degree of population of both fine structure levels in the Α-state by the
pulsed laser. From this it can be concluded that the pulsed laser is not
saturating the first step, as the expected intensity ratio of 3:1 is almost
observed.
The signal to noise ratio in this double resonance spectrum is
quite low, mainly because the adjustable diaphragm of the molecular beam was
only opened 0.3 mm, to ensure narrow lines. Furthermore the power of the cw
laser is only 4 mW to avoid power broadening effects. The linewidth of 17 MHz
was the minimum linewidth obtainable, and is mainly determined by residual
Doppler broadening due to the divergence of the molecular beam. As will be
shown later the contribution to the linewidth caused by the finite lifetime of
both electronically excited states is only of the order of 5 MHz. In almost
all other measurements the diaphragm was opened up to 3 mm and a higher cw
laser power was used. This increased the linewidth only to 25 MHz (fwhm) and
a SNR of 1000 or better was achieved on the lowest rotational transitions, by
averaging over 30 samples (2 sec).
In the P^(l) transition the hyperfine structure due to the splitting in
the Α Σ state can be clearly recognized. The vertical bars underneath the
experimental curve indicate the positions and intensities of the individual
hyperfine components. The horizontal bars contain transitions to either one
of the two possible F
levels in the Ε-state. Their relative position is
determined by the splitting between both F levels. Positioning these bars
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Figure 4: High vesolution
spectrum of the E+-A Qjd) and pQi2(l)
transitions
(see figure
2). The pulsed laser is kept fixed
in
frequency.
The hyperfine
structure
in the Α2ΐ+ state is shown
partly
resolved.
The linewidth
of 17 MHz for the single
resolved
hyperfine
component is mainly determined by the residual
Doppler
broadening due to the divergence
of the molecular
beam.
exactly underneath each other means no hyperfine splitting in the Ε-state is
assumed. From this and similar spectra an upper limit for the Fermi-contact
term b f = b + c/3 in the Ε-state of bj. £ 15 MHz can be given.

2

+

4.3 p-Doubling in Ε Σ , v'=0
A quite extensive series of measurements has been performed to determine
+
the magnitude of the spin-rotation splitting in the Ε Σ , v'=0 state. As
discussed in section 4.1 and shown in figure 2 this p-doubling can be
determined from an accurate measurement of the splitting between a P-i (N) and a
P2(N) or between a R^(N) and a R2(N) line. Such splittings were measured in
single-mode laser scans. To make these measurements possible both fine
structure levels for a given quantum number N in the Α Σ + , v'=0 state must be
populated. We chose to do this by pumping with the pulsed laser in the A <· X
Rj^ and Q2I branches. Both branches have equal line strengths and are induced
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simultaneously within the bandwidth of the laser. The satélite branch of the
Q^-branch is relatively weak, and makes excitation with the pulsed laser in
the Qj^ and Ppi branches less favorable. With the pulsed laser fixed on a
certain R^(N) line, the cw laser was scanned to determine the splitting
between lines from both fine structure levels in the Α Σ + , v'=0, N+l state.
Only measurements up to N'=17 in the Ε Σ + state were possible because
rotational levels with higher quantum numbers are less well populated in the
molecular beam. Moreover, a Doppler broadened background double-resonance
signal from the rotationally warmer background gas in the vacuum-machine (at a
pressure é 10"-' mbar) becomes relatively more important for higher levels.
In table
I the observed splittings between different
rotational
transitions are given. Each value is the averaged result from at least 6 laser
scans.
The error given is one standard deviation.
The splittings are
measured between the centers of the more or less Gaussian envelopes of the
rotational transitions, consisting of several unresolved hyperfine components.
ρ
The hyperfine transitions with ¿F * AJ are weaker by a factor of J than the
AF = AJ transitions, which means only three hyperfine transitions will
contribute for high J. As the position of the different hyperfine levels is
not symmetrically distributed around the position of the unsplit fine
structure level, this has to be corrected for. When only the Fermi contact
transitions
PjfS) - P 2 ( 5 )
Pl<9> - P2Í9)
^ ( 8 ) - Η 2 (β)
RjO) - R 2 ( 9 )
P^IZ) - P2(12)
Р^іЧ) RjdS) Pl(15> R^ll) RidS) R^lé) Ridi)
RjdZ)

R2(ll)
R 2 (12)
P2(11)
R 2 (13)
P2d5)
Η 2 (11)
R2d5)
R 2 (16)

o b s . s p l i t t i n g (MHz)
131.0 t 3 . 0
738.9
656.9
7ЗЗ.0
970.8
888.7
97З.9
1132.7
1018.0

t З.О
t 3.0
i З.О
i 3.5
i 6.0
i З.О
± 3.0
± Ί.5

1178.5
1112.8
1183.8
1281.2

1
i
t
i

Table I: Observed

splittings

(MHz) of

rotational

transitions
in the Ε^ΐ,+,υ=0 *• Α^ΐ.+}υ-0 band due
to spin-rotation
interaction
in both
coupled
electronic
states.
The error given is equal to
one standard deviation
in the average of at
least six
measurements.

3.5
3.5
6.0
6.0

interaction in the A-state is considered as being responsible for the
hyperfine structure, it can be shown that the observed splittings as given in
Table I have to be reduced by an amount 4b/(6N+3) to obtain the real
difference in p-doubling between the two states. This correction is in most
cases far within the experimental error. The selection of the Ri branch to
populate A state levels does not introduce any systematic error, as all
hyperfine levels are nearly equally populated. For some transitions this has
been checked experimentally by excitation with the pulsed laser in the Qibranch as well.
+

In figure 5 the p-doubling in the Ε Σ , v'=0 state is given as a function
of the rotational quantum number N. These values are obtained from the data
presented in Table I after correcting for the p-doubling in the Α-state as
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Figure S: Magnitude of
the observed
p-doúbling
2 +
in the Ε Σ , v'=0
state
as a function
of the
rotational
quantum num
ber N. The best fit
to
the experimental
points
which includes
the ef
fect of the
perturba
tion between the Ε2Ί,+
state and the Б2П state
is also
given.

well as for the minor effect of the hyperfine splitting in the Α-state, as
discussed above. For low rotational quantum numbers the spin-rotation
splitting increases linearly with N, as expected, but in the region N=13 N=17 the effect of a perturbation is seen. The small size of this perturbation
explains why it escaped prior observation, and explicitely demonstrates the
high resolution obtainable with the present technique. This perturbation is
due to the v=17 level of the Β Π state which nearly coincides with the Ε^Σ + ,
ν =0 state in this region, as shown in figure 6. Unfortunately, spectroscopic
information on the v=17 level of the Β Π state is scarce; in VUV absorption
studies transitions to this vibrational level are hidden under the Β Δ, v'=l
<- Х 2 П , v"=0 band and, of course, under the Ε 2 Σ + , v'=0 <• Χ 2 Π , v"=0 band. Only a
2
few rotational transitions of the °^ii2<
v'=17 * X ^ ^ . v"=0 band up to
N =11 in the upper state are given in literature [20]. Using these transition
frequencies and taking the known term values in the electronic ground state
[21], we fitted the rotational structure of the Β 2 Π , v'=17 state, and
extrapolated to higher rotational levels. Neither centrifugal distortion nor
A-doubling corrections were included. As only transitions to the В П 1 ¡ j spin
multiplet are tabulated [20] the spin-orbit interaction constant A could not
be fitted. A value of A = 58 cm
was taken as an interpolation between the
(deperturbed) spin-orbit splitting constants of neighbouring vibrational
levels [22]. The accuracy of the thus obtained rotational energies of the Bstate is estimated to be = ι cm"*.
It should be noted that the Ε 2 Σ + state is a ^sa Rydberg state, differing
in two electron orbitale from the τΗπ Β Π valence state. Therefore, a
coupling between these states via one-electron operators is not possible and
formally, a perturbation between these states is configurationally forbidden.
Only when configuration interaction and/or two electron operators are taken
into account such a perturbation can be explained [25].
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In figure 6 we have schematically indicated how the magnitude of the pdoubling in the Ε-state is affected in the neighbourhood of a crossing.
Although only the strongest interactions are taken into account in this
simplified picture, it qualitatively explains the deviations observed in
figure 5. In a more quantitave description the shift of the energy level E 1
due to the interaction with levels of the same symmetry and with the same
quantum number J positioned at an energy E^ is proportional to:

Σ

—

к E.

ik

(2)
\

This approximation is correct as long as Н і 1 { «

I E ^ E J J , thus when the total

shift of the energy levels is small compared with their unperturbed energy
distance. In our case
element H i k for a 2 Σ

+

this approximation

is certainly

correct. The matrix

- 2 Π (Hund's case a) interaction is given by Kovacs [23]

as:
< 2 r + ,J, N = J ± 1/2|Н|2П / 2 .J>= - 2nV(J-l/2)(J+3/2)

6U50

61400

61Э50 -

61300 -

Figure 6: Total energy curves of
the ЕЧ+, V'=0 and the вЧ, ν=ϊ?
states. The crossing betueen
J-12.5 and J=16.5 causes the ob
served perturbations.
In the
figure only the effect of the
strongest interactions
(i.e.
interactions
with those levels
of the same J that are
closest)
are taken into account to ex
plain quantitatively
the devia
tions from a linear N-dependence
as observed in figure 5.
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< 2 Z + ,J, Ν = J - 1/2|Н|2П1,2,.І>=С - 2л(І-1/2)

< ¿ z \ j , Ν = J + i/2|H|¿n1/2,j>=c + 2n(J+3/2)

(3)

In a least squares fit program the observed p-doubling in the Ε Σ* state shown
in figure 5 is fit to an expression including both the expected TcfN + 1/2)
2
dependence and the interaction with the Β Π state. For each J-level in the
о
2
2
Β Π state the fraction of "1/2 аГ1^
V 2 c h a r a c t e r i s calculated, and then
the formulas (2) and (3) are used. The parameters that follow from the best
fit, which is also given in figure 5. are:
T E = -(З.15 ± 0.20) MHz
Л = (2.08 ± 0.15) x Ю - 3 cm" 1
ζ = (7-9 ± 't.t) χ 1 0 " 3 cm" 1
The error is equal to one standard deviation. The physical origin of the two
interaction parameters is such that the ratio ζ/η is equal to the ratio of the
spin-orbit interaction constant A of the perturbing Π state to the rotational
constant В of the perturbed E 2* state. Although the parameter ζ is not
accurately determined we find a low value for the A-constant, which is typical
for the N0 Rydberg states. This Rydberg state must mix with the Β Π nonRydberg state causing the observed perturbation. Recently de Vivie calculated
2 +
2
the magnitude of the spin-orbit interaction between the Ε Σ and the Β Π state
for different values of the internuclear distance [24]. The small value of
about 1.0 cm" she finds for this interaction must be multiplied with the
vibrational overlap before it can be compared with our value of ζ [25]. A
typical vibrational overlap of 1 % gives good agreement in sign and order of
magnitude with the value of ξ we find.
It would be interesting to look for a similar perturbation in the Ε Σ + ,
v=l state caused by the Β^Π, v=20 state at rather low values of N, around N=9
[25]. In the latter case the vibrational overlap will be larger and the
perturbation will probably show up stronger.
5 Time evolution of the excited state populations
Time-resolved fluorescence both from the Α-state and the Ε-state show
directly the time evolution of the excited state populations. In figure 7 the
UV fluorescence from the N=1 level in the Α Σ + , v=0 state following pulsed
laser excitation on the A «• X Q^(l) transition is shown. From this curve a
radiative lifetime of τ = (208 ± 7 ) ns is found for the N=1 level, in good
agreement with literature values [18]. The relatively slow rise of the UV
signal is somewhat peculiar; although the pulsed laser is on only for 10 ns,
the maximum signal appears after 25 ns. This is due to a small retarding
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Figure 7: Time
resolved
A-+X fluoreseence
follow
ing pulsed laser
exci
tation on the A^Z+,
Q1(l)
v'=0 -xH, v"=0
transition.
A
radiative
lifetime
of τ=(208±7)
ns is found for the
' ·+ ""'=0, N=1 level.
A2V

effect of the PMT we used of about 12 ns; a pure exponentially decaying curve
which starts instantaneously is changed into an exponential increasing curve
minus the normal decay curve [26]. A similar retarding effect is of course
also present in the other fluorescence curves and is taken into account in all
simulations of the observed curves.
In order to determine the radiative lifetime of the Ε-state we used two
pulsed lasers in a similar double resonance experiment. The N0 (Α Σ + , v=0)
+
molecules are now excited to the Ε Σ , v=0 state using several mJ of red
radiation from a Nd-YAG laser pumped pulsed dye laser operating on Rhodamine
B.
The bandwidth of this laser was 0.5 cm"
and the pulse-length
approximately 6 ns. With the pulsed UV laser on the A «• X Q W l ) transition and
the second pulsed laser on the E «• A P^(l) transition the time resolved E •» A
fluorescence as shown in figure 8 was obtained. The red laser was delayed by
about 80 ns with respect to the UV laser. In this way a radiative lifetime of
τ =(41 ± 2) ns is found for the Ε 2 Σ + , v=0, N=0 level. Within the experimental
error the same lifetime was found for different N values up to N=10.
The lifetime of the Ε-state can also be determined from the time-resolved
pulsed-cw double resonance E •» A fluorescence but, however, less directly. As
the cw laser connects both electronically excited states continuously the Estate fluorescence is not simply exponentially decaying. The population of
the Α-state decreases exponentially in time. On the other hand the excitation
out of the Α-state will be more efficient for molecules that interact with the
cw laser for a longer time. This suggests that the Ε-state fluorescence will
be peaked at a somewhat later time, and that the exact shape of the
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Figure 8: Time resol
ved £44 fiucresaence
following pulsed laser
exoitation on the
Ε2Σ+1 υ=0 4-Α2τ+, υ=0
Pjd) transition. A
radiative lifetime of
τ=(41±2) ns is found
for the lowest rovibrational
level in
the E^l4' state.

fluorescence curve will depend on the applied cw laser power.
Once the radiative loss rates out of both excited electronic states are
known, the time-dependence of the Ε-state fluorescence in the pulsed-cw
experiment can be quantitatively explained.
The Ε-state is continuously
coupled to the Α-state by the cw laser. This coherent coupling lasts as long

m

Ε2Σ*ν=0

|2>^ΤΊ
ω,

li)

Α2Σ*ν=0
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Figure 9: Schematic re-presenta
tion of the two-level system
described in the text. The
total radiative loss rate out
of the Ε-state is eqvxd to yg
and only a small fraction of
this radiation (rate yr) radia
tes back into the
intially
pumped level in the A-state.
The radiative loss rate out of
the A-state is yj. The solid
arrows indicate the coherent
(de)excitation
with the narrow
band cw laser, with a rate V.

as there are molecules in the Α-state interacting with the cw laser, typically
on a time scale of a few hundred ns. The coupling of the Α-state to the
electronic ground state is only present for 10 ns, which justifies the
description of the E-Α system as an isolated two-level system.
In this
description we assume that at a given time zero a certain number of molecules
are instantaneously pumped out of the ground state into the Α-state. At this
moment there are no molecules in the Ε-state yet. The two-level system
described here is schematically given in figure 9· It is an interesting and
uncommon system in that both levels undergo radiative decay. The decay rates
Y-i and Τ? are the inverse of the lifetimes of the Α-state and the E-state
fi

-1

7 - 1

respectively, and are set equal to T, = 4.80x10 s
and Ύ2 = 2.44x10' s .
The rate of spontaneous fluorescence from the excited level in the E-state
back to the pumped level in the Α-state is indicated by Y . This parameter is
not known precisely.
All of the time-resolved E •» A state fluorescence
measurements we discuss here are made with the cw laser set at the top of the
Doppler-broadened profile of the single resolved F'=3/2 <• F"=5/2 hyperfine
component of the Ε 2 Σ + , v'=0 «• Α 2 Σ + , v"=0 P 1 (l) transition (see figure 4 ) . For
this special transition the rate Y_ is almost exactly 50 % of the total E + A
emission rate, denoted Ypi [27]· It is known from VUV absorption and emission
studies that only about 50 % of the radiation absorbed in the E <- X transition
is emitted to the ground state again [28]. On the other hand the lifetime of
the E-state we measure is too long to make predissociation very probable. As
the E •» A emission band is thought to be the strongest of the other radiative
loss channels out of the E-state [28] an E •» A fluorescence rate of Ч21 ~ 1/2
Yp is deduced. The time evolution of such a two-level system can be correctly
described using the Bloch equations for the components p^^, P22^ $12 =
P:i2exP(iill)t) and poi = Ροιβχρί-ίΔωί) of the density matrix p(t) as [29]:
P11

= i V V ( P l 2 - p21)

P22

= -i^v(p 12 - p 2 1 ) -

+

YrP22 -

V

l

l

Y2P22

¡512 = i^V(p 11 - p 2 2 ) - (VY1 + V Y 2 - ίΔω)(512

P 2 1 = -iVV(P 1 1 - P 2 2 ) - (VY1 + ψ

2

+ iAü))¡521

(4)

In these formulas V is the excitation rate [30], which is proportional to
the square-root of the applied cw laser power, and Δω = ω - ω is the detuning
of the laser frequency ω with respect to the transition frequency ω . The
bandwidth of the cw laser (0.3 MHz) is much smaller than the natural linewidth
of the N0 E <· A transition (= 4.7 MHz). Therefore the laser profile is assumed
to be infinitely narrow. The above system of four coupled differential
equations can be solved analytically if Y r = 0 [29]. As pointed out above, in
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an(

our case T r = 1/4 i^· of the same order as Y^·
i certainly can not be
neglected. Therefore, we solved the equations (4) numerically, with the
0
0
0
=
0
= 0
T h e
initial conditions p ^ O ) = ρ 1 1 (0,Δω), p22( ) = · ^іг^ )
Р21< ) ·
component Pnpít) describes the time evolution of the Ε-state population, which
is the quantity we determined experimentally.
First, the equations (4) will be used to fit the measured power dependence
of the total (time integrated) E -» A state fluorescence. It will be shown that
from such a fit the excitation rate V, which is in fact the only unknown
parameter in our problem, can be accurately determined, for a given laser
power. By taking the Laplace transform of the Bloch equations (Ί) it can be
shown [ 2 9] that the total time integrated E -> A fluorescence quantum yield,
which is the quantity we measure with a large boxcar-gate, is proportional to:

Τ w
τι_(Δω,ν)
= Г., Jƒ r p„(t)dt
=
——
-ρ,.ίΟ,Αω)
2V
21
224
r.Tf-+W(T,+7_-T
11
0
1 2
1 2 г

with

1?

W = -pV¿ ·
4

(— W

T
( Δ ω2
) (V- ^2^ ) 2
2

(5)

(6)

2

+

In our model the laser is assumed to be infinitely narrow, but the Doppler
width can of course not be neglected. With the cw laser set on top of the
Doppler broadened profile of a single resolved hyperfine transition the total
fluorescence intensity we measure, ІРД^, is proportional to:
+ш

l fl (V) - ƒ e

-4ln2(-^) 2
D

•тІ2(дш, )ад ш

(7)

— β

The Doppler-width (fwhm) is set equal to Δω^ = 2л 25 MHz. For different
values of the applied laser power the intensity on top of the forementioned
hyperfine transition is measured, and the results are shown in figure 10. In
our set-up the spatial variation of the applied cw laser power can be
neglected as only the central part of the Gaussian cw laser beam contributes
to the observed double resonance signal. This means that we can fit the
observed points to the expression (7), taking a single value for V. From the
best fit to the experimental points, which is also shown in the figure, we
find:
V = (4.7 t 0.3)xl06 s - 1 at 1 mW
The relation between the applied cw laser power and the excitation rate
depends on the experimental set-up. For our (special) set-up the above
relation holds, and can therefore be used later for the description of the
observed time resolved E -» A state fluorescence.
The reason why the
excitation rate can be determined this precisely is that V appears in the
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Figure 10: Observed
time-integrated
E-+A
fluoreseenoe
intensity
as a function
of the
applied cu laser
power.
The σω laser is set at
the maximum of the
Doppler broadened
proHie of the single
re
solved
F'=3/2<-F"=5/2
hyperfine
component of
the É+-A Pjtt)
transition (see figure
4).
From the best fit
to
the experimental
points
the relation
between
the excitation
rate V
and the applied
laser
oower is
determined.

formula (5) together with the known quantities T^ and Y2 (f r is less
important). A similar procedure is often followed to determine ionization
rates in REMPI experiments where the lifetime of the intermediate state is
known [31]. To determine the transition dipole moment for the E «· A
transition from the relation between V and the applied cw laser power, only
the photon flux (of the cw laser) needs to be known.
For the simulation of the observed E •» A fluorescence decay, the numerical
solution of Popí*-) from equation (4) is needed. Again, the finite Dopplerwidth has to be taken into account. This is done by adding the solutions for
ppoit) for different values of Δω, i.e., by summing over different velocity
groups. The number of molecules in each velocity group (ρ,^Ο,Δω)) is weighted
by a Gaussian envelope with a 25 MHz half-width. A typical time resolved E •> A
fluorescence decay curve is shown in figure 11. This curve is an average over
about 100 samples, with the cw laser set at the maximum of the line. A cw
laser power of 58 mW (measured on the same relative scale as for the power
dependence fit) was applied in this case, which yields a value of V = 3·6χ10'
s
for the simulation. The simulation following equations (4) is given as
curve I in the same figure. The agreement between theory and experiment is
excellent, especially when one considers that no parameters are fitted. Only
the vertical scale of the calculated curve was adjusted. The slight deviations
between theory and experiment can be explained by the approximations we made.
The neglect of the spatial variation m the applied laser power is the most
suspect assumption. In fact we should average over different curves, each for
a slightly different value of V. A similar averaging is needed when we take
into account the two different transition strengths of the four possible Mp
transitions; the transition dipole moment for the |Mp.'|=l/2 «· |Μρ,ι|=1/2
transition is about 20 % larger than that for the |м p'|=3/2 * |Mp„|=3/2
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transition. When both points are taken care of, the shallow dip around 160 ns
in curve I can indeed be smeared out a little bit, although not completely.
Because the spatial variation of the applied laser power (up to 20 %) is not
known and because trying two different transition strengths (with the same
weighted average) hardly changes anything, we simplify by working with one
value of V only. From the theoretical curve we deduce that in the peak,
around 65 ns, as much as 17 % of all the molecules initially in the probed
+
hyperfine level of the Α Σ state have been excited to the Ει*
state by the
cw laser. This seemingly low value is mainly due to the relatively large
Doppler-width; the velocity group that is exactly in resonance with the cw
laser is almost 40 % excited. This overall value of 17 % is in good agreement
with the magnitude of the fluorescence dips that, although weak, were

200

300
time (ns)

A00

Figure 11: Time resolved
E-+A fluorescence
following
excitation
with
the cw laser on the single
resolved
F=3/2 *• F-5/2 hyperfine
component
of the E+-A Pi(l)
transition.
A cw laser power of Б8 mW has been used.
The simulation
following
the Bloch equations
(curve I) as well as the
experimental
curve clearly
show the effect
of an oscillation
around
the solution
following
the master equation description
(curve II) of
the
system.
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observable in the total A •» X UV fluorescence when the cw laser was scanned.
Together with the PMT efficiency and the fluorescence quалturn yields it also
explains why the UV fluorescence is roughly a factor 100 more intense than the
E + A double resonance fluorescence, as seen in figure 3·
Burshtein and Storozhev have shown recently [29] that, when Y = 0, the
transition process has a typical "dephasing time" TJ given by tj = ZKt? ~
Y,). In our case this should mean that phase-relaxation takes place on a time
scale of 100 ns. Therefore, especially at short times, the quantum-mechanical
description will be necessary. This is shown explicitly in figure 11 by curve
II which is the solution of the so-called balance or master equation treatment
for the system. The master equations are obtained from the Bloch equations by
setting ¿21 = Pi? = 0 [29]· It is clear that the master equations will
describe the situation correctly only when phase-relaxation has taken place.
The following set of master equations is found:

¿11 = -< W
P 2 2 = Wp 11

+

Vpll +

(W +

V p 22

- (w + T 2 ) P 2 2

(8)

The "classical" (non-coherent) excitation rate W, which is proportional to
the applied laser power, is already given in equation (6), as a function of
the excitation rate V. An advantage of the equations (8) is that an exact
analytical solution can be given. Starting with the same initial conditions as
before we find:

•»22^ • (л

- Л )^

- ^ » І І «

γ
with

A ± = -(W +

1
2

0

+ γ
i Ϋ
2
) ± П 2 2

' ^

^Y
V

(9)

+ W(W + T r )

(10)

It can easily be verified that the total time-integrated value of f>22^
from eq. (9) is exactly the same as that given by eq. (5.6). The master
equation curve (curve II) is scaled relative to the Bloch equation curve
(curve I ) , using eq. (6). Now a maximum excitation of nearly 12 % is
obtained. It is clear from figure 11 that both the experimental curve and the
exact theoretical curve (curve I) show the effect of Rabi-oscillations, which
cannot be explained with the master equations.
At lower laser powers the difference between both approaches becomes less
evident. This is demonstrated in figure 12, which is identical to figure 11,
but measured at roughly a factor h lower laser power (17 mW). The effect of
the oscillations is less pronounced, although the description in terms of the
Bloch equations is still the only correct one. For short times the discrepancy
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400

400

Figure 13:
Calculated
time dependent E-+A
fluorescence
when 250 mW
of cw laser power is
used. Only the
correct
solution,
following
out
of the Bloch
equations,
is shown.

between both approaches is still quite large.
At higher laser powers, on the other hand, strong oscillations are
predicted.
Although the finite Doppler-width tends to smear out these
oscillations, some additional maxima should be observable under the same
experimental conditions, using only a slightly higher laser power. This is
shown in figure 13, which shows the calculated time dependence of the E -» A
fluorescence when 250 mW of cw laser power is used (V=7.4x10

s

).

6 Final remarks
It has been shown experimentally that the combination of a high power
pulsed laser with a narrow bandwidth cw laser makes a high resolution study of
highly excited electronic states possible. The signal-to-noise ratio on the
double resonance signal is shown to be very good. The use of a pulsed
molecular beam and a more efficient detection scheme for the excited state
population will provide further improvements. This suggests that this method
has a very general applicability, also for the study of electronic states of
less abundant transient species. From the time-resolved fluorescence curves
the lifetimes of the excited states and the corresponding transition dipole
moment can be determined. The observed Rabi-oscillations nicely demonstrate
the coherence properties of a two-level system with radiative losses.
An experiment in which we tried to detect photo-ions formed by the cw
laser was not succesfull. The main problem was that the photo-ions produced by
the pulsed laser via (1+1)-REMPI caused a large ion background, which could
not be completely discriminated against. For such an experiment it is
advantageous to reduce both the linewidth and the energy per pulse of the
pulsed laser, keeping the same spectral energy density. This gives less
photo-ions, but the same A «- X excitation rate. Another possibility to
distinguish between the different ion production channels, is in detecting
photoelectrons. Only a very crude energy resolution is needed for sufficient
discrimination.
Another application of the present pulsed-cw double resonance technique is
in
high
resolution
studies
of
electronic
states
undergoing
slow
predissociation by which free atoms are formed. Even when the predissociation
lifetime is as small as 0.1 ns a high resolution study (e.g. resolution of
hyperfine structure) is often still possible. From the spectral linewidths the
quantum state dependent predissociation rates can then be accurately
determined [32]. As the fluorescence quantum yield for these states is quite
low, transitions to these states are difficult to be detected by normal LIF.
In this case it is suggested to use a pulsed laser for the detection of the
continuously-formed photofragment atoms. The large bandwidth of the pulsed
laser guarantees that all atoms, irrespective of their velocity, are detected.
The same advantages as discussed before with regard to the detection
efficiency as well as with regard to the reduction in background due to time
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resolved detection apply.
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SAMENVATTING

Structuur en dynamica van kleine moleculen bestudeerd door middel van
UV laser spectroscopie

Laser spectroscopische technieken maken een selectieve en een zeer
gevoelige detectie van atomen en moleculen mogelijk en leveren nauwkeurige
spectroscopische informatie, die inzicht geeft in de structuur en dynamica van
de onderzochte atomen en moleculen.
In het eerste gedeelte van het proefschrift zijn experimenten beschreven
met een afstembare excimeer laser. Deze gepulste laser levert extreem hoge
piekvermogens (10-100 MW) in een relatief nauw frequentie interval (0.5 cm" )
en is zeer geschikt om zwakke één-photon overgangen of meer-photon processen
efficiënt te induceren. Gedeeltes van electronische overgangen van H2O (D2O),
OH en Op vallen binnen het 1 nm brede afstembereik van de KrF (248 nm)
excimeer laser. Al deze overgangen eindigen in snel predissociërende
toestanden; in de aangeslagen electronische toestand leeft het molecuul
slechts 1-100 ps.
De competitie tussen de verschillende processen in de
aangeslagen toestanden, zoals predissociatie, ionisatie, fluorescentie en
botsingsrelaxatie, is nauwkeurig onderzocht. Het blijkt dat de laser
geïnduceerde fluorescentie die wordt uitgezonden vóór de predissociatie voor
bovengenoemde moleculen voldoende intens is om toestandsselectieve detectie
mogelijk te meiken. Hoewel de quantumopbrengst voor fluorescentie aanzienlijk
verlaagd wordt door de predissociatie, biedt het feit dat de waargenomen
fluorescentie vrijwel ogenblikkelijk wordt uitgezonden, d.w.z. binnen de zeer
korte levensduur, interessante mogelijkheden. Zo is het mogelijk deze
moleculen toestandsselectief te detecteren in realistische systemen waar de
achtergrond druk hoog is (1-50 bar), om aldus temperatuur en dichtheid van
deze moleculen te bepalen, zonder rekening te hoeven houden met storende
invloeden van de-exciterende botsingen; dergelijke botsingen zullen niet of
nauwelijks plaatsvinden tijdens de korte levensduur.
Met dezelfde excimeer
laser, maar dan werkend op ArF (193 n m ) , bleek het ook mogelijk om CO
toestandsselectief te detecteren.
Een spin-verboden overgang vanaf de
electronische grondtoestand van CO ligt precies in het afstembereik van de ArF
laser.
Verderop in het proefschrift zijn experimenten beschreven waarbij gebruik
is gemaakt van een continue, smalbandige (frequentie verdubbelde) kleurstof
laser in combinatie met een moleculaire bundelopstelling, waarmee een subDoppler resolutie tot 20 MHz mogelijk is. Een dergelijke spectrale resolutie
is vereist indien men gedetailleerde informatie omtrent de relatief kleine
effecten ten gevolge van de interactie tussen electronen en kernen in een
molecuul wil verkrijgen en indien men electronische spectra van zwaardere
meer-atomige
moleculen
rotationeel
wil
kunnen
oplossen.
Door
laser
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geïnduceerde fluorescentie te detecteren zijn electronische overgangen in SiCl
en
in SÌCI2, met volledig opgeloste
rotatie-structuur, opgemeten en
geanalyseerd. De geometrische structuur in de verschillende electronische
toestanden is hieruit nauwkeurig bepaald.
Een nog hogere spectrale resolutie (lijnbreedtes tot I.5 MHz) is bereikt
door een Doppler-vrije Lamb-dip techniek in de moleculaire bundel toe te
passen. Op deze wijze bleek het mogelijk de hyperfijnstructuur van OD (Α Σ + ,
v'=0) op te lossen. Door deze methode op SiCl toe te passen kon de levensduur
van de aangeslagen toestand bepaald worden uit de waargenomen Fourier
begrensde lijnbreedte.
In een dubbel-resonantie experiment in een moleculaire N0 bundel zijn de
specifieke voordelen van zowel een gepulste als een continue laser benut. Met
een gepulste laser zijn individuele rotatie-niveau's in de hooggelegen eerste
aangeslagen toestand van N0 (Α Σ + , v'=0) efficiënt bezet. Met behulp van de
smalbandige continue laser is vervolgens de spectroscopische structuur en de
dynamica van het Ε Σ * <· Α Σ* systeem onder hoge resolutie onderzocht.
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